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"...we must make automatic and habitual, as early as possible, as many useful actions as 
we can, and guard against the growing into ways that are likely to be disadvantageous to 
us, as we should guard against the plague. The more of the details of our daily life we 
can hand over to the effortless custody of automatism, the more our higher powers of 
mind will be set free for their own proper work. There is no more miserable human being 
than one in whom nothing is habitual but indecision, and for whom the lighting of every 
cigar, the drinking of every cup, the time of rising and going to bed every day, and the 
beginning of every bit of work, are subjects of express volitional deliberation." 
-William James, Habit, 1887 
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ABSTRACT 
 Decision making – committing to a single action from a plethora of viable 
alternatives – is a necessity for all motile creatures, each moving a single body to 
many possible destinations. Some decisions are better than others. For example, to a 
rat deciding between one path that will bring it to a piece of cheese and another that 
will bring it to the jaws of a cat, there is a clear reason for the rat to prefer one 
choice over the other. Two criteria for adjusting decision making for optimal 
outcome are to make decisions as accurately as possible – choose the course of 
action most likely to result in the preferred outcome –  but also to decide as fast as 
possible. Because these criteria often conflict, decision making has an inherent  
“speed-accuracy tradeoff”.  
Presented here is a computational neural model of decision making, which 
incorporates neurobiological design principles that optimize this tradeoff via 
reward-guided transfers of control between two sensory processing systems with 
  viii 
different speed/accuracy characteristics. This model incorporates anatomical and 
physiological evidence that dopamine, the key neurotransmitter in reinforcement 
learning, has varying effects in different sub-regions of the basal ganglia, a 
subcortical structure that interfaces with the neocortex to control behavior. Based 
on the observed differences between these sub-regions, the model proposes that 
gradual adaptations of synaptic links by reinforcement learning signals  lead to 
rapid changes in the speed and accuracy of decision making, by assigning control of 
behavior to alternative cortical representations. Chapter one draws conceptual links 
from experimental data to the design of the proposed model. Chapter two applies 
the model to speed-accuracy tradeoffs and habit formation by simulating forced-
choice paradigms.  Several robust behavioral phenomena are replicated. 
By isolating reinforcement learning factors that control the speed and depth 
of habit formation, the model can help explain why all substances that strongly and 
synergistically affect such factors share a high potential for habit formation, or habit 
abatement. To illustrate such potential applications of the current model, chapter 
three investigates effects of varying model parameters in accord with the known 
neurochemical effects of some major habit-forming substances, such as cocaine and 
ethanol. 
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PREFACE 
The following work consists of a computational model designed to mimic the 
functional characteristics of the brain and, in particular, subcortical systems present in a 
wide variety of animal species, from hagfish to humans. Accordingly, it incorporates 
experimental findings from a wide variety of species, particularly rodent models, but 
often from humans and other species as well. It is therefore prudent to approach the 
results presented here as general phenomena that can be broadly relevant, but which as a 
result do not entirely capture the behavior of any single species. Although simulations 
replicate experimental paradigms as accurately as possible within the constraints of the 
computational framework of the model, comparisons between these simulations’ results 
and the original experimental data should be cautious, given the many minute details 
which cannot be captured within the scope of the present work.  
Computational models of the brain offer a unique opportunity to condense neural 
systems to their most fundamental components, and to rapidly test hypotheses about how 
these components interact. In the work presented here, a relatively simple fundamental 
system - a synaptic-weight "switching curve" that enables adaptive transfers of behavioral 
control between brain regions - is explored as a potential general explanation for a wide 
variety of documented behaviors. Included are proposals for future experimental research 
to verify novel behaviors predicted by the model. While the scope of this work does not 
include the verification of these proposals in animal models, such verification remains a 
crucial step for establishing the veridicality of these theoretical results. 
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GLOSSARY  
BG: Basal ganglia, a collection of subcortical nuclei including the striatum, pallidum, 
substantia nigra and subthalamic nucelus 
D1R: Dopamine type-1 receptor; increases synaptic weight in response to dopamine 
bursts 
D2R: Dopamine type-2 receptor; decreases synaptic weight in response to dopamine 
bursts 
DA: Dopamine, a learning-related neurotransmitter 
DAT: Dopamine transporter, an enzyme that removes dopamine from its receptors for 
reuptake 
DL: Dorsolateral; typically used in the context of striatal anatomy herein 
GABA: Gamma-aminobutyric acid, an inhibitory neurotransmitter important for the 
action of interneurons and some projection neurons 
RPE: Reward prediction error, a hypothesized method of encoding for the release of 
dopamine dependent on the expectation of reward 
SAT: Speed-accuracy tradeoff, a psychophysical relationship between the accuracy of a 
decision and the speed with which it is made 
VM: Ventromedial; typically used in the context of striatal anatomy herein 
VM-DL axis: Linear spatial gradient extending from the most ventromedial extent of the 
striatum to the most dorsolateral extent 
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CHAPTER ONE: MODELING THE COMPETITION FOR CONTROL 
Speed-accuracy tradeoff as a general problem in behavior 
The dilemma of speed vs. accuracy is a fundamental one in decision making. 
Wickelgren (1977) noted that a speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT) is a fundamental feature 
of decision making experiments across a variety of paradigms: that is, longer decision 
times systematically correspond to more accurate decisions. Chittka et al. (2009) 
presented a concise portfolio of SAT phenomena across a wide variety of species, 
sensory modalities, and task domains, noting that sacrificing accuracy for speed may be a 
critical adaptation for the detection of both predators and prey, a conclusion echoed by 
Ducatez et al. (2014). Analysis suggests that experimentally-observed SATs closely 
approach the situationally-optimal balance of speed and accuracy, suggesting that SATs 
may be adjusted dynamically with relative precision (Behrens et al. (2007), Bogacz et al. 
(2006), Harris et al. (2006), Desrochers et al, 2010, Drugowitsch et al., 2015). The 
ubiquity of this optimality across a variety of task domains suggests that the mechanism 
for SAT adjustment is held in common across the many modalities these tasks may 
employ (Bogacz (2007)). 
Many mathematical models of SAT make use of competition between stochastic, 
gradually-increasing “accumulators”, eliciting a decision once the accumulated evidence 
in favor of any option exceeds a threshold. (Bogacz et al. (2009), Brown & Heathcote 
(2008), Usher & McClelland (2001), Usher et al. (2002), Vickers (1970)) As depicted in 
Figure 1, the time needed to arrive at a decision thus depends on the time taken to reach a 
threshold, which varies not only as a function of accumulation rate but also of the 
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magnitude of the threshold itself. A variety of configurations of such a model may 
explain features of SAT. Though Bogacz et al. (2006) have shown that many may be 
functionally equivalent to one another, each implies a unique set of neural correlates to be 
expected if the model is accurate (Bogacz et al. (2009)). Complicating the projection of 
these mathematical models onto biology is the nebulous biological equivalent of a single 
“accumulator”. Neural models may attribute the physical locus of an accumulator to 
single neurons (Hanes & Schall  (1996), Hanks et al. (2014), Heitz & Schall (2012)) or 
the network activity of large populations of neurons (van Veen et al. (2008), Wenzlaff et 
al. (2011)). Different models attribute control over accumulator threshold and/or rate to 
regions of motor cortex, sensory cortex, subcortical ganglia, or synaptic weight changes 
(Bogacz et al. (2009)), or combinations thereof (Heitz & Schall (2012)). Although the 
utility of such models in explaining behavior has been established, and they are in 
principle capable of producing optimal behavior (Lefebvre, 1987), the precise neural 
realization of an accumulator remains the subject of active inquiry.  
 3 
 
 
Pinpointing the neural bases for SAT may be expedited by incorporating evidence 
from the literature of reinforcement learning (RL). Tolman et al. (1946) observed that 
during the acquisition of maze navigation by rats under a reinforcement learning 
paradigm, in addition to quantitative changes in decision speed and accuracy, there 
occurs a qualitative shift in the way that decisions are made. In Tolman’s plus-maze 
Figure 1.  Accumulator variations. In accumulator models, multiple behavioral representations 
accumulate activation over time until one of them exceeds an activation threshold and produces a 
corresponding behavior. The time elapsed between stimulus onset and behavior production is thus 
determined by two factors: the rate at which activation accumulates, and the threshold of activation 
required before behavior can occur. In a mathematical model, each of these factors can be made 
functionally equivalent to the other: any increase in elapsed time can be explained by either a 
decrease in rate (from the red (fast) to blue (slow) line in the figure;) or an increase in threshold 
(from Tbaseline to T+threshold in the figure), and vice versa (see Bogacz et al., 2009). In a neural system, 
however, the physiological correlate of accumulation rate may be quite different from the correlate 
for activation threshold, and this equivalency cannot be assumed. Neural models of SAT that use 
changes in accumulation threshold have different implications for neurophysiology than models 
that use changes in accumulation rate. 
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paradigm this shift occurs from an initial strategy based on spatial location (“place-
based”) to a strategy based on body movements made in response to a branching path 
(“response-based”). The difference between these strategies is made clear when the rat 
enters the maze from the opposite arm: overtrained rats, employing a “response-based” 
strategy, turn in the same direction (relative to self) they had been previously conditioned 
on, despite that decision leading away from the reward. The conflict between these two 
distinct strategies – also described as “goal-directed” vs. “habitual” in other contexts 
(Redish & Johnson (2008), Penner & Mizumori (2011), Balleine & Dickinson (1998), 
Khamassi & Humphries (2012)) – appears to be resolved through (at least) two distinct 
neural subsystems which compete for control of behavior (Yin & Knowlton (2006), Lee 
et al. (2008), de Leonibus et al. (2011)). Lesion experiments have shown an anatomical 
segregation between the neural substrates of the acquisition (Brovelli et al. (2011), Yin & 
Knowlton (2004), Packard & McGaugh (1996)), storage (Coutureau & Killcross (2003)), 
and execution (Packard (1999)) for each of these two strategies. Reinforcement learning 
is thus capable of altering the type of decision being made by engaging physically 
separate neural systems. Computational models of RL-mediated strategy transfer such as 
that of Dollé et al (2010) demonstrate that reinforcement learning is sufficient as a 
principal mechanism for arbitration between model-based and model-free control. 
Switching control between multiple systems is computationally suited to 
addressing shifting, sometimes uncertain, demands in a variety of situations (Frank et al. 
(2009)). Daw et al. (2005) proposed that the inherent computational burden of processing 
highly-accurate “model-based” (i.e., goal directed) strategies provides a sufficient 
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incentive to maintain a separate “model-free” (i.e., habitual) system capable of quickly 
making decisions when their outcome is certain. Under such circumstances, bypassing 
the computations required to maintain an internal model of the world allows a model-free 
controller to make comparatively faster decisions - at the expense of losing any predictive 
value added by an internal model. Though posed in terms of computational time rather 
than response time, Daw’s proposal carries the implication that the competing demands 
of speed and accuracy can be met by the division of labor between two separate 
controllers, one model-based and the other model-free. Keramati et al. (2011) address the 
relationship with SAT more explicitly, showing that such a division is capable of 
producing the optimal balance of response speed and accuracy. The separation of these 
systems within the brain – and the dramatic contrast in the behavioral strategies they 
evoke –may thus contribute to SAT phenomena in addition to enabling the transition 
between model-based and model-free strategies. Results from computational models 
based on the principle of transition between model-based and model-free controllers 
support this claim (Keramati et al. (2011), Shah & Barto (2009), Chersi et al. (2013)). 
 
The basal ganglia: subdivided substrate for reinforcement learning and 
action selection 
The well-studied relationship between strategy switching and the basal ganglia 
(BG) makes the identification of specific neural correlates of multiple-strategy models of 
RL more tractable than identifying similar correlates of SAT (Smith & Graybiel, 2014 
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provide a concise review). The striatum, a nucleus of the BG, is critically important for 
realizing both strategy types within distinct anatomical subdivisions (Khamassi & 
Humphries (2012), Ito & Doya (2015), Yin & Knowlton (2004)). Model-based strategies 
are attributed to the ventromedial and dorsomedial  striatum (VMS and DMS 
respectively), (Stalnaker et al. (2010), Bornstein & Daw (2011), Deserno et al. (2014)), 
while model-free strategies are attributed to the dorsolateral striatum (DLS)  (Packard 
(2009)). The striatum is also notable as being a primary target for dopaminergic signals 
projected from neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta, another nucleus of the BG 
(Zahm et al. (2011)).  
Dopamine (DA) modulates striatal activity via both short-term changes in 
excitability and long-term changes in synaptic strength between cortex and striatum 
(Nicola et al. (2000)). DA is also capable of exerting effects on both long-term 
potentiation and long-term depression of the strength of glutamatergic inputs from cortex 
to striatum, dependent on the type of dopamine receptor expressed (Surmeier et al. 
(2007), Centonze et al. (2001)). Long-term plasticity of cortical-striatal synapses via DA 
is critically important for reinforcement learning (Beninger (1983), Schultz et al. (1997)) 
of both model-based (Doll et al. (2012)) and model-free strategies (Dayan & Berridge 
(2014)).  
The synaptic effect of dopamine differs significantly between the VMS and DLS 
(Wickens et al. (2007)), both in the concentration of DA (due to differences in the 
probability of presynaptic DA vesicle release (Cragg (2003))), and in the rate of DA 
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reuptake at the synapse (Calipari et al. (2012), González-Hernández et al. (2004)), 
dependent on dopamine transporter (DAT) densities (Hurd et al. (1994), Dickinson et 
al. (1999), Ciliax et al. (1995)) ). Lower DAT and release probability in the VMS result 
in less potent (Cragg (2003)) but longer-sustained and farther-reaching (Cragg & Rice 
(2004)) DA release events when compared to DLS, as depicted in Figure 3. The VMS 
and DLS also differ in their overall density of synaptic spines (Meredith et al. (1992)), 
the formation (Penrod et al. (2015)), maintenance (Neely et al. (2007), Arbuthnott et al. 
(2000)), and effectiveness (Reynolds & Wickens (2002)) of which are strongly 
influenced by DA. Given the importance of spines in the long-term potentiation effects of 
DA (Mancuso et al. (2014)), lower spine density in VMS (Meredith et al. (2008)) may 
indicate a lower asymptote of synaptic strength relative to DLS. The asymmetrical effect 
of drugs of abuse on spine density in VMS versus DLS (Villalba & Smith (2013)), and on 
utilization of model-free vs. model-based strategies, suggests that relative spine density 
(Jedynak et al. (2007), Grueter et al. (2012)) may be an important factor in the transition 
between strategy types.  
Could the distinct physiologies of DA in VMS and DLS be functionally related to 
the specialized roles of these regions in strategy processing? Yin & Knowlton (2006) 
proposed that DA-mediated reinforcement learning is well-suited to explain the serial 
adaptation of behavior across multiple strategy types, noting that the partially-
overlapping DA innervation of VMS and DLS reported by Haber et al. (2000) could 
bridge these otherwise anatomically- and functionally-isolated regions (Alexander & 
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Crutcher, 1990). The feed-forward “spiral” (Haber et al. (2000)) of dopaminergic 
connectivity, along with the regional differences in DA physiology during early and late 
phases of reinforcement learning (Yin et al. (2010)), suggest that DA could play a critical 
role in reinforcement-mediated transitions of control across these regions. 
The ventromedial/dorsolateral division within the striatum is also directly relevant 
to issues relating to SAT. Lesions of the striatum have region-specific effects on choice 
response time (Mair et al. (2002)), impulsivity (Pothuizen et al. (2005)), and accuracy 
(Burk & Mair (2001)) as well as cognitive factors related to accuracy, e.g. preservation of 
task-related information in working memory (Reading et al. (1991), Porter et al. (2001)). 
The striatum is involved in the adjustment of decision threshold under experimental 
paradigms designed to probe SAT (Forstmann et al. (2008), Forstmann et al. (2010), 
Bahuguna et al. (2015), van Veen et al. (2008)). Furthermore, DA is necessary for 
changes in reaction time during reinforcement learning (Leventhal et al. (2014)), as well 
as for the discrimination of temporal intervals (Buhusi & Meck(2005), Malapani et al. 
(1992), Bahuguna et al. (2015)). Reports of the efficacy of DA agonists in modulating 
SAT differ between a linguistic task (Lou et al. (2011)) and a dot-motion task (Winkel et 
al. (2012)), suggesting that DA may differentially affect SAT under different strategic 
demands. Differences in cue processing when either speed or accuracy is emphasized (Ho 
et al. (2012), Vallesi et al. (2012)) provide a further analogy to the strategy switching 
literature in SAT, as does the finding of Bijleveld et al (2010) that conscious (by 
 9 
 
extension, model-based) cues -  but not subconscious (and by extension, model-free) cues 
- influence SAT adjustments in humans. 
Figure 2 presents a comparison of four possible (and mutually compatible) bases 
for adjusting the SAT, as categorized by Bogacz et al. (2009). A synaptic solution to SAT 
- one in which DA-mediated reinforcement learning at cortico-striatal synapses is 
primarily responsible for SAT – would normally (e.g., Lo & Wang, 2006) rely on a slow 
Figure 2.  Comparison of SAT theories as categorized by Bogacz et al. (2009) (cf. their figure 4). Shown are 
four four color-coded categories of SAT model: Cortical, Striatal, STN, and Synaptic, each corresponding 
to distinct cortico-basal ganglia circuit elements. Cortical theories, e.g., van Veen et al. (2008) and Ivanoff 
et al. (2008) attribute SAT to baseline activity changes in cortical cells, which create changes in behavior 
production threshold. Striatal theories, as advanced by Forstmann et al. (2010), attribute more significance 
to the effect of such cortical activation changes on striatum, which reduces inhibition and increases a model 
accumulator rate rather than its threshold.  STN theories of SAT (e.g., Frank, 2006) claim that the 
subthalamic nucleus (STN) reduces model accumulator rates by opposing the effect of the striatum on the 
pallidum. A fourth theory class, Synaptic theory (which includes the model proposed here) is the synaptic 
theory, emphasizes that modification of synapses between the cortex and striatum by reinforcement 
learning can alter SAT.  
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process to explain a rapidly-induced phenomenon, a conceptual hurdle noted in Furman 
& Wang (2008). However, strategy switches of the kind observed in the RL literature 
suggest a mechanism sufficient to supply such rapid transitions. This dissertation 
explores the hypothesis that, by shifting decision-making activity from ventral to dorsal 
striatum and therefore engaging a different set of cortical resources and shifting 
behavioral control to a faster-computed strategy, reinforcement learning may be 
sufficient to quickly enact the rapid and broad changes in behavior that are observed in 
both SAT and RL paradigms. In particular, the physiological differences in the effect of 
DA between ventral and dorsal striatum discussed previously by Calipari et al. (2012) 
may provide a theoretical foundation for quickly transferring behavioral control with very 
few reinforcement events.  
A synaptic model of SAT sidesteps a critical anatomical limitation, namely that 
the number of neurons - and thus the complexity of neural representations – differs 
between cortical neurons and their synaptic targets in the striatum by a factor of 10, 
meaning that neural representations in the striatum are at a tenth of the resolution of 
cortex, limiting their complexity  (Zheng & Wilson, 2002). Enacting behavioral strategy 
switches through changes at the synapses between these neural populations can resolve 
the issue of conflicting cortical/striatal representation noted by Zheng and Wilson (2002). 
Competitive learning between redundant, parallel representations across multiple cells 
along the ventral-dorsal axis per the current proposal also alleviates the concern raised by 
Zheng and Wilson that cells of the striatum lack the redundant cortical inputs necessary 
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for the striatum to implement competition between cortical representations. The 
anatomical differences between species in cortical/striatal neuron ratios (Herculano-
Houzel (2009)) further emphasize the need for a theory of SAT and strategy switching to 
be robust to representational differences between cortex and striatum, if it is to explain 
the observations of SAT (Chittka et al. (2009)) and RL-mediated strategy switching (Doll 
et al. (2012)) across multiple species. 
Positing RL-mediated transfer of control between VMS and DLS as a common 
system for both strategy switching and SAT bridges the gap between these two relatively 
isolated bodies of literature. The extensive training periods required for strategy 
switching would normally preclude it from consideration in SAT, a phenomenon which 
does not generally require a protracted learning period aside from initial task acquisition. 
The current proposal unifies these two scenarios by providing a system capable of 
adapting behavior with relatively brief learning periods, and provides a solution for the 
computational problem common to both SAT and strategy switching: making an accurate 
decision as quickly as possible. The proposal also addresses the abstract tradeoff between 
accuracy and computational complexity raised by Daw et al. (2005) by providing an 
adaptive means of selecting between alternative cortical representations (e.g., 
representations in the associative cortex regions innervating VMS vs. the simpler 
alternative representations used by the motor cortex innervating DLS). The model 
proposed here may thus be well-suited for adaptation to species with different capacities 
for cortical (or, in species lacking neocortex but having functional analogues, cortex-like) 
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computation, as well as to industrial applications requiring the dynamical allocation of 
limited computing power. 
The core insights contributing to the proposed model of decision making arise 
from incorporation of implied physiological differences in the functioning of DA 
between the ventromedial and dorsolateral poles of the striatum, namely differences in 
the volume and duration of dopamine release at cortico-striatal synapses in these regions. 
These inferences are made based on experimentally observed differential expression of 
DA transporter (DAT) as well as regional differences in spine formation and 
maintenance. As a result, this model is poised to make novel predictions about decision 
making in conditions characterized by alterations of these physiological parameters – for 
example under alterations of DAT associated with bipolar disorder (Pinsonneault et al. 
(2011)), schizophrenia (Kegeles et al. (2010)) and ADHD (Krause et al. (2000)). The 
model also predicts that individuals with higher DAT expression will be less prone to 
switch to model-free strategies, a prediction which may also help to explain the 
involvement of DAT in addiction and habit formation (Flagel et al. (2007), Guindalini et 
al. (2006)). 
SAT is a phenomenon observed in a variety of contexts, including the decisions of 
bees (Riveros & Gronenberg (2012)) and even swarms of bees (Passino & Seeley 
(2006)). Given the dramatic systematic differences between vertebrates and invertebrates 
(and between individuals and groups), a specific neural model of SAT will be at best 
sufficient, but not strictly necessary, for the phenomenon to occur. As Bogacz et al. 
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(2009) noted, it is also possible that there are multiple contributors to SAT at the neural 
level, each acting simultaneously and cooperatively. An inherent strength of the current 
proposal, as a synaptic model of SAT, is that it is capable of coexisting alongside the 
numerous cortical, striatal, and STN theories of SAT (see Figure 3), without 
contradicting the functional roles ascribed to these regions. This potential for synergy is 
enhanced by the emphasis placed on competition between spatial sub-regions of striatum 
by the current proposal. By staging the SAT-producing race of parallel accumulators 
between the ventromedial and dorsolateral sub-regions, the proposed model avoids laying 
the entire computational burden on the cortex and subthalamic nucleus (STN) while also 
maintaining compatibility with several pre-existing striatal models of SAT (Forstmann et 
al. (2008), Lo & Wang (2006), van Veen et al. (2008)). When compared to cortical 
models of SAT, synaptic theories of SAT (in addition to striatal and STN theories) also 
have the advantage of being easily extended to multiple species, as structures resembling 
the basal ganglia have been observed in several species lacking neocortex, such as insects 
and hagfish (Stephenson-Jones et al. (2011), Strausfeld & Hirth (2013)). 
Modeling DA-mediated competition between ventromedial / dorsolateral 
(VM/DL) subregions of striatum has intriguing implications in the context of the 
anatomical “spiral” linking limbic, associative, and motor regions of striatum (Haber 
(2003), Yin & Knowlton (2006)). Although the scope of the proposed model is strictly 
limited to the associative and motor functions of striatum, the anatomical differences and 
computational principles used to inform this model also apply to interactions between the 
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(comparatively ventromedially-situated) limbic and associative regions of striatum. As a 
result, the core modeling principles enabling competition between alternative strategies in 
a behavioral context may also be applicable to competing strategies in an emotional 
context. The aforementioned link between DAT functionality and certain cognitive 
disorders (bipolar disorder, ADHD) suggests that modeling these disorders as a type of 
strategy switching phenomenon may be a germane extension of the proposed model into 
the limbic domain.  
Several computational models have already been developed to explain either SAT 
or RL-driven strategy switching as independent phenomena. A model attempting to 
jointly explain both phenomena, as does the current proposal, must therefore meet the 
existing standards of performance and explanatory value set by its competition in both 
the SAT and RL domains. Novel features, too, must be justified by their basis in 
anatomical fact, as well as by their contributions to performance. According to the dual 
criteria of biological plausibility and behavioral performance, the central systems of a 
variety of competing models are to be compared in the context of the core novel features 
of the proposal, which together yield an emergent switching mechanism, as depicted in 
Figure 3, that determines which region exerts control over behavior. 
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Figure 3. The ventromedial / dorsolateral switching mechanism. Two parameters – learning rate and 
asymptotic weight – differ between the ventromedial and dorsolateral region. The vertical axis is the 
normalized  cortico-striatal synaptic weight (efficacy). This weight is adjusted via dopamine signals 
induced by arrivals (or omissions) of rewards.  The accumulated synaptic weight depends on the net effect 
of experienced reinforcement, plotted on the horizontal axis. The solid blue line is the weight growth 
trajectory expected for ventromedial striatum, and the red line that for dorsolateral. The slopes and 
maximum values (Max) reflect regional differences in dopamine release, dopamine transporter, and spine 
density. When synaptic weight sets the accumulator rate in an accumulator model, three regions emerge. In 
the leftmost, marked ‘α’, a higher synaptic weight in the ventromedial region results in faster accumulation 
and therefore behavioral control by the “model-based” ventromedial region; in the γ region, i.e., beyond the 
crossing point of the red and blue lines, control is seized by the “model-free” dorsolateral region, because 
reinforcement learning has raised the dorsolateral weight to a value that surpasses the limit on ventromedial 
synaptic weights. A third region, ß, lies right of the saturation point for ventromedial synaptic weights and 
left of the crossing point. If weight-controlled accumulation rate were the only factor pertinent to the race, 
the ß region would mark exclusive control by ventromedial striatum; but the greater time delay for cues to 
excite cortical input to the ventromedial region give the dorsolateral region more time to accumulate 
activation, so the dorsolateral region may also gain control in the ß region. 
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Regional differences in learning enable a switch between speed/accuracy 
functional segments as a function of learning history 
The switching mechanism shown in Figure 3 is the core innovation of the 
proposed model.  Within this model the DA-mediated adjustments to synaptic weight (y-
axis) dependent on reinforcement events (x-axis) are responsible for altering both the 
accuracy of decision making and the time taken for a decision to be made. Rather than 
representing a specific synapse, the “synaptic weight” shown in the figure corresponds to 
the aggregate effects of reinforcement on a combination of cortico-striatal synapses, 
determining the total strength of cortical excitation of a response generator via the basal 
ganglia. This weight is interpreted as a proxy for accumulator rate due to its effect on the 
speed of cortical-striatal integration: higher weight, higher rate.  
By shifting the race for control of behavior in favor of either the dorsolateral or 
ventromedial region of striatum, reinforcement provides the means to adjust both the 
speed (via changes in integration rate) and the accuracy (via a change in region) of 
decision making. The ventromedial region of striatum, in order to implement a model-
based strategy, is presumed to operate on more complex neural representations of the 
world than the dorsolateral region. In plus-maze experiments, for example, the 
representations operating in ventromedial striatum include the allocentric position of 
reward, while the simpler egocentric representations operating in dorsolateral striatum do 
not. Thus, in the context of this model, accuracy gained by switching control of behavior 
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between regions is due to a gain in the predictive utility of the representations employed 
by more medial regions.  
Representational complexity comes at the expense of computation time, as Daw et 
al. (2005) discussed. In an accumulator model, there is thus another way that control of 
behavior may be passed between regions, independent of reinforcement and integration 
rate. If a time delay is introduced to the onset of stimulus-related activation in the 
ventromedial region relative to the dorsolateral region (as a consequence of increased 
Figure 4. Timing curve. Intended as a companion to the switching curve (Figure 3), this figure represents 
the time taken for a decision to be made, rather than synaptic weight, and its dependency on reinforcement. 
Whichever region – ventromedial (solid blue line) or dorsolateral (solid red line) – takes the least time to 
arrive at a decision (T) will gain control of behavior. In the α region, the ventromedial region is heavily 
biased toward seizing control, whereas the γ region is dominated by the dorsolateral compartment. In the β 
region, however, the system is sensitive to the time delay (d) between the onsets of accumulation in the 
ventromedial and dorsolateral segments. In this figure the effect of a delay in the ventromedial segment is 
represented by an upward vertical shift (dashed blue line). Such a delay may, for example, occur due to the 
greater computational costs incurred by model-based strategies thought to be mediated by the ventromedial 
striatum. A ventromedial delay moves the crossing point leftward along the axis of reinforcement, 
extending the region in which the dorsolateral compartment drives behavior. Time delays are therefore able 
to change the effectiveness of reinforcement for the purposes of transferring control, and dynamic 
adjustment of time delays (for example, by priming, urgency or stop signals that may be provided by 
cortex) can act as a flexible adjustment of the effectiveness of prior reinforcement on a per-trial basis. 
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processing time in the cortical regions innervating ventromedial striatum), this time delay 
will introduce a bias in favor of the dorsolateral region in the race for control. The dashed 
line in Figure 4 visually represents the effect of such a time delay. In the central region 
marked β on Figure 4, the reinforcement-adjusted weight difference between the two 
regions rapidly closes (due to the saturation of synaptic weight in the ventromedial, but 
not dorsolateral, region), and time delays between regions from sources other than 
reinforcement (such as the aforementioned processing delay) have a magnified effect on 
behavior. A time delay is capable of shifting behavioral control away from ventromedial 
control by granting the dorsolateral region a head start in the race for control even if the 
ventromedial synaptic weight is higher. In other words, the effective threshold for 
decision can be increased per-trial, independently of reinforcement, by imposing such a 
time delay on the ventromedial region. Since it represents a built-in tradeoff between 
speed and accuracy, this computation-related time delay is crucial for enabling the 
features of the model pertinent to the issue of SAT. 
 
Comparison to prior models 
The proposed model is unique in unifying many of these functions previously 
seen on an individual basis in several prior models of SAT and strategy switching, and 
does so through novel design features that avoid limitations seen in similar models. An 
itemized comparison of the current proposal with prior models of SAT is presented in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1. Comparison with existing models of SAT. 
Publication Type (cf. 
Bogacz et 
al. 2009)  
Adjusts 
(per-trial) 
output 
threshold 
Adjusts 
(per-trial) 
initial 
conditions  
Adjusts 
(per-
decision) 
integration 
rate 
Distinct 
representati
on in slow 
vs. fast 
decisions 
Rapid 
transition 
between 
slow vs. 
fast 
decisions 
(Near-) 
Optimal 
SAT 
Frank 
(2006) 
STN   x  x  
Lo & 
Wang 
(2006) 
Synaptic x  x    
Furman & 
Wang 
(2008) 
Cortical x   x x x 
Forstmann 
et al. 
(2008) 
Striatal x   x  x 
Dutilh et 
al. (2010) 
Non-neural x   x x x 
Keramati 
et al. 
(2011) 
Non-neural   x x x x 
Heitz & 
Schall 
(2012) 
Cortical  
 
x x  x  
Current 
proposal 
Synaptic  x x x x x 
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An important distinction of the proposed from prior models is the avoidance of 
the criticism leveled by Bogacz (2007) at the synaptic model presented by Lo & Wang 
(2006). This limitation - that synaptic models are insufficient to explain discontinuous, 
rapid (per-trial) differences in SAT – is bypassed by the proposed competition between 
discrete controllers (ventromedial vs. dorsolateral), each having a distinct profile of speed 
vs. accuracy. Experimental observations of discontinuous jumps in speed/accuracy 
characteristic - otherwise unaccommodated by continuous synaptic models - are thus 
explained as a bifurcation between ventromedial and dorsolateral control. This resembles 
the model of Keramati et al. (2011), in which two alternative controllers are arbitrated 
according to a mathematical model of optimal decision making.  
Unlike the Keramati et al. model, this proposal does not compute a forward 
estimate of reward to determine the time spent in deliberation. Rather, this model uses the 
history of reward as a proxy for an explicit estimate: as more reward is acquired, less 
time is spent deliberating. The causal distinction between forward-looking “guessed” and 
backward-looking “cached” estimates of expected reward is particularly important for 
models of SAT (such as our proposal) that treat it as a phenomenon independent of 
cortical representation of reward. Despite making similar predictions about the nature of 
SAT and its dependency on the interaction between goal-directed and habitual processes, 
the Keramati et al. (2011) model represents a fundamentally different picture of that 
dependency. This includes its exclusion of rapid reacquisition of learned contingencies 
after extinction, as well as its prediction that reinforcement learning to the habitual 
(model-free) system does not occur in parallel with RL to the goal-directed (model-
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based) system. Abundant experimental evidence exists against both of these features of 
the Keramati model. The two models also differ in their predictions of which system will 
retain control of behavior after extensive training: Keramati et al. predict that the goal-
directed system will persist in control of behavior even after its computation becomes 
redundant, adding no predictive value over the habitual system. This differs from the 
proposal’s prediction that the habitual system will take control over behavior unless the 
goal-directed system offers a better chance at reward. On this point, more research is 
needed to establish the precise conditions under which such a transfer will occur; 
although many studies do show a transition to habitual behavior over protracted training, 
the precise amount of training required for such a transition to occur remains an open 
research question. 
Like the proposed model of strategy switching and SAT, a computational model 
presented by Keramati & Gutkin (2013) also makes use of a VM-DL cascading learning 
rule inspired by the VM-DL “spiral” proposed by Haber et al. (2000). In the model put 
forth by Keramati & Gutkin, (2013) the asymmetrical learning along the VM-DL axis is 
used to explain addiction: in their model, unlike the current proposal, the asymptotic 
value of association strength is identical throughout the VM-DL axis unless the system is 
exposed to an addictive drug such as cocaine, which has an asymptote-raising effect that 
increases along the VM-DL axis in accordance with physiological observations by 
Willuhn et al. (2012). In contrast to the model of Keramati & Gutkin (2013), the current 
proposal assumes that there is an inherent asymmetry in asymptotic synaptic weight 
along the VM-DL axis due to regional differences in synaptic spine density and 
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maintenance, and is therefore sufficient to explain addictive behaviors in the absence of 
any drug effects on the dopamine system. Furthermore, unlike the Keramati & Gutkin 
(2013) model, the current proposal does not require a progressive delay in the onset of 
dopamine release along the VM-DL axis; all learning effects occur simultaneously 
between compartments in the proposed model. A further distinction between this 
proposal and the model of Keramati & Gutkin (2013) is our novel proposal that 
differences in dopamine transporter and synaptic spine formation can explain regional 
differences in the action of dopamine along the VM-DL axis.  
Another model bearing a close resemblance to our proposal is the integrated 
accumulator (iA) model presented by Heitz & Schall (2012). The iA model is intended to 
reconcile an important disparity between prior models of threshold-modulating 
accumulators and real neural performance: Heitz & Schall observe that the absolute 
threshold for behavioral production, if interpreted with strict correspondence to neural 
activity and behavioral output, does not vary between trials with different SAT criteria as 
other models might predict. The iA model accounts for this discrepancy by introducing a 
time delay in the onset of accumulation in trials where decisions were slow and accurate. 
Heitz & Schall point out that there are important differences in the neural systems 
implied by a varying threshold for behavior, compared with varying starting points for 
accumulation; their solution to the problem of fixed behavioral thresholds by introduction 
of a delay is similar, though not identical, to the time delays used in the current proposal 
(cf. Figure 4). Unlike the iA model, however, our model relies on distinct regions 
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mediating fast vs. slow decisions and predicts that the representations (as well as the 
anatomical regions) involved differ between slow and fast decisions. 
Prior models of strategy switching produce different behaviors of interest from 
those seen in models of SAT, particularly in relation to reinforcement learning. The 
simultaneous parallel acquisition of contingencies by both model-based and model-free 
controllers is one such behavior often treated in detail by models of strategy switching, 
since it is directly pertinent to physiological observations made from lesion data (Yin & 
Knowlton (2004), Devan & White (1999)). Many of these models also reproduce features 
necessary for biological plausibility – meaning they reproduce important features 
observed in the real neural systems which enable SAT and strategy switching in animals 
that may not be directly related to behavioral performance. An example of one such 
feature is the separate representation of model-based and model-free strategies within the 
brain and the non-destructive (parallel) learning of multiple contingencies across these 
distinct representations. A comparison of these features, itemized according to their 
inclusion in prior models, is presented below in Table 1. Though the list of comparisons 
is by no means exhaustive, it is intended as a representative sample of the literature. Each 
model makes a set of neural correlate predictions, corresponding to the classifications of 
Bogacz et al. (2009); the “non-neural” models are either abstract mathematical models or 
algorithmic solutions to SAT. Each model predicts that adjustments occur to either the 
rate or threshold of an equivalent accumulator model (or both). Some, but not all models 
of SAT make a distinction between the representations of behavior under fast vs. slow 
decision making regimes. Most models of SAT implement a “rapid” transition between 
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fast and slow decisions, meaning that behavioral changes occur between single trials as 
opposed to only after long courses of repeated trials. Many models of SAT also arrive an 
“optimal” criterion in speed vs. accuracy, though as with any optimization, the exact 
definition of “optimal” varies based on the criteria used in each individual assessment. 
“Near-optimal” refers to models which can arrive at the closest possible discretized state 
to the theoretical optimum. 
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Approach 
In order to simulate the effect of dopamine and DAT differences between striatal 
subregions (as discussed in the previous section) a computational model is proposed. 
Computational modeling allows for rapid, cost-effective testing of the mechanism 
proposed for cross-regional dopamine and synaptic weight asymmetries to enable 
strategy switching and SAT. Investigation with a computational model also provides the 
opportunity to examine the precise effects of parameter variations on behavior, which 
may lead to insights on the biological system under circumstances providing similar 
variation. 
The proposed model consists of two parallel “compartments”, representing 
cortical-basal ganglia loops in the ventromedial and dorsolateral subregions of the 
striatum. Within each of these compartments, a simplified analogue of the thalamus-
cortex-basal ganglia loop links representations of an incoming sensory cue with a motor 
output stage. With pre-determined reward contingencies linking certain sensory cue 
presentations to motor responses, a reinforcement system mimicking the effects of 
dopamine causes the adjustment of synaptic weights after each trial, leading some 
stimulus-response conditions to preferentially drive motor output. By varying the effects 
of reinforcement within each compartment, the model can provide a direct analogy for 
subregion-dependent effects of DA release, DAT concentrations, and spine density. 
In the following chapters, the specific methods employed by the model are 
explored in greater detail as necessary to explain the accompanying results. Additionally, 
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a full description of the model is included in Appendix A, and the MATLAB code used 
to implement is also included as an appendix. 
Chapter two examines the model's behavior in a variety of experiments designed 
to probe the speed-accuracy tradeoff and how it interacts with the passing of control 
between the two compartments. A number of experimentally-observed behavioral 
phenomena are examined and replicated, including rapid reacquisition, the savings effect, 
and the effect of partial reinforcement during extinction on reacquisition. The effect of 
time delay, interruption, and predictability of reward contingency are also examined to 
probe the involvement of the secondary (medial) compartment in paradigms which would 
be expected to preferentially engage it. A brief examination of parameter variations and 
the potential of the model to explore drug effects is presented, with more of these 
simulations being revisited in chapter three.  
Chapter three investigates the variation of key parameters visited in late chapter 
two in more detail, using averaged data across many subjects to examine how changes to 
these parameters affect the number of trials needed to transition between the 
compartments in a reversal paradigm. Additionally, new factors are introduced to the 
simulation as stand-ins for the effects of changes in (e.g.) GABA and acetylcholine. 
Where possible, these parameter changes are compared against known habit-forming 
chemical substances such as ethanol and nicotine. 
Chapter four discusses the implications of the model presented here for future 
work building on its core concept and examines sections of the model that are outside the 
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scope of the present work or otherwise deserving of additional attention in the interest of 
improved correspondence to the biological system it emulates. 
Throughout this document, reference to Appendix A: Model and Methods and 
Appendix B: MATLAB Model Script may prove helpful when interpreting the 
simulations presented. These appendices detail the design and implementation of the 
computational model used to generate the figures included within the main text. 
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CHAPTER TWO: STRATEGY SWITCHING AND THE SPEED-ACCURACY 
TRADEOFF 
Different compartments of striatum mediate distinctive behavior-control modes, 
notably goal-directed versus habitual behavior.  Normally, animals move back and forth 
between these modes as they adapt to changing contingencies of reward.  However, this 
ability is compromised when dopaminergic drugs are used as reinforcers.  These facts 
suggest that a set of biological variables, which make striatal decision making both highly 
plastic and uniquely sensitive to dopamine, contribute both to normal switches among 
modes and to the susceptibility for excessive habit formation when dopaminergic drugs 
serve as rewards.  Indeed, data have revealed an impressive number of plasticity- and 
dopamine-related neural factors that vary systematically (with either increasing or 
decreasing gradients) across the rostral-ventral-medial to caudal-dorsal-lateral axis within 
striatum – the same axis implicated in switches among behavioral modes.  Computer 
simulations reported here show how a dopamine-dependent parallel learning algorithm, if 
applied within modeled cortico-striatal circuits with parameters that reflect these striatal 
gradients, can explain normal mode switching – both into the habitual mode and returns 
to goal-directed mode – while also exhibiting a susceptibility to excessive habit formation 
when a dopaminergic drug serves as reward.  With the same parameters, the model also 
directly illuminates: why interval and probabilistic reinforcement schedules are more 
habit forming than fixed-ratio schedules; why extinction learning is not (and should not 
be) a mirror image of acquisition learning; and why striatal decisions guided by reward-
guided learning typically exhibit a highly sensitive tradeoff between speed and accuracy. 
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Introduction 
At any moment, typical invertebrate and vertebrate animals are capable of 
computing multiple representations of a given context, and of generating multiple 
behaviors within a context.  Combined with the brute fact that trying to perform more 
than one representation-guided behavior at a time typically fails, unless each behavior 
recruits an effector system that is decoupled from the others, the omnipresence of 
multiple simultaneous representational and behavioral options implies that an animal’s 
waking life parses into a series of action-selection decisions. These decisions are of the 
form:  Given my representations of context, which is most informative about the behavior 
I should generate now, and which of my alternative behaviors should that be?  Because 
animals are subject to Darwinian evolution, the “should” question alludes to inclusive 
fitness, whereas the “now” question alludes to the non-stationarity (inconstancy across 
time) of contingencies relating decisions to proximal outcomes (e.g., safety, food, sex) 
that affect inclusive fitness.  The best decision for a juvenile is often not best for an adult, 
the best foraging or mating decision in Spring is no longer the best in Autumn, etc.  Thus 
even highly successful, oft-repeated, decisions may need to be avoided at later times, in 
service of inclusive fitness.  Moreover, the optimal times/cues for switches of policy 
often cannot be established in advance. The timing of such switches can usually be 
improved by learning processes that reflect an interaction between an individual animal’s 
developing representational and behavioral abilities and its life experiences with non-
stationary contingencies of rewards and punishments (Schultz, 2015). 
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Such learning and its role in behavioral switching have been studied across a 
broad spectrum of animals from arthropods to mammals.   In recent years, solid empirical 
cases have been made for the thesis that the neural structures (Strausfeld & Hirth, 2013) 
and neurotransmitters (Waddell, 2013) most vital for reward-guided decision making are 
at least highly analogous, if not homologous, across arthropods and mammals.   In 
particular, both possess forebrain nuclei – in mammals, the basal ganglia – within which 
switches of decision-making are achieved by learning processes that are strongly 
influenced by dopamine (DA).   Moreover, in arthropods and mammals, DA has now 
been implicated in learning guided by both rewarding and aversive events (reviews in: 
Figure 5. Protracted training leads animals to switch from a model-based (mental map or “place-
based”) decision strategy to a model-free (“response-based”) strategy.  On training trials in the 
classic plus maze, subjects start at the S (south) end and seek reward, which is always at location E 
(east). A turn decision occurs at central point C. On (rare) probe trials, subjects are instead placed at N 
to start. After modest training, probe trials reveal an ability to adjust decision making to correctly 
compensate for the novel starting point.  This “place-based” strategy (“turn toward place E”) 
corresponds to the blue arrows. After much reinforced training, probe trials reveal habitual decision-
making: in the example shown, the same subject now chooses a right turn regardless of the start 
position. The red arrows show that this response-based strategy results in an incorrect choice (no 
reward) when the subject is initially placed at point N.  
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Waddell, 2013; Bullock, 2016).  This implies that flexible switching that depends on 
reward-guided learning is truly ancient, which has inspired debates about what the 
“oldest core” switching abilities are (e.g., Brembs, 2011; Perry et al., 2013), and how 
they may have been supplemented or enhanced in some lineages by evolution of further 
mechanisms.   
Recent literature on reward-guided decision-making in mammals supports a 
classification into two types of decision mechanisms:  model-free versus model-based 
decision-making (Doya, 1999; Daw et al., 2005).  In model-based decision-making, 
which is more cognitively advanced, the decision process depends, in some sense, on a 
mental anticipation, which in turn depends on a mental model/representation of at least 
one contingent relationship, namely the contingent relationship between an act and its 
probabilistic outcome.  In contrast, model-free decision-making is not so cognitively 
advanced.  By definition, a model-free decision process does not utilize any neural 
anticipation of an act’s outcome prior to selection of that act.  As summarized in Figure 
5, it is well established empirically (Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Yin et al., 2009) that 
protracted reinforced training often leads to a shift from a model-based to a model-free 
decision strategy. 
Although the categorical distinction between model-free and model-based 
decision-making is well-grounded, and readily translates into alternative neural 
circuitries, both varieties can be seen to occupy positions on a more fundamental 
continuum.  Model-free decision-making is inherently faster than model-based decision 
making.  This temporal aspect has been emphasized at least since the time when 1930’s 
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behaviorists such as Hull – who emphasized model-free decisions mediated by reinforced 
or punished cue-action links – criticized cognitivists such as Tolman (who emphasized 
model-based decisions) for seeing animals as inherently slowed by cognitivists’ imputed 
requirement that animals access mental maps and compute outcome expectations before 
choosing to perform any learned actions.   Furthermore, within the model-free part of the 
continuum, there is temporal differentiation because of the variable times needed to 
compute alternative representations from a given experiential stream.  Even if an act is 
quickly selected based on contextual representations, without any pause to think ahead to 
the act’s consequences, alternate representations of a context take less or more time to 
compute.  Similar temporal differentiation emerges within the model-based decision 
schemes, because computing the outcomes of acts can take less or more time, depending 
on the processes used.    
Thus, a more fundamental distinguishing feature is the time taken to utilize 
whatever representations mediate a decision process.  Broadly associated with this 
decision-time continuum is a continuum of decision quality.  Many such associations 
between time and quality have been studied under the rubric of speed-accuracy tradeoffs. 
Animals without, or with, model-based decision-making, all face a tradeoff related to the 
time it takes to compute the representations on which decisions will be based.  On 
average, more time allows better information integration, less noise-susceptibility, and 
higher quality decisions – whether for model-free or model-based decisions.  Despite the 
average superiority of slower decisions, it is often observed that actors speed up their 
decision-making process over repeated encounters with a given choice scenario.  This 
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speed-up must reach a limit when the decision process is as fast as it can be, but evidence 
also suggests that it can stop well short of such limits, notably when decision quality 
verges on becoming insufficiently high to earn rewards with a high probability.  That is, 
payoff statistics affect how an actor will tradeoff speed and accuracy.     
The ubiquitous and ancient status of such tradeoffs warrant the inference that 
there are highly evolved biological mechanisms whereby behavior control is passed – by 
a reward-guided learning process – from slower, higher-quality, decision pathways to 
faster, lower-quality, decision pathways, but also, when contingencies so require, in the 
reverse direction.  Important clues to the anatomical substrate for such mechanisms 
comes from recent literature on the mammalian basal ganglia.  Experiments have shown 
that the decision-speeding associated with a shift from model-based decision making to 
model-free decision-making involves a change in the sector of the striatum that mediates 
those decisions (Yin & Knowlton, 2006; Gruber & McDonald, 2012).   
Whereas model-free decisions were mediated in the basal ganglia by dorso-lateral 
striatum (DLS), model-based decisions were mediated by more ventro-medial and dorso-
medial parts of striatum (VMS/DMS). In this paper, we report simulations of a neural 
circuit model that reveal learning and decision characteristics implicit in an interacting set 
of mechanisms that are suggested by data from anatomical, neurochemical, and 
neurophysiological studies of the basal ganglia and its major sources of input signals, 
notably cue representation-related signals from cerebral cortex, and reward-related 
signals from midbrain DA (dopamine) neurons. 
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Evidence for parallel learning processes in multiple brain regions that receive 
dopaminergic teaching signals 
A key theme in modern neuroscience (e.g., White & McDonald, 2002) is that 
learning is simultaneously occurring at many distinctive brain sites during experiential 
training trials.  Parallel learning is the rule, although in some cases seriality holds for 
short periods, due to the dependence of certain kinds of learning at site X on the 
emergence of representations at a site Y that projects to site X.  An example of such 
transient seriality is the dependence of contextual fear learning on the hippocampal 
context representations that may take seconds to form after first exposure to a spatial 
setting (review in Krasne et al., 2011).  There is evidence that parallelism holds for many 
kinds of DA-dependent learning, including those that occur in multiple distinct parts of 
the striatum, such as the (ventro-medial) nucleus accumbens, the (dorso-medial) caudate, 
the (dorso-lateral) putamen, as well as in striatum-like zones such as the central nucleus 
of the amygdala (CeA).   
Some modelers (e.g., Keramati & Gutkin, 2013) have interpreted the late-in-
training transfer of control from VMS/DMS to DLS during habit formation to imply 
seriality of learning epochs: they posit that substantial learning must occur in VMS/DMS 
before any learning begins in DLS.  As possible support for their hypothesis, Keramati 
and Gutkin (2013) cite the discovery (Haber et al., 2000) that a spiraling linkage exists 
from VMS to DA neurons in VTA (ventral tegmental area) and SNc (substantia nigra, 
pars compacta), and from them to DLS, which in turn projects to SNc, but not back to 
VTA.  However, contrary to the seriality hypothesis, this anatomy can be seen to ensure 
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that learned changes in VMS are immediately reflected in both VTA and SNc, and 
thereby, in DLS.  Moreover, a selective lesion to VMS leads to faster development of 
habitual (i.e. model-free, cf. Keramati & Gutkin 2013) control by DLS, whereas a 
selective lesion to DLS leads to indefinite prolongation of deliberative (i.e., model-based) 
control via VMS/DMS (Yin & Knowlton, 2006).   
The faster development of DLS control in the absence of VMS/DMS is 
incompatible with the serial model of Keramati and Gutkin (2013).  Given that reward-
related dopamine bursts occur in both VMS/DMS and DLS virtually from the beginning 
of training (reviews in Schultz, 1998, 2015), and that the other pre-conditions for cortico-
striatal synaptic plasticity identified in vitro or in vivo (review in Gurney et al., 2015) are 
also satisfied in both striatal zones, a more natural interpretation – adopted here – is that 
learning occurs in parallel, virtually from the start of training, but that, due to factors 
noted below, the VMS normally outcompetes the DLS for behavior control until many 
learning trials have accumulated. 
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Figure 6 Effects of dopamine (DA) differ between the dorsomedial (dm) and dorsolateral (dl) 
zones of the striatum. Axons projected to striatum by DA-ergic neurons (DANs), whose somas are 
in either the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) or ventral tegmental area (VTA), release DA at 
dendritic loci near synapses formed between cortical pyramidal neuron axons and medium spiny 
projection neurons (MSPNs) of the striatum. Following release, DA is cleared from the synapse by 
DA transporter (DAT) and returned to the DAN’s axon terminal. DA modulates long-term 
potentiation and depression (LTP and LTD) of the effects that cortical inputs have via glutamate 
receptors (GluRs) on striatal MSPNs. DA modulates LTD or LTP via DA receptors (DARs) on 
MSPN dendritic spines. In the dorsolateral zone, DA release sites are denser, so reward-induced DA 
releases are denser (more yellow dots), but DAT is also denser. Thus DA reaches more synaptic 
growth sites quickly (after short diffusion-times), and faster clearance of DA by denser DAT implies 
a shorter time for DA to act at each locus to promote spine/synapse formation. The predicted result is 
a lower per-trial rate of DA-induced synaptic plasticity. However, various factors enable dorsolateral 
MSPNs to form and maintain larger numbers of dendritic spines and synapses. So despite less change 
per trial, protracted reinforced training can lead to stronger asymptotic synaptic weights in the 
dorsolateral striatum (DLS) than in the dorsomedial striatum (DMS). 
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In particular, our neural circuit model explains delayed transfer of control, despite 
parallel learning, by incorporating two computational features abstracted from a 
consideration of the implications of numerous neurobiological factors that vary in a 
graded way along the axis running from the ventro-medial to the dorso-lateral poles of 
the striatum.  The emergent computational features we modeled are that, under normal 
physiological conditions, (1) learning rates are higher towards the ventro-medial than the 
dorso-lateral pole and (2) asymptotic learned synaptic weights are higher towards the 
dorso-lateral than the ventro-medial pole. These factors, with empirical references, are 
listed in Table 2, and Figure 6 explains how the first factor – less DAT (DA transporter) 
in VMS/DMS than DLS – contributes to faster initial learning in VMS/DMS. We next 
discuss how the factors listed in Table 2 may relate to these abstract features of parallel 
learning across striatal compartments. 
 
Evidence for faster learning in ventro-medial than dorso-lateral striatum 
There is abundant evidence that concentrations of DAT, the dopamine (DA) 
transporter, increase along the ventro-medial to dorso-lateral axis within the striatum 
(Gonzalez-Hernandez et al., 2004; Wickens et al., 2007; Collier et al., 2011; Calipari et 
al., 2012).  Because the rate at which DAT removes previously released DA is 
concentration-dependent, this implies that burst-released DA remains available to 
promote learning for briefer intervals in DLS (dorso-lateral striatum) than in VMS 
(ventro-medial striatum), and thus that learning rate per trial is slower at points nearer the 
DLS pole than at points nearer the VMS pole.  The faster learning in VMS/DMS than 
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DLS, by itself, creates an advantage for initial learned behavior control via VMS/DMS 
rather than via DLS.   This is consistent with the behavioral hypothesis of Dickenson et 
al. (1995) that learning rate is higher for act-outcome learning – now known to be 
mediated by DMS – than for stimulus-response learning, now known to be mediated by 
DLS. Further, there is strong evidence that the DAT gradient is predictive.  If DAT is 
higher in DLS, and it matters, then DLS should be more strongly affected by DAT 
blockade than VMS/DMS.  Indeed, cocaine, a DAT blocker, produces a much larger 
increment in c-fos expression in DLS than in other zones of striatum (Willuhn et al., 
2003). 
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Table 2. Gradients of learning-related factors along a behavior control axis of the 
striatum. 
Graded striatal factor Higher 
in VMS 
Higher 
in DLS 
Citations 
DAT (DA transporter) level  X Hurd et al. (1994); Gonzales-
Hernandez et al. (2004); Collier et 
al. (2011); Calipari et al. (2012) 
VMAT2 level  X Salvatore et al. (2005) 
DA release magnitude  X Cragg et al. (2002); Calipari et al. 
(2012) 
tyrosine hydroxylase X  Salvatore & Pruett (2012) 
c-fos increase after cocaine   X Willuhn et al. (2003) 
Homer1a increase to haloperidol  X de Bartolomeis et al. (2015) 
CB1R expression level on cortical afferents X  Heng et al. (2011) 
CB1R expression level on striatal MSPNs  X Van Waes et al. (2012) 
dendrite length and branching  X Rice et al. (2012) 
dendrite response to cocaine X  Villalba & Smith (2013) 
spine loss to alcohol exposure X  Zhou et al. (2007); Rice et al. (2012) 
spine response to DA loss  X Villalba & Smith (2013) 
dendrite response to SIP (schedule-
induced polydipsia) 
 X Ibias et al. (2015) 
spine gain to a DAergic drug  X Jedynak et al. (2007) 
convergent cortical input  X Heng et al. (2011) 
GPR88 level  X Van Waes et al. (2011) 
D4R level  X Rivera et al. (2002) 
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Evidence for a higher learned synaptic weight asymptote in dorso-lateral than 
ventro-medial striatum 
The model’s second circuit feature implies that feature one – the learning rate 
advantage held by VMS/DMS – can eventually be overcome by greater accumulated 
learning in DLS. That this might be true is suggested by the finding that high levels of 
practice often cause a shift from VMS or DMS to DLS control of behavior (Yin & 
Knowlton, 2006).  Several strands of neurobiological evidence also suggest that the 
asymptotic strength of learning-adjusted cortico-striatal connections is higher at the DLS 
pole than at the VMS pole, at least under normal physiological conditions.  For example, 
more spines create more sites for synaptic contacts, and higher learned synaptic weights 
(Araya, 2014; Araya et al., 2014; Mancuso et al., 2014; Forsyth & Lewis, 2017).  Some 
have reported that striatal MSPNs’ (medium spiny projection neurons’) spine densities 
(cf. Figure 6) increase from shell to core along the ventromedial to dorsolateral axis 
within ventral striatum (Meredith et al., 1992; 2008).   
Although some have failed to find such a gradient (Rice et al., 2012), spine 
density, per se, is a very labile variable that changes with learning history, because events 
that induce learning do so in part by inducing new spine formation.  A more experience-
invariant statistic is dendritic length and the number of branches, which are both higher 
for DLS MSPNs than for VMS MSPNs (Rice et al., 2012).  This creates a larger surface 
area from which spine growth can be induced during learning involving DLS MSPNs.  
Moreover, research has shown that dendrite growth and spine formation depend jointly 
on DA-ergic and cortical inputs to striatum (Penrod et al., 2015), and DLS (relative to 
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VMS) has higher levels of convergence from multiple cortical areas (Heng et al., 2011), a 
higher density of DA-ergic fiber terminals, and a greater amount of DA released per 
volume of tissue (Calipari et al., 2012).  These trends are consistent with the finding that 
reduced DAergic innervation of DLS, following loss of SNc DA neurons in Parkinson’s 
Disease, results in markedly reduced DLS spine densities, and reduced learning ability 
(Villalba & Smith, 2013).  Consistently, a drug that increases DA release, 
methamphetamine, induces increases of spine density in DLS, but decreases of spine 
density in DMS, changes that are associated with faster shifts from model-based to 
model-free (habitual) behavior (Jedynak et al., 2007). The higher basal level of dendritic 
length/branching, combined with greater convergence of cortical afferents, create a 
greater potential for DA-influenced spine formation in DLS.  This greater potential, and 
the normal correlation of spine density with synaptic efficacy, imply that, if DA-gated 
learning is protracted enough, then efficacies of cortico-striatal synapses in DLS can 
eventually exceed the maximum achievable efficacies in more ventro-medial zones of 
striatum.   
The ‘if’ condition is emphasized because of the well-established principle that the 
burst DA signals that gate learning in striatum reflect RPE (reward prediction error), 
which is largest at the onset of learning, but then progressively shrinks if and as the 
system learns to use context-related representations to predict the timing and magnitude 
of reward.  Given that principle, it is important to also note that a significant burst DA 
signal can persist indefinitely in typical real-world cases, because reward typically is not 
fully predictable.  In particular, reward is not fully predictable whenever action-outcome 
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contingencies are probabilistic, and whenever the timing of reward-delivery following an 
instrumental action is variable.  This observation dovetails with findings (Yin & 
Knowlton, 2006) that transitions to habitual control via DLS are more likely to occur on 
interval and variable-ratio reinforcement schedules – for which it’s impossible for an 
animal to predict that a current response will be rewarded – than on fixed-ratio schedules, 
for which exact or approximate prediction is possible. Furthermore, there is direct 
evidence that when CRfs (conditioned reinforcers) are response-contingent, then CRf-
related burst DA events in DLS, which receives DA released by fibers from the SNc, 
persist at a much later point in the learning process (i.e., after a greater number of CRf-
contingent training trials) than CRf-related burst DA events in VMS, in which DA is 
released by fibers from the VTA but not the SNc (Ito et al. 2000; 2002).  Using cocaine 
as reward, Willuhn et al. (2012) showed that during training, the response-contingent DA 
release in DLS increased as the release in VMS (i.e. NAcc core) decreased.  The reliably 
later waning in DLS than VMS can be plausibly attributed, at least in part, to slower 
learning (due to higher DAT, as noted above) in the cortico-DLS-SNc pathways that are 
responsible for learned suppression of reward-related burst firing in SNc (and DA release 
in DLS) than in the cortico-VMS-VTA pathways that are responsible for learned 
suppression of such DA bursts in VTA.  Here the “are responsible” attributions are 
warranted by simulations of learned DA neuron RPE responses within local-circuit 
models (e.g., Tan & Bullock, 2008; Chorley & Seth, 2011) of the known loops that link 
striatum and dopamine cells. 
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What explains the waxing of the DA release in DLS during the training epoch, as 
examined by Willuhn et al. (2012)?  This effect may be explicable in terms of the “Haber 
spiral” (Haber et al., 2000), which relates the VMS vs. DLS distinction to different DA 
neuron pools (in VTA vs. SNc) that differ in their inputs and outputs.  For example, 
whereas VMS neurons that make direct inhibitory synapses on VTA DA neurons may be 
responsible for waning of the VTA DA signal delivered to VMS, other VMS neurons 
may, via direct synapsing on medial SNc GABAergic interneurons (INs), actually 
disinhibit medial SNc DA neurons projecting to DLS (see Haber et al., 2000, Figure 12; 
Watabe-Uchida et al., 2012).  The latter cells’ activity would wax larger as learning in 
VMS proceeded. 
Indeed, there is already some evidence that such distinctions among DA neuron 
pools help explain protracted occurrences of DA bursts in DLS after such bursts have 
waned in VMS.  So far, we have emphasized only two axes of the mammalian striatum:  
the dorsal-ventral and the medial-lateral.  Although these receive the most research 
attention, also pertinent is the rostral-caudal, or anterior-posterior axis (which is partly 
confounded, because the most ventral-medial parts of striatum are present in rostral 
corss-sections, but disappear from caudal sections).  Several studies in humans have 
associated model-free/habitual control with the posterior putamen (Tricomi et al., 2009; 
de Wit et al., 2012).  This suggests that it may be more accurate to speak of a rostral-
ventral-medial to caudal-dorsal-lateral axis (see also Voorn et al., 2004).  Moreover, a 
recent study in mice (Menegas et al., 2015) discovered that the DA neurons in lateral SNc 
that project to “tail” or caudal striatum are unique –  relative to DA neurons that instead 
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project to more rostral-ventral parts of striatum –  in two ways:  they receive 
proportionately fewer monosynaptic inhibitory inputs from ventral striatum, and they 
receive proportionately more numerous monosynaptic inputs from paraSTN/STN 
(subthalamic nucleus), the GPe (external globus pallidus) and the ZI (zona incerta).  As 
Menegas et al. (2015) also noted, the relative lack of inhibitory afferents from ventral 
striatum warrants the expectation that this unique group of DA neurons will not show the 
same RPE-related behavior (i.e., a waning response to predictable reward) as other DA 
neurons that project to more rostral-medial-ventral parts of striatum.   
Such observations are consistent with the parallel learning hypothesis and the 
thesis that typical DA cells responsible for DLS habit learning continue to burst long after 
such bursts have waned in DA cells that control learning in other parts of striatum.  
Further, the greater inputs from GPe, paraSTN/STN, and ZI are likely to be very 
pertinent to understanding the protracted skill learning that occurs after initial response 
acquisition.  Lingawi & Balleine (2012) reported on a paradigm in which the transition to 
habitual control depended on an intact CeA (itself striatum-like; see Swanson, 2000 and 
Swanson, 2006), and Chometton et al. (2017) recently reported strong reciprocal links 
between CeA and paraSTN in rodents.  Furthermore, progressive skill learning often 
involves not only response-speeding but also changing the manner of performance, by 
amplifying helpful response components and pruning away response components that 
reduce an action’s success (Buitrago et al., 2004; Yin et al., 2009). In this phase, the 
cerebellum is also strongly engaged, and is linked to all three areas noted in the report by 
Menegas et al.: there is a projection from primate ACC area 24 (Schmahmann & Pandya, 
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1997), implicated in performance-error monitoring, via ZI to the olivary nuclei (Saint-
Cyr & Courville, 1981), which are the sole source of performance-error signals relayed 
via climbing fibers to the cerebellum; there is a projection from sensori-motor STN to 
pontine nuclear sources of mossy fibers to the cerebellum (Bostan et al., 2010); and there 
is a projection from the cerebellar dentate nucleus via an intralaminar (central-median) 
nucleus of the thalamus, and the dorso-lateral striatum, to GPe (Ichinohe et al. 2000; 
Hoshi et al. 2005). 
Another difference between VMS and DLS (see Table 2) is a reversed pattern of 
expression of CB1Rs (cannabinoid type 1 receptors): in VMS, CB1Rs are denser on 
cortical afferents (Heng et al., 2011) whereas in DLS, CB1Rs are denser on MSPNs (Van 
Waes et al., 2012).  Wang et al. (2006) showed that CB1Rs regulate DA- and ACh-
dependent plasticity of glutamatergic cortico-striatal synapses, and Wu et al. (2015) 
showed that activation of D1Rs in direct (“GO”) pathway MSPNs could mask CB1-
dependent LTD, whereas activation of D2Rs could boost CB-LTD in indirect (“NOGO”) 
pathway MSPNs.  Consistently, Martin-Garcia et al. (2016) found that the associative 
aspect of learned cocaine self-administration depended more on CB1Rs on glutamatergic 
fibers from cortex than on CB1Rs expressed in striatal MSPNs.  The greater expression 
of Homer1a in DLS than in VMS (de Bartolomeis et al. 2015) following haloperidol 
(Table 1), provides further evidence of D2R-related plasticity differences between VMS 
and DLS, because haloperidol selectively blocks D2Rs, and Homer1a is associated with 
synaptic plasticity mediated by restructuring of postsynaptic densities.  
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The final two rows of Table 2 list two other receptor types with a gradient 
distribution across striatum: D4R and GPR88. The D2R-family D4 receptors appear in 
spines and dendrites of MSPNs, with greater expression in striosomes than matrix, and 
greater expression in DLS than VMS (Rivera et al., 2002) in most species examined 
(rodents and primates, but not cats).  D4Rs are involved in control of mu-opioid receptor 
expression (Gago et al., 2007), and certain genetic variants of the D4R have been 
implicated in gambling habit formation (Eisenegger et al., 2009) in PD patients.  The 
D4R presence in striosome MSPNs that project to midbrain DA neurons is suggestive, 
because in general habit formation has been associated with abnormally elevated DA 
release, diminished processing of response costs by DA neurons, and reduced negative 
RPEs.  The G-protein-coupled receptor GPR88 has a higher expression in DLS than 
VMS (Van Waes et al., 2011), and its lack leads to deficient spine growth on D2R 
expressing MSPNs. Meirsman et al. (2014) found that mutants lacking GPR88 showed 
non-habituating hyperactivity, enhanced stereotypy, and a deficit in rotorod habit 
learning, which depends on recruitment of D2R-expressing MSPNs in DLS across 
multiple training sessions (Yin et al., 2009). Consistently, the GPR88-lacking mutants 
also showed enhanced dependence on spatial goal-directed (model-based) behavior, 
mediated by hippocampus and VMS/DMS.  
In summary, dendritic and receptor gradients spanning from VMS through DMS 
to DLS imply learning differences at various points between the high- versus low-density 
poles of those gradients.  The weight of the evidence supports the hypothesis that, under 
normal physiological conditions, asymptotic learned cortico-striatal weights in DLS are 
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greater than in VMS/DMS.   This hypothesis, a key assumption of our model, is contrary 
to the model of Keramati and Gutkin (2013), which instead supposed that asymptotic 
weights in DLS become greater than those in VMS/DMS only under the influence of 
addictive drugs.  In the literature (review in Gruber & McDonald, 2012) VMS is 
associated with learned control of unlearned orientation, approach, and withdrawal 
behaviors, whereas DMS and DLS are associated with learned contextual control of 
learned instrumental behaviors, such as forelimb reaching-grasping.  To focus on how 
stimulus-cued instrumental behaviors can be brought under learned control via two 
alternate pathways, we will now address transitions of control from DMS to DLS, and the 
reverse. 
 
How parallel learning and two modeled asymmetries explain delayed transitions to 
habitual control 
The effects, on parallel reward-gated synaptic changes, of two modeled circuit 
factors – learning rate and asymptotic synaptic weight sizes – are schematized in Figure 
7. If the relative magnitude of the synaptic weights in DMS versus DLS is the principle 
determinant of which region mediates the decision on a given trial within a protracted 
series of decisions that are made under a stationary contingency linking action to reward, 
then Figure 7 in effect illustrates how the two factors imply a switch between early 
control by DMS and later control by DLS.  However, other factors, including the time 
needed to compute a cortical representation, and so access its cortico-striatal weights, can 
also affect such competitive decisions.  In our computational model as specified below, 
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we assume, consistent with the main trend in mammalian data, that cortical 
representations that project to DLS, described here as ‘primary’ are computed faster than 
the cortical representations, described here as ‘secondary’, that project to DMS. These are 
meant to be relative terms.  The effect is that the learning process assigns control earliest 
to slower-computed, presumably more accurate and integrative, secondary 
representations, but may later pass control to faster-computed, primary representations. 
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Figure 7. Two factors that affect control switches between dorsomedial (DMS) and 
dorsolateral (DLS) striatum. Pictured on the vertical axis is the synaptic weight, a 
normalized measure of cortico-striatal synaptic efficacy that depends jointly on the 
excitatory effect of the direct (“GO”) pathway and the inhibitory effect of the indirect 
(“NOGO”) pathway, by which striatum controls behavior. The value of this weight is 
adjusted by DA-dependent “reinforcement” signals induced by receipts (or omissions) of 
rewards.  Accumulated effects of net-positive reinforcement signals (shown on the 
horizontal axis) may increment the weight to its maximum (Max) value. Solid lines 
correspond to the best-case weight trajectory hypothesized to be possible for either DMS 
(blue line) or DLS (red line). Note that the DMS weight (blue line) has a higher slope but 
lower Max value than the DLS weight (red line). These hypothesized differences are 
based on regional differences in DA release, DAT, and both resting and potential spine 
density. Three decision-zones emerge (gray background). In the leftmost zone, marked 
‘α’, a higher synaptic weight in the DMS results in faster accumulation (and threshold 
crossing) and therefore behavioral control by the “model-based control” region (DMS). 
In contrast, in the γ zone, entered only after sufficient reinforcements have pushed the 
DLS weight past a crossing point (the Max value of the DMS weight, Maxdorsomedial), 
control is preempted by the “model-free” region (DLS). The intermediate decision zone, 
denoted ß, lies between the red-blue crossing point and the point at which the DMS 
synaptic weights saturate (i.e., no longer respond to positive reinforcements, due to 
limitations on spine density). Judging by only the relative weight values, the ß zone 
would entail exclusive control by DMS. However, cognitive processing creates greater 
time-delays (not depicted) for cortical inputs to DMS than to DLS, and thus may delay 
the onset of evidence accumulation in DMS by enough to allow DLS to sometimes gain 
control in the ß zone.   
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Distinct pathways and learning rates for learned promotion vs. learned demotion of 
behavioral options 
Because contingencies linking actions to rewarding outcomes are highly non-
stationary in nature, a key question is how well the factors schematized in Figure 7 work 
within a circuit that enables adaptive control switches between alternative actions 
whenever changes of contingencies create new rank orderings of the expected values of 
those alternative actions.   To adapt to such changes, a new rank ordering of synaptic 
weights must be created by some constellation of reward-guided learning processes.  One 
such process is that of incrementing and decrementing synapses that promote action, both 
already implicit in Figure 3.   However, there are many reasons to also include a parallel, 
synergistic, process that involves decrementing and incrementing synapses that oppose 
the same action.  One reason is that, in vertebrates studied to date (Reiner, 2009), the 
basal ganglia are characterized by two opposing pathways for behavior control, a “direct 
pathway” that promotes action, and an “indirect pathway” that opposes action.  In the 
striatum, these pathways utilize opposing sub-classes of the striatum’s principal neuron 
type, the medium spiny projection neuron (MSPN).  MSPNs that express type 1 DA 
receptors and co-release GABA and SP (substance P), the D1-MSPNs, are so embedded 
in the circuit that their activation promotes an action’s selection; whereas activation of 
nearby MSPNs that express type 2 DA receptors and co-release GABA with ENK 
(enkephalin), the D2-MSPNs, opposes the same action’s selection.   
In mammals, it has also been shown (review in Bullock, 2016) that burst releases 
of DA have opposite effects on the incrementing or decrementing of excitatory synapses 
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onto these two classes of MSPN. This allows such synaptic adjustments to be synergistic.   
Two notable benefits of this synergistic solution are: it makes the learning process more 
robust to any mutations that degrade one or the other, but not both; and it implies that the 
process of behavioral extinction (learned demotion of a formerly preferred action) is not 
the mirror image of initial behavioral acquisition.   Notably, whereas initial acquisition 
may often solely involve incrementing of synaptic weights that promote an action, 
extinction will normally involve a mixture of two processes: the decrementing of 
synapses that promote an action and the incrementing of synapses that demote that action.  
One consequence is that an action can be demoted more quickly if it no longer leads to 
reward, a contingency reversal that is often context-, or time/season-, dependent (Bouton 
et al., 2012; Trask et al., 2017).  A related consequence is that much of the synaptic 
change that enabled acquisition need not be reversed during extinction, which, again, 
may induce context-specific learning.  Instead, the action’s expression will be 
temporarily blocked by the net effect of incremented synapses that demote the action.  
Besides being critical to achieve basic circuit realism when modeling basal ganglia (as 
well as other parts of the brain, e.g., cerebellum), the concept of synergistic adaptive 
opponent pathways has significant explanatory power with respect to learned behavior 
control.  Notably, behavioral data usually show a faster-reacquisition phenomenon 
sometimes called “savings”: re-acquisition, upon reinstatement of an action-reward 
contingency (following a period of non-reward, e.g., in an uncued extinction protocol), is 
typically much faster (requires many fewer training trials) than initial acquisition.  That 
these consequences would be highly adaptive phenotypes in all animals helps explain the 
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ancient status of the direct and indirect pathways in vertebrate basal ganglia (Reiner, 
2009).  In the light of such neurobiological and behavioral data, the simulated model 
includes two kinds of striatal neurons subject to opposite rules for reward-guided changes 
to the weights of their excitatory synaptic inputs:  D1-MSPNs and D2-MSPNs. These are 
referred to in the context of the neural circuit model, depicted in Figure 4, as “GO” and 
“NOGO” neurons, based on their respective tendencies to either facilitate or inhibit 
behavior.  Within a given modeled region (DMS vs. DLS), we assume that the GO and 
NOGO weights have the same asymptote. However, consistent with some prior synaptic 
learning models (e.g., John et al., 2013), which simulated the asymmetry between 
acquisition vs. extinction, and findings of fast removal of learned inhibition during 
reacquisition learning, we assume that learning rates of cortico-striatal synapses are 
greater (by a factor of 5) for NOGO MSPNs than for GO MSPNs of the same region.   
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Figure 8. Neuronal constituents of a two compartment model of how reinforcements 
guide switches of control among alternative representations. (continued on next page) 
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Figure 8. Neuronal constituents of a two compartment model of how reinforcements 
guide switches of control among alternative representations (cont.) Model elements 
constituting either a dorsolateral (left) or a dorsomedial (right) striatal subregion (and 
associated cortico-thalamic sectors) are depicted side-by-side as parallel model 
“compartments”. The dorsolateral subregion corresponds to the “primary” compartment, 
so-called because it receives signals from cortical neurons that represent quickly-
computed, relatively “primary” features of stimuli. These give model-free representations 
of the context for decision, whereas representations available to the 
secondary/dorsomedial compartment take longer to compute and may be model-based 
representations.  Within each of these compartments are multiple parallel instances of the 
cortico-basal ganglia loop pictured above, with each loop corresponding to a distinct 
learnable contingency relating a stimulus-feature to a response-generator (e.g., “Stimulus 
1 -> Response 1”). In accord with the differences between DMS and DLS noted in 
Figures 2 and 3, and Table 1, the potential for higher asymptotic synaptic weights in 
primary than secondary compartments is schematized by additional synaptic contacts 
(black terminals of blue cortico-striatal fibers) in the primary compartment. Yellow ovals 
(bounded by thick, dashed lines) indicate the modulatory effects of diffusing dopamine 
on plasticity of cortico-striatal projections that reach both GO MSPNs (green) and NOGO 
MSPNs (red).   
 
The aim of the simulations that follow is to illustrate how the model provides a 
biologically-plausible explanation for autonomous learned shifts among control modes, 
while relying on the four principles introduced above: (1) parallel learning in DMS and 
DLS compartments; asymmetries across striatal compartments in dopamine-dependent 
(2) learning rates and (3) synaptic weight asymptotes; and (4) faster NOGO than GO 
learning. Furthermore, monotonic waning of reward prediction errors (RPEs) across 
learning trials is incorporated to emulate the main trend of observed changes of dopamine 
release, with faster waning in the model’s DMS than its DLS compartment. To model the 
observed initial bias toward DMS over DLS control in biological learning, cortical-
striatal synaptic weights onto D1-MSPNs are initialized with slightly larger values in the 
DMS compartment.  Because the model is implemented in a way that remains agnostic to 
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cortical processing differences other than the fundamental difference that some 
representations take longer to compute than others, none of the results reported here 
depend on assumptions about specialized features of representations computed outside 
striatum, e.g., in neocortex, hippocampus, or basolateral amygdala.  
All simulations were made stochastic by adding noise at the cortical decision 
stage.  The simulations illustrate how the computational model (specified in Appendix A) 
can be used to implement a wide range of behavioral learning protocols, and also 
demonstrate the emergence within the model of a number of key behavioral phenomena 
including: autonomous reward-guided transfers of control; savings of acquisition-learning 
across extinction episodes; faster relearning across repeated contingency reversals; and 
the typical speed-accuracy tradeoff between alternative decision strategies. Parametric 
simulations establish that these behaviors are robust and attributable to the model’s 
operation in parameter ranges that ensure the four listed principles. All of these 
simulations examine the consequences for decisions of the effects of burst dopamine-
release events on learning.  With one exception, they do not simulate any direct effects of 
dopamine on the rapid time scale of decision processing.  The sole exception uses 
reversal learning to illustrate how the so-called “uncertainty response” of dopamine cells 
(Fiorillo et al., 2003), which involves above-baseline DA-release but not burst DA-
release, will have a much larger effect in low-DAT regions of striatum than in the high-
DAT DLS.  Thereby, the DAergic uncertainty response, which may be ancient because it 
can be computed subcortically in VTA/SNc (Tan & Bullock, 2008a, 2008b; Schultz, 
2015) using MSPN co-release of GABA and SP (which is ancient in vertebrates; review 
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in Reiner, 2009), can promote use of secondary representations, and model-based control, 
during conditions of uncertainty, consistent with proposed abstract rules for rational 
switching (Daw et al., 2005).  Finally, although the model was formulated to explain 
learning guided by arbitrary rewards, its mechanisms directly imply enhanced habit 
formation when DAergic drugs serve as rewards, as illustrated with one simulation. 
 
Results 
Using the model to simulate overtraining and reversal learning protocols demonstrates 
the efficacy of control transfer. Learning-dependent transfers of control were repeatable, 
and preserved prior learning. Figure 9 allows comparison of the model’s initial 
acquisition of a conditioned response with its reacquisition of that conditioned response 
after a prolonged extinction block. In both the initial acquisition and reacquisition blocks, 
the model acquires the conditioned response to within 90% accuracy. Reacquisition, 
during resumption of the contingency after extinction, occurs much faster than the initial 
acquisition. This reproduces the longstanding reinforcement learning phenomenon of 
rapid reacquisition (Figure 5c), also known as “savings”, which appears following 
extinction in both Pavlovian and instrumental learning paradigms (Kehoe & Macrae, 
1997; Bouton et al., 2012; John et al., 2013; Crossley et al., 2016).  
The model’s rapid reacquisition results from the parallel contributions of the GO 
and NOGO pathways. The synaptic weights of the NOGO pathway are adjusted opposite 
to the GO pathway, and undergo larger reinforcement-related adjustments than those of 
the GO pathway. Compared to the naive state, in which the weights of the GO and 
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NOGO pathways are roughly equal, the extinction-induced weights of the GO and 
NOGO pathways are lopsided in the favor of the NOGO pathway (Figure 5d), as a result 
of its faster learning rate. When a reward contingency is re-established following 
extinction, learning re-facilitates the rewarded response via both reengagement of the GO 
pathway and by disengagement of the NOGO pathway. Compared to initial acquisition of 
a rewarded response, its reacquisition is accelerated by rapid disengagement of the 
NOGO pathway, which “dis-occludes” already elevated associative links to the 
reengaging GO pathway. 
 
Figure 9a. Acquisition, extinction and reacquisition. Twenty copies of the model (each 
with independent noise added at the cortical decision stage) were rewarded for choosing 
response 1 during trials 1-100 (acquisition, solid black line) and 201-300 (reacquisition, 
red dotted line), but were subjected to an extinction phase, in which no response was 
rewarded, from trials 101-200 (black dotted line). For every simulation and the average 
of all simulations (plotted here) the percentage of chosen responses that were correct (and 
thus rewarded) rose above 90% in the acquisition and reacquisition phases, but fell below 
10% late in the extinction phase.  
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Figure 9b. “Savings” shown by faster reacquisition. Superposing the acquisition and 
reacquisition phase results from Figure 9a on the same time line shows that the model’s 
post-extinction reacquisition of a conditioned response (red line) is faster than the initial 
acquisition of that conditioned response (black line), indicating that memories (here, 
weight increments) formed by the initial learning were “saved” despite the extinction 
training. The model’s faster reacquisition reproduces an often replicated experimental 
result. The property emerges even if initial acquisition has not been prolonged enough to 
cause a transition of control between the secondary and primary compartments of the 
model. 
 
Figure 9c. Figure reproduced from Kehoe & Macrae (1997). This figure shows rapid 
reacquisition of a Pavlovian conditioned response following extinction (solid line, 
triangle marker) alongside the initial acquisition of that response by a naïve control 
(dashed line, square marker), with results similar to those depicted in Figure 9b.  Rapid 
reacquisition is also seen for cued instrumental responses. 
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Figure 9d. Model synaptic weights during initial acquisition and reacquisition. This 
figure depicts the initial values and changes over time of synaptic weights in both the GO 
pathway (corresponding to synapses onto striatal D1-type MSPNs, which promote 
behavior; green and blue lines) and the NOGO pathway (corresponding to synapses onto 
striatal D2-type MSPNs, which oppose behavior; red and yellow lines). At the onset of 
the reacquisition block (dotted lines), GO weights are slightly elevated relative to the 
beginning of the initial acquisition (solid lines) while NOGO weights are lowered. The 
difference between the GO and NOGO pathways resulting from extinction, combined 
with rapid disengagement of the NOGO pathway during reacquisition and engagement of 
the rapid-learning secondary compartment (blue and yellow lines) during reacquisition, 
contributes to the savings effect observed in Figure 10b.  
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Figure 10a. Partial reinforcement slows extinction and reacquisition. This figure 
(reproduced from Figure 1 in Woods & Bouton, 2007) plots behavior in two training 
phases that came after four rodent groups had been given extensive prior training on a VI 
(variable interval) schedule of reinforcement for lever presses. Behavior is first plotted 
for an extinction phase (x-axis, E1-E8), and then for a reacquisition phase (x-axis, R1 & 
R2). The results show that groups exposed to normal extinction (Ext2 & Ext8, black 
markers) showed a faster decline towards zero responding, followed by a faster 
reacquisition, in comparison to groups exposed to partial reinforcement during extinction 
(Prf2 & Prf8, white markers). The same relative pattern was replicated for two different 
versions of the VI schedule used (8 vs. 2 minutes in the Prf8/Ext8 and Prf2/Ext2 groups, 
respectively.) 
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Figure 10b. Simulated effect of partial reinforcement on extinction and 
reacquisition.  Results of simulating a paradigm similar to that employed by Woods & 
Bouton (2007). In this simulation, rather than 8 discrete sessions of extinction followed 
by 2 sessions of reacquisition, a 1000-trial initial training block (not shown) precedes one 
360-trial extinction block (left of dashed line) followed by a 90-trial reacquisition block. 
These discrete trials are then binned into 8 blocks of 45 trials each, followed by 2 blocks 
of 45 trials each. As with Figure 10A, the four experimental groups are Ext8, Ext2, Prf8, 
and Prf2, each consisting of 8 simulated subjects. Each plotted value is a sample average 
across the 8 subjects within each group. In comparison with the Ext- groups, which 
undergo full extinction (0% chance of reward) during the extinction block, the Prf- 
groups have a partial chance (3.5%) to obtain reward during the extinction block. 
Because a VI paradigm is not within the scope of the current model, the -8 and -2 groups 
differ in the value of reinforcement obtained per trial (75% of -2 group learning rate in -8 
groups), reflecting the reduced number of opportunities for reward within a fixed period 
of time on a 2- or 8-minute VI schedules. Broadly speaking, the simulated results match 
those seen in Fig. 10A, with partial extinction groups Prf2 and Prf8 having a delayed 
extinction and slower reacquisition, compared with the full extinction groups Ext8 and 
Ext2. Seen here, but not in Fig. 10A, is trial block 0, which consists of the sample 
average of %CRs in the trial immediately preceding the extinction block, provided as 
verification that all four simulated groups had reached the 90% accuracy criterion used in 
Woods & Bouton (2007) during initial training. 
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Figure 10c. Weight trajectories during reacquisition associated with the rewarded 
outcome during trial blocks 9 and 10 of the simulation shown in Fig. 10B. Shown in each 
of the four subplots are the weight trajectories for the four experimental groups during the 
90-trial reacquisition phase, with each plot showing a different weight type (as labeled.) 
Data shown is a sample average of weight values across the 8 subjects in each 
experimental group. As also seen in Fig. 9D, extinction and reacquisition primarily drive 
the NOGO weight (note the differences in y-axis magnitude), the major contributor to 
shutting down a previously-rewarded behavior during extinction. The unpredictability of 
reward in the Prf- experiments results in higher GO:NOGO ratios in the secondary 
compartment when compared to the Ext- groups, but lower ratios in the primary 
compartment. Following extended reacquisition, when behavioral control is transferred to 
the primary compartment, this difference between the groups results in an eventual 
overtaking of the Prf- group by the Ext-group (see bin 10 in Fig. 10b.) While these 
simulations do not show the Ext8 group overtaking the Prf8 group, the convergence of 
their primary NOGO weights (top right) suggests that, given a reacquisition period 
extended beyond the two blocks used in Woods & Bouton (2007), such a crossover may 
occur.  
 
Acquisition, extinction, and reacquisition are presumably common phenomena in 
nature as part of naturally-occurring cycles, for example as food resources that are 
depleted by foragers are restored in a subsequent season.  Depletion paradigms less 
abrupt than total extinction have also been explored in some instrumental learning 
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experiments. For example, Figure 10A, from Woods & Bouton (2007), depicts the impact 
on extinction and reacquisition when the extinction phase is constituted by a sudden 
reduction in the rate of reward, but to a non-zero level.  The data shown are from a rodent 
experiment which compared not only the impact of such partial reinforcement during 
extinction, but also the effect of different time intervals used in the  underlying variable-
interval (VI) reward schedule that obtained during acquisition, extinction and 
reacquisition. In this experiment, the partial-extinction (Prf) groups show a delayed 
decline in response rate during extinction blocks, when compared to full extinction (Ext) 
groups. During the reacquisition blocks, a delayed increase in response rate was observed 
in the Prf groups, compared to the Ext groups; this relationship was preserved between 
Prf and Ext groups subjected to both a 2-minute (Ext2 and Prf2) and 8-minute (Ext8 and 
Prf8) VI schedule, despite a faster reacquisition rate in both 2-minute groups when 
compared to the 8-minute groups. 
Figures 10B and 10C show the results of a simulation designed to highlight how 
partial-reinforcement during extinction would affect behavior in the current model. Eight 
simulated learners constituted each of four groups, two of which received normal 
extinction (reward p=0.0 for any responses), and two of which received occasional 
rewards (p=0.035) for correct responses during the “extinction” phase. Although the 2- 
and 8-minute VI schedules were not simulated as such, during extinction the per-trial 
learning rate in the 8-minute groups was 75% of that for the 2-minute groups, to reflect a 
reduced number of obtainable rewards over the same time period. The simulated results 
shown in Figure 10B are qualitatively similar to the empirical results in Figure 10A; 
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while they do not show a crossing-over of the Prf8 group by the Ext8 group in the 10th 
bin, the two curves appear to converge in a way that suggests a similar trend.  Figure 
10C, which plots the weight trajectories, reveals why partial reward during extinction 
leads to slower reacquisition. NOGO weights become stronger, and the difference 
between GO and NOGO weights larger, in different compartments.  As a result, the 
simulated animal more rarely selects the response, and so takes longer to experience the 
number of rewarded trials, needed to both restore the GO weights and erode the NOGO 
weights while under the control of that compartment. As reacquisition proceeds, the 
transfer of control to the primary compartment leads the full-schedule groups to overtake 
the partial-schedule groups, as a more predictable full-extinction schedule favors 
preservation of pre-extinction weights in the primary compartment. 
Figure 11 shows model performance for a reversal learning paradigm, in which 
the contingency linking a stimulus to a rewarded response repeatedly switches between 
two alternative responses. This figure demonstrates the repeatability of control transfers 
between primary and secondary compartments, as well as a savings effect for both 
accuracy and habitual (model-free, DLS) control. The three traces shown in Figure 11 
correspond to three separate reversal phases in chronological order, from top to bottom. 
Across repeated reversals, two principal effects are visible: the model recovers correct 
performance more quickly following later reversals (a finding that extends the savings 
effect observed after one extinction as depicted in Figure 9) and the number of trials 
required to reinstate primary compartment (DLS) control of behavior decreases with each 
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reversal. The model thus exhibits a progressive tendency to “relapse” to a previously-
extinguished habit following restoration of favorable outcomes.  
Whereas the savings effect shown in Figure 9 is dependent on relative differences 
in the rates of learning in the GO and NOGO pathways, the relapse effect shown in 
Figure 11 arises from differences in both learning rates and weight saturation limits 
between the primary and secondary compartments. Following each reversal, 
reinforcement training occurs beyond the training level at which the secondary 
compartment's weights reached their saturation limit, whereas the primary compartment’s 
weights continue to be incremented. This builds a bias in favor of primary compartment 
control as trials accumulate. During each reversal, the GO weights of both primary and 
secondary compartments (for the now non-reinforced response) are decremented, but the 
rapid increments of the NOGO weights results in a demotion of the non-reinforced 
behavior long before GO weights in either compartment are decremented to values seen 
before the most recent block of reinforced trials. The net result is a gradual accrual of 
bias in favor of the primary compartment over multiple reversals, and faster habit-
reinstatement across successive reversals, consistent with empirical reports (e.g., Clarke 
et al., 2011) on dopamine-dependent reversal learning. 
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Figure 11. Reversal learning and habit formation facilitated by repetition. A 20-trial 
moving average percentage of correct (rewarded) responses is depicted across a series of 
rule reversals from top to bottom, with each graph starting at the change of reward 
contingency from a 500 trial period rewarding stimulus 1-response 1 (not shown) to 500 
trials rewarding stimulus 1-response 2 (trials 0-500 shown in figure), over a series of 
three repetitions of this reversal paradigm for a total of 3000 trials. The color of each 
point composing the solid traces codes the compartment in control of behavior: either the 
primary compartment (red) or secondary compartment (blue). A black vertical dotted line 
beneath a black triangle indicates the first stable transition to primary compartment 
(habitual) control (i.e., when the model DLS first makes 90% of the decisions in a 20-trial 
span), whereas gray vertical dotted lines are included to provide a comparison with the 
transition points in the other trial blocks. Over repeated rule reversals, the model’s 
accuracy improves within fewer trials (compare solid red-blue traces), and the transition 
to primary control occurs within fewer trials (compare vertical dotted lines). 
 
 Figure 12 shows the behavior of the model in an experimental paradigm that 
mimics the plus-maze paradigm shown in Figure 5. The experiment consists of three trial 
blocks. The first is a random exploration block corresponding to exploration of the plus 
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maze from a random starting position. During the first trial block, each of two secondary 
representations, E and W, are linked by reinforcement or non-reinforcement to responses 
1 (approach) or 2 (avoid), respectively. These representations, which have an effect on 
only the secondary compartment, simulate the spatial codes by which a learner can orient 
itself in the plus maze (with each corresponding to a distinct maze arm). Thus, the 
secondary compartment is construed as having access to a sense of spatial orientation that 
is not directly accessible to the primary compartment. The second trial block consists of 
repeated presentations of stimuli that evoke the secondary representations in parallel with 
an independent primary stimulus representation, J, construed as merely coding a junction. 
This block simulates reinforcement training over repeated insertions into the same arm of 
the plus maze, during which a link between detecting J and turning right or left can be 
established. The final trial block consists of a switch in the insertion point, and 
activations of secondary (E, W) and primary (J) representations.  
The behavior of the model during the third trial block depends on which 
compartment controls behavior at the end of the second trial block. The primary 
compartment’s recommended response will remain the same from the end of trial block 
two to the start of three, and would yield an incorrect decision early in block three, just 
after the switched insertion. Whether behavior is controlled by the primary or secondary 
compartment at the onset of the third block is dependent on the number of repeated 
reinforcements during the second block, because a sufficiently extended training period 
results in transfer of control to the primary compartment. The model’s incorrect behavior 
perseverates as long as the primary compartment remains in control of behavior, with 
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acquisition of reward only occurring after the secondary compartment regains control 
following adjustment of the primary compartment weights by repeated failure to obtain 
reward. These findings are consistent with those of Smith & Graybiel (2013), in which 
overtraining was linked to both devaluation insensitivity (not modeled here) and 
increased activity in the DLS.  Although extending the model to simulate how 
devaluation insensitivity increases with prolonged reinforcement training (Williams, 
1938) is beyond the scope of this report, the model reveals why the degree of transfer to 
DLS varies directly with the extent of overtraining. 
 
Figure 12. Effect of training period on incorrect response perseveration. A 10-trial 
moving average is presented of the percentage of incorrect responses produced after a 
change in reward contingency in which stimuli distinguishable within the secondary 
compartment, but not the primary compartment, cue a change in rewarded response. 
Longer periods of training correspond to more complete transfers of control to the 
primary compartment and, as a result, are associated with longer periods of incorrect 
response perseveration. The number of training trials per case plotted was: brief, 100 
trials; extended, 1000 trials; overtraining, 2000 trials. 
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Figure 13 shows the response onset latencies, or reaction times (RTs), of the 
model over repeated reinforcement trials with two stimuli, each presented in a block for 
1500 trials. In the first trial block, a stimulus that is codable as reward-predicting, by 
cortical representations that send afferents to both the primary and secondary 
compartments, is presented while one response choice is consistently rewarded. In the 
second trial block, a stimulus that is reward-predicting as coded by cortical 
representations that send afferents to the secondary but not the primary compartment is 
presented while one response choice is consistently rewarded. In both trial blocks, the 
time taken to decide on a response steadily decreases over the course of reinforcement. 
However, transfer of control to the primary compartment only occurs when that 
compartment receives afferents from representations that distinguish the reward-
predicting aspect of the stimulus. This transfer results in markedly lower RTs, because 
the primary compartment's higher synaptic weight results in faster integration of afferent 
signals at the decision stage. In the second trial block, no such transfer occurs, and the 
speed gain due to practice is smaller, due to the smaller asymptotic synaptic weights 
achievable in the secondary compartment. 
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Figure 13. Evolution of reaction times over the course of reinforcement training. The 
reaction time needed depends on which compartment is in control of behavior, which 
itself depends on whether the compartment has access to a reward-predictive 
representation. The primary compartment’s higher asymptotic weights makes it capable 
of faster decisions after many trials, but transfer of control to the primary compartment – 
shown by a trace changing color from blue to red around trial 500 – only occurs if the 
stimulus being presented is reward-predicting as coded by afferents projecting to the 
primary compartment. After trial 1500, presentation of a new stimulus, which is reward-
predicting as coded by afferents to the secondary but not the primary compartment, does 
not support a transfer of behavioral control – the trace remains blue – and so the 
asymptotic reaction time is longer. The time elapsed (y axis) from stimulus onset to 
response selection is normalized in order to depict the relative impact of training, which 
reduces the time taken for each decision to ~90% of baseline in the secondary 
compartment and ~80% in the primary compartment.  The speed gained by practice is 
larger in the primary compartment due to its larger asymptotic weights. 
 
Figure 14 shows the simulated effect of a DAT antagonist such as cocaine on 
habit formation. The DAT antagonism, which allows reward-induced DA elevations to 
persist longer than usual, is simulated as an elevation of learning rates in both 
compartments. To reflect the higher natural DAT level in DLS that is subject to such 
antagonism, the learning rate elevation (due to DAT antagonism) is greater in the primary 
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(300% increase) than in the secondary compartment (200% increase). The larger learning 
rate gain in the model’s DLS leads to earlier and stronger engagement of the primary 
compartment, hence more habitual control. 
 
Figure 14. Simulating a DAT antagonist accelerates transition of control to the 
primary compartment. Under nominal conditions (upper panel), repeated reinforcement 
of a response leads to transition to exclusive control by the primary compartment after 
about 500 trials, following an extended period in which both compartments control 
behavior with roughly equal frequency (see trials 50-180). By comparison, simulation of 
DAT antagonism, which occurs when cocaine serves as the reward, leads (lower panel) to 
faster transition of control to the primary compartment, with a reduced period of trial to 
trial shifts of control. 
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Figure 15 demonstrates a tradeoff between speed and accuracy under conditions 
in which the secondary compartment is capable of performing to a higher degree of 
accuracy than the primary compartment. In this simulation, one of three responses is 
rewarded, contingent on the presentation of a random combination of primary and 
secondary stimuli. The contingencies linking stimuli to reward were chosen to ensure that 
prediction of reward based on primary stimuli alone can achieve no more than 50% 
accuracy, whereas inclusion of secondary stimulus information allows for perfect 
accuracy. 
For the Figure 15 simulation, the accuracy of decisions made by each individual 
compartment does not itself depend on the time taken to reach the decision. Thus the 
improvement of accuracy as a function of the decision time is not a consequence of 
additional information being considered by either compartment. The increase in accuracy 
is a consequence of a larger proportion of decisions being controlled by the secondary 
compartment, which requires longer decision times to accommodate the longer stimulus-
processing delay associated with computing representations that send afferents to the 
secondary compartment. This figure reproduces the longstanding experimental 
observation of a speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT) in forced choice paradigms (Pew, 1969). 
Explaining this SAT as a result of a mixture of lower-quality decisions by the primary  
compartment and higher-quality decisions by the secondary compartment agrees with 
prior modeling results suggesting that other SATs may be due to a competition between 
parallel strategic processes (Maanen, L. 2016; Keramati et al. 2011; Boldini et al. 2004).   
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Figure 15. Tradeoff between speed and accuracy as a result of competition between 
primary and secondary compartment. Trials are performed under a paradigm in which 
the primary compartment is capable of achieving a maximum of 50% accuracy (red 
dotted line), whereas the secondary compartment can achieve 100% accuracy (blue 
dotted line). Both compartments are capable of producing a response within the window 
of 41 to 50 time steps; however, as the time taken to produce a response increases, the 
proportion of responses driven by the secondary compartment increases, improving the 
mean accuracy of the model's performance (solid black line). The figure is based on 2000 
trials, and the dotted black line indicates the standard error of the mean accuracy for each 
bin of decision times. 
 
To summarize, the simulation results shown so far flow mainly from two sets of 
model parameters – learning rates and weight asymptotes – that were motivated by 
neurobiological findings listed in Table 2. Table 3 highlights these key parameters, 
along with three ancillary factors, and their behavioral effects. These attributions were 
tested by examining deviant parameter choices.  For example, let the primary and 
secondary weight limits be denoted by ΓP and ΓS respectively, and the primary and 
secondary learning rates by λP and λS. All prior simulations were performed with the 
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values:  ΓP = 1; ΓS = 0.3; λP = 0.003; λS = 0.0045. These parameter choices, while 
informed by biological constraints, represent a single sample of the space of possible 
parameterizations. If absolute values of parameters of a given type are not too dissimilar, 
then what matters most are the rank orderings of the values.  This can be seen in Figure 
16, which reports results of swapping rankings, for one parameter type at a time. For all 
cases summarized in Figure 17, the model was rewarded at p=1.0 for one response to 
explore the effects of the four learning parameters on weight trajectories and behavioral 
switching. With rate parameters λP and λS swapped, the core functionality of the model is 
preserved as long as secondary compartment weights are initialized to significantly 
higher values than primary compartment weights; however, the crossing point of the 
secondary and primary weight trajectories occurs much earlier in training, resulting in 
more rapid transition of control to the primary compartment. In contrast, exchanging the 
weight asymptote parameters ΓP and ΓS alone, without also making λS much greater than 
λP, prevents any transition of control from occurring.  There is no crossing point between 
the weight trajectories. 
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Table 3. Choice of model parameters. Four design choices central to the model’s 
functionality were motivated by anatomical evidence.  
Model parameter Behavioral effect Supporting evidence 
Faster learning rate in 
secondary compartment 
Secondary compartment 
maintains control of 
behavior early in training 
Hurd et al. (1994); 
Gonzales-Hernandez et al. 
(2004); Collier et al. 
(2011); Calipari et al. 
(2012) 
Higher learning asymptote 
in primary compartment 
Primary compartment 
gains control over behavior 
after repeated 
reinforcement 
Mancuso et al. (2014); 
Meredith et al. (2008) 
Higher baseline weight 
values in secondary 
compartment 
Secondary compartment 
controls behavior in the 
absence of reinforcement 
Villalba & Smith (2013) 
Longer persistence of 
reward-induced learning 
signals in primary than 
secondary compartment  
Primary compartment 
gains control over behavior 
following periods of 
extended reinforcement  
Willuhn et al. (2012); Ito 
et al. (2000, 2002) 
Asymmetrical crossover of 
learning signal from 
secondary to primary 
compartment 
Prevents secondary 
compartment from locking 
out primary compartment 
Haber et al. (2000) 
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Figure 16. Effects of changing the rank orderings of learning parameters across two 
compartments. This figure depicts weight trajectories in both the primary and secondary 
compartments as rewarded trials accumulate, the scenario previously depicted in Fig. 1. 
Each compartment has two parameters subject to variation, the learning rate   and weight 
saturation bound, Γ.  The topmost graph in this figure depicts the standard configuration 
of the model, with   = 0.0045 and Γ = 0.35 in the secondary compartment and   = 0.0036 
and Γ = 1 in the primary compartment. In the middle graph, the learning rates have been 
swapped between the two compartments, such that   = 0.0036 in the secondary 
compartment and   = 0.0045 in the primary compartment. This results in an earlier 
crossing point from secondary to primary control, reminiscent of the simulated cocaine 
parametrization shown in Figure 10. The bottom graph shows a parameterization in 
which the saturation limits were Γ = 0.35 in the primary compartment and Γ = 1 in the 
secondary compartment, resulting in a system in which the primary compartment weight 
never exceeds that of the secondary compartment – a pathological state implying an 
inability to enter habitual mode.. 
A major factor in the habit-forming potential of a response contingency is the 
predictability with which it leads to a reward, because burst releases of dopamine, which 
gate weight changes, reflect reward prediction error (RPE), which decreases as a reward 
becomes more predictable (Schultz, 1999). The DMS exhibits a stronger decrease in 
prediction-related dopamine release than the DLS. This inherent physiological 
asymmetry is represented computationally within the model as differences in the drop-off 
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of weight adjustment magnitudes as a function of reward predictability, with the 
secondary compartment having a larger dropoff (95% lower magnitude) compared to the 
primary compartment (50% lower magnitude) at maximum predictability. Due to these 
differences in prediction-related learning changes between compartments, variations in 
the predictability of reward will affect the transition to habit mode.  Lower predictability 
is expected to favor the secondary compartment in the bid for control by preventing the 
comparatively large prediction-related decreases in weight adjustment from occurring. 
Drops in predictability of reward are expected to result not only in slower acquisitions 
(due to the lower density of trials that end in a reward), but also in a slower transition 
from secondary to primary control of behavior, as a result of the asymmetry in 
predictability-related effects on learning between the two compartments. 
The repeated reversals paradigm depicted in Figure 11 was revisited in new 
simulations, but this time with less than perfect predictability of reward. Figure 17 shows 
the simulation results for a case in which only a random 75% of correct responses lead to 
a reward, while the remaining 25% of correct responses result in non-reward, as do all 
incorrect responses. As expected, under this probabilistic regime both the transition to 
habitual control and the re-acquisition of the rewarded response are delayed, relative to 
the p=1 result shown in Fig. 11. 
Figure 17 shows that in the model, the introduction of uncertainty to a 
contingency delays the shift to habitual control.  This fits with the proposal of Daw et al. 
(2005) that an adaptive system should prefer model-based control to model-free control 
under conditions of uncertainty.  This delay in switching, and all control switching effects 
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presented so far, resulted entirely from slow, learning-related changes to synaptic 
efficacy that in turn depend on phasic RPE-related dopamine release events.  Are there 
other effects of DA that, if included in the model, would work to delay the shift to habit 
under conditions of uncertainty?  One reason to think so is that in vivo, DA also has more 
immediate effects, on the time-scale of a single decision.  Notably, the instantaneous 
level of DA controls the balance between the direct and indirect pathways, because it 
facilitates the direct pathway via D1Rs and dis-facilitates the indirect pathway via D2Rs 
(review in Gerfen & Surmeier, 2011).  This can affect performance vigor and rate, as 
attested by the street name, “speed”, for the class of DA agonists known as 
amphetamines.  Such effects are entirely consistent with the current model, although how 
much a DA agonist can change the direct-indirect balance depends on the history of 
learning, individual or regional differences in DAT expression, etc.   
To exemplify this issue, a simulation was run to address the effect of the so-called 
“uncertainty response” of dopamine cells (Fiorillo et al., 2003; Tan & Bullock, 2008a, 
2008b; Schultz, 2015), which is seen only on probabilistic, i.e., uncertain, reward 
schedules.  The “uncertainty” response is an above-baseline, slow, DA-release event, not 
a burst DA-release event.  For that reason, it can be expected to have a much larger effect 
in low-DAT regions of striatum than in the high-DAT DLS: in the DLS, the slowly 
released DA could be cleared almost as fast as it was released. To model single-trial 
facilitation due to DA release, a parameter β    was introduced with separate values, 
βsecondary and βprimary, in the two compartments. A larger β corresponds to a stronger 
transient facilitation of the direct, and dis-facilitation of the indirect, pathways in the 
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model striatum. The effects of β are shown in Figure 18, from a simulation in which β 
was non-zero only in the secondary compartment, and in Figure 19, in which β was non-
zero in both compartments, but larger in the secondary compartment. Both cases are 
consistent with the expectation, and general model assumption, that lower DAT levels in 
the DMS result in a greater single-trial effect from DA release events than a comparable 
release in the DLS (regardless of whether the putative mechanism for such an effect is 
related to phasic, learning-related DA effects, as set by the λ learning rate parameter, or 
due to performance-related DA effects, as set by the β parameter.)  Figure 18 illustrates 
that the uncertainty response of DA cells can indeed delay the transition to habitual 
control if DAT levels are such that the DA signal has a significant effect in the DMS but 
a negligible effect in the DLS.  Figure 19 shows an intermediate case between Figure 17 
and 18, in which an uncertainty response DA release that is not fully negated by DAT in 
DLS does little to delay the transition to habit by the time of the third reversal.  
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Figure 17. Behavior of model under a probabilistic reward schedule. In this case the 
probability that the rewarded response will lead to a reward is p=0.75 (compared to p=1 
in the baseline case.) The black dashed trace running above the colored trace represents 
the percent correct responses, i.e., the percentage of responses that would be rewarded if 
p=1. Although the model still reaches peak accuracy (~ 75% of responses achieve 
reward), both the initial acquisition of the response and the transition to primary 
compartment control are delayed in comparison to the p=1 case. To facilitate 
comparisons across repeated acquisitions, each panel has dotted vertical lines 
corresponding to times of stable transition to primary compartment control. One of the 
three dotted verticals, namely the darkest one marked by a superposed black triangle, 
corresponds to the trial block plotted in that panel.  The two fainter dotted verticals mark 
the transition points from the other two panels.  The transition time occurs earlier with 
each successive reversal, but always later than if p=1 (see Fig. 11). 
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Figure 18. Transitions when dopaminergic uncertainty responses affect only the 
secondary compartment. The model was configured to include a nonzero β parameter in 
the secondary compartment only (βsecondary  = 0.2, βprimary  = 0.0) to simulate an immediate 
effect of dopamine not mediated by a persistent weight adjustment. As in Figure 17, both 
the transition from secondary compartment control (blue) to primary control (red) is 
delayed compared to baseline, as well as reacquisition of the active contingency 
following reversal. Non-learning impacts of dopamine on the decision making process, as 
represented by the β parameter, may thus be sufficient to delay the transition to habitual 
decision making in addition to the learning-related effects of predictability shown in Fig. 
17. As in Fig. 11, the dotted vertical lines correspond to the earliest stable transition to 
primary compartment control, with the black triangle over a black dotted line 
corresponding to the current trial block while the gray dotted lines show the transition 
times within the other two trial blocks for comparison. 
Reversal # 
 
1st 
 
 
 
 
2nd 
 
 
 
 
3rd 
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Figure 19. Transitions when dopaminergic uncertainty responses affect both 
compartments. Behavior of model configured to include a nonzero β parameter in both 
compartments, with a smaller β in the primary compartment (βsecondary  = 0.2, βprimary = 
0.1) simulating conditions in which non-learning effects of DA are elevated in both 
subregions of striatum. As in Figure 18, both the transition from secondary compartment 
control (blue) to primary control (red) is delayed compared to baseline, as was 
reacquisition of the response following reversal. In contrast to results shown in Fig. 18, 
the more rapid transition to primary control suggests that the balance of short-term 
dopamine effects between sub-regions of striatum may be an important factor in habit 
formation under probabilistic contingencies, and that non-learning effects of DA, as 
represented by the β parameter, may counter the effects of prediction-related changes in 
dopamine-mediated learning. As in Fig. 11, the dotted vertical lines correspond to the 
earliest stable transition to primary compartment control, with the black triangle over a 
black dotted line corresponding to the current trial block while the gray dotted lines show 
the transition times within the other two trial blocks for comparison. 
Reversal # 
 
1st 
 
 
 
 
2nd 
 
 
 
 
3rd 
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Discussion 
The model simulated here assumes that reward-related signals projected by 
midbrain dopamine neurons to two distinct striatal sectors – DMS and DLS – interact 
with sector-specific parameters that control the rates, and asymptotes reached, of changes 
to the synaptic efficacies of fibers (e.g., from cortex) that can mediate cued excitation of 
the medium spiny projection neurons (MSPNs) that give rise to the direct (action 
promoting) and indirect (action demoting) pathways through the basal ganglia.  The 
simulations show that these interactive processes are sufficient to both enable and 
mediate reward-guided transfers of behavioral control. Characteristics of the transfers 
produced during the simulations conform to characteristics of analogous in vivo transfers.  
Notably, initial acquisition of rewarded actions involves fast learning and early 
control by DMS, whereas over-training (well past the point when choices are accurate) is 
needed to cause the transition to control by the slower-learning DLS.  Moreover, 
extinction as well as uncertainty promote a return to control by the model’s DMS sector. 
Furthermore, reacquisition following extinction is faster than initial acquisition, and, 
relatedly, the number of training trials needed to reacquire a response after a contingency 
reversal declines across repeated experiences with the reversal.  Because internal 
representations (of cues/contexts) with imperfect predictive validities are processed in 
parallel and race for control of stochastic decisions to launch responses, the decisions 
made by the model generate a mixture of reaction times, and these exhibit the well-
established speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT), provided only that representations with 
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greater predictive validity take longer to compute than those with less validity at 
predicting the response that can earn reward. 
 In the empirical studies that have reported transfers of control, the focus has been 
on non-overlapping phases, and it seems that a common assumption is that only the DMS 
or the DLS would be in control at a given phase of learning.   What our simulations 
reveal, for the first time, is that in a stochastic model that makes natural assumptions 
about parallel processing and incremental learning, there can be long phases during 
which control is very gradually passed from DMS to DLS, or the reverse.   There can also 
be stable phases in which the degree of control is mixed, especially on probabilistic 
schedules of reward when the predictive validities of competing representations are 
similar. It is in such cases that the model can show the SAT simultaneously with a 
mixture of DMS- and DLS-mediated control within a block of trials.  
To enable simple tests for the sufficiency of a few core mechanisms, the model 
omits many documented processes.  For example, although training may produce 
persistent changes in neuron excitability that can bias action decisions in the absence of 
altered sensory-motor synapses, and that might affect transitions to habit in some species 
(Brembs, 2011), the model lacks any such process. However, by highlighting subcortical, 
reward-guided synaptic plasticity as a mechanism that is sufficient to switch behavior 
between multiple operating modes, the present study illuminates a huge range of typical 
cases.     
Notably, the sufficient mechanism specified only uses circuitry believed to 
predate significant evolution of the pallium or cortex, which, beyond making the model 
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applicable to many more species, also helps explain lesion data demonstrating that 
control transfers can survive various knockouts of cortical influence in mammals (e.g, 
Killcross & Coutureau, 2003). Yet, although the model described here does not require a 
reward-adapted “critic” in the cerebral cortex to accomplish transfers of control, the 
model is not incompatible with evidence that cortex provides ancillary bases for, and 
assists in (e.g., may accelerate), transfers of control among representations that affect 
action choices via striatal circuits. Prior models (e.g., Brown et al., 2004) have addressed 
data suggesting that DA-dependent plasticity in striatum synergizes with DA-dependent 
plasticity in frontal cortex to control decisions, and DA also modulates learned 
enhancements of task-controlling representations in sensory cortices (Bao et al., 2001; 
Holca-Lamarre et al., 2017). Cortical contributions to strategy shifts have been shown to 
be significant, especially in paradigms necessitating complex analyses of stimuli, 
selective attention to some stimulus features while ignoring others, and vigilant inhibition 
of prepotent (often habitual) behavior. Most such studies have been conducted in 
mammals (but see Krauzlis et al., 2017), and it remains to be seen whether the cortical 
contributions to control are themselves at least partly dependent on basal ganglia 
decisions, which exert control at multiple levels of the cortical hierarchy. 
Recently, Thura & Cisek (2017) reported evidence from monkeys that cortical 
activity, but not pallidal activity, predicted the decision to reach for a target. This result 
might seem to contradict predictions of the present model, which relies (implicitly) on 
striato-pallidal pathways of the basal ganglia to guide decision making. However, the 
results of Thura & Cisek (2017) emerged within a unique paradigm, in which subjects 
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began the experiment at a 50% criterion for each binary choice - that is, subjects were not 
conditioned to prefer one response to the other. Given such a training paradigm, cortico-
striatal synaptic weights would equally favor both response options, so the model 
presented here predicts that activity at striato-pallidal stages would not provide a reliable 
indicator of the forthcoming decision. Instead, disparities in cortical activation between 
candidate responses would be solely responsible for decisions. Indeed, this often happens 
in the present model, which was made stochastic by using random noise to create 
learning-independent disparities at the cortical decision stage. This example further 
emphasizes the point that there is no reason to suppose that the sparse ancient 
mechanisms simulated here give a complete picture of decision making. They can coexist 
with many other factors (cortical, hormonal, etc.) in decision making. 
Beyond being assumed as a source of context and cue representations that mediate 
model-based or model-free decisions, cortical contributions to decision making were 
deliberately excluded from the model to explore the competence of a minimal and 
ancient, but highly adaptive, circuit.  Many studies support the truly ancient status of 
reward-responsive DA neurons, DA-dependent plasticity of decision-making, and a 
significant DAergic projection to a striatum, which is dominated by a single cell type, 
MSPNs, whose two major subtypes alternatively express either SP and D1Rs, or ENK 
and D2Rs (Reiner, 2009).  These MSPNs give rise to direct and indirect pathways that 
course from striatum to pallidal and/or nigral territories.   One other published treatment 
(Crossley et al, 2016) has simulated the ability to acquire, extinguish, and more quickly 
reacquire action with a sparse set of striatal resources that might be equally ancient.  
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Although that study differed fundamentally from the present one – only one striatal 
sector, analogous to DLS, was modeled – it is instructive to note an abstract 
commonality, as well as key differences, between the models.  The abstract point of 
agreement is that both models achieve savings by new learning in a pathway that can 
inhibit the expression of learning within a distinct, behavior-promoting, pathway.   
This point of agreement extends as well to recent efforts to explain savings after 
extinction of acquired fear responses (e.g., John et al., 2016). However, rather than using 
plasticity of synapses onto MSPNs of the indirect pathway to demote actions during 
extinction, as in the present model, the model in Crossley et al. (2016) uses purported 
plasticity of synapses made by fibers from neurons in intralaminar thalamus onto 
cholinergic interneurons (ChINs) of the striatum.  There are at least two problems with 
that model:  first, it assumes that direct pathway MSPNs cannot fire unless ChINs pause 
their firing.  However, recent in vivo and other data (reported and reviewed in Zucca et 
al., 2018) indicate just the opposite: ChIN pauses cause hyperpolarizations of, and 
reduced firing in, affected MSPNs.  Second, although it might be possible to address the 
prior critique of a key assumption of Crossley et al. with another assumption, e.g., by 
reversing the assumed polarity – from LTD to LTP – of the extinction-induced plasticity 
at the synapses onto ChINs, there is a logical reason to prefer modeling extinction effects 
via plasticity of synapses onto indirect pathway MSPNs, rather than onto ChINs.  
Although ChINs may be as ancient in striata as the two types of MSPNs (Grillner & 
Robertson, 2016), their role in the basal ganglia circuit is less well conserved (e.g., 
Guirado et al., 1999), which, along with their rarity (always less than 5% of striatal 
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neurons), suggests that they play a less vital role in representational functions of striata.  
In fact, the very small numbers of ChINs compared to D2-ENK-MSPNs suggests that 
they cannot effectively mediate another robust feature of extinction never considered by 
Crossley et al.; this feature being that extinction is more context-delimited than the initial 
acquisition (Bouton et al., 2012; Delamater & Westbrook, 2014; Todd et al., 2014). This 
robust feature conflicts with use of synapses onto ChINs to mediate extinction learning.  
Because there are few ChINs, context coding via ChINs would be coarse, and 
discrimination poor, despite the extensive branching of ChINs being hypothetically 
sufficient to cover the whole of striatum.  Equally problematic: because each ChIN 
projects to many MSPNs, learning due to extinction of one response in a context would 
generalize too broadly, by depressing many other responses in the same context. Neither 
problem attends our model. Because about 46% of striatal neurons are D2-MSPNs, 
extinction learning via synapses onto small subsets of them can be highly context-, cue-, 
and response-specific. 
 Unlike prior alternatives, the present model suggests that fast adaptive switching 
of bases for decision making can be achieved in a stochastic model by cumulative DA-
dependent learning at thalamo- and cortico-striatal synapses. The centrality of DA-related 
asymmetries across striatal sectors to the model’s function is consistent with the 
hypothesis (Wickens et al., 2007) that DA clearance times at the synapse, which depend 
on DAT levels, may have important consequences for decision making. The 
independence of the mechanism presented here from cortical intervention, as well as its 
generalizable structure, provide a basis for large scale studies of how basal-ganglia 
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function can co-evolve with pallium or neocortex in lineages whose life styles make use 
of different types of representations. The mechanisms simulated here can provide an 
arbitration mechanism for competing representations of unknown type and level of 
abstraction. The mechanism’s independence from specific input representations helps 
explain how it has been successful at mediating control of a huge range of behaviors 
including: locomotion, grasping by jaw or hand, attention and gaze, categorical speech 
perception, speech production, storage in working memory, etc. 
A computational model presented in Keramati & Gutkin (2013) also used a VMS-
DLS cascading learning rule, inspired by the VMS-DLS “spiral” anatomy reviewed in 
Haber et al. (2000). However, the model of Keramati & Gutkin (2013), unlike the current 
model, assumed that the asymptotic values of association strengths are normally equal 
along the VMS-DLS axis. They proposed that typical addictive drugs, such as cocaine, 
are habit forming because of their ability to engender an abnormal gradient of increasing 
weight asymptotes along the VMS-DLS axis (e.g., as reported by Willuhn et al., 2012).  
Such a model offers no explanation for the normal transitions into habit mode that are 
routinely seen in behavioral studies using non-addictive rewards. In contrast, our model 
assumes that there is an inherent gradient of asymptotic synaptic weight potentials along 
the VMS-DLS axis due to regional differences in DAT, dendritic branching, synaptic 
spine density, etc. (see Table 1). It can explain switches to habit mode in the absence of 
any drug-induced abnormality. Also, unlike the serial learning model in Keramati & 
Gutkin (2013), the current, parallel-learning, model does not require a delayed onset of 
DA release in DLS relative to VMS/DMS.  
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A key reason for treating the gradient of weight asymptotes as a normal feature is 
its support of an emergent SAT governed by the reward-earning values of cue-guided 
actions.  As long as reward is reliably obtained, the system will transfer control to regions 
with higher weight saturation points, which correspond to regions with inputs based on 
faster-computed representations. This, combined with larger weights, guarantee faster 
behavior onset times. However, the process of transfer is self-regulating, because in order 
to properly interpret stimulus and mnemonic information pertinent to the currently active 
action-outcome contingency, and choose a response actually able to obtain reward at high 
probability, some above-minimum processing complexity is often required. The push-
pull relationship between speed and accuracy inherent to the transition mechanism of the 
present model provides a natural tendency for the system to converge toward an 
optimized stochastic mix of reaction times. However, the emergent speed-accuracy 
tradeoff need not correspond to the optimal strategy from a mathematical standpoint. 
Given the dependence of convergence on diverse factors (Table 1), e.g., genetically 
variable DA-signaling parameters, solutions are predicted to vary across individuals.  
A simulated effect of cocaine was explored in Fig. 10, but several other 
pharmacological agents known to affect DAT and synaptic spine formation have yet to be 
assessed in the context of the model. Prominent among such candidates for modeling 
studies are amphetamines (Giros et al. 1996; Robinson & Kolb, 1999; Jedynak et al., 
2007) and ethanol (Zhou et al. 2007; Rice et al. 2012; Ibias et al. 2015; Lovinger & 
Alvarez 2017). Other VMS to DLS gradients that deserve modeling study include the 
distributions of cannabinoid receptors (Herkenham 1991; Mailleux & Vanderhagen 1992; 
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Davis et al., 2018)) and opioid receptors (Voorn et al. 1996; Daunais et al., 2001; Oude 
Ophuis et al. 2014). Although drugs and their withdrawal have diverse effects that go 
well beyond what can be represented in the current model, it offers a way to understand 
how their net effects on habit formation often depend on how they alter the rate and 
asymptote of learning in more than one striatal compartment.  Because that includes core 
and shell regions of VMS, both striatal sectors offer promising targets for near-term 
elaborations of the model.  Beyond drug effects, such an elaborated model could help 
bring neural data to bear on the evaluation of hypotheses such as the Trask et al. (2017) 
proposal that extinction reflects various underlying mechanisms, e.g., “occasion setting” 
of Pavlovian responses (mediated partly by VMS) versus direct inhibition of instrumental 
responses (mediated by DMS and DLS).  Another priority is the phenomenon of 
Pavlovian-instrumental transfer (PIT), the robust finding that previously learned cue-
reward or cue-pain associations can be leveraged, respectively, to boost or depress 
instrumental responses. 
Although simulations showed that the current model can explain emergent speed-
accuracy tradeoff (SAT) phenomena, recent studies (de Froment et al., 2014; Thura & 
Cisek, 2014) confirm the intuition that additional factors, such as persistent context 
stimuli, and the effort or pain associated with correct response, affect such tradeoffs. 
While effects of cue processing delays can be treated by the current model, by design it 
does not address many issues involving the persistent contexts, transient cues, and 
compounds or conjuncts thereof that may be represented in a given species.  Also, 
although effort costs affect learning and decisions, and have some effects on DA release, 
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much more is known about how benefits affect DA release than about how expected costs 
or pain do. Although more empirical and computational research will be needed to 
understand such effects, we predict that some of these effects will operate by changing 
two key DA-dependent variables: learning rate and asymptotic synaptic strength. In 
conclusion, it is also important to note that the assumptions made here about the gradients 
of these two variables across striatum are coarse-grained and falsifiable assumptions, 
which need to be directly tested in new experiments across diverse species.   
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CHAPTER THREE: PARAMETER VARIATION IN THE CONTEXT OF 
PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
 The computational model parameters presented in Chapter 2 reflect the 
underlying physiological characteristics of a neurotypical individual under nominal, 
ecologically-valid circumstances. As there is a direct correspondence between many of 
these computational parameters and distinctive physiological traits, a parallel can be 
drawn between pharmacologically-induced or genetic variation in these traits and the 
manipulation of the corresponding parameter value. In this chapter, a series of re-
parameterizations are applied to the model, with the resultant behavior compared against 
baseline performance in an attempt to replicate the commonly observed habit-formation 
effects of a variety of drugs, both drugs of abuse such as cocaine and habit cessation aids 
such as bupropion. 
Although the effects of each pharmacological substance mentioned in this chapter 
can be - at least partially - attributed to their impacts on the striatum and dopamine 
physiology, none of them target the dopamine system as selectively as is implied by the 
accompanying model parameterizations. Given the wide spectrum of pharmacological 
impacts these drugs have on brain regions and neurotransmitter types that are not 
simulated by this model, the theoretical insights provided by these simulations should be 
interpreted as a possible, but not definitive, mechanism of action for these drugs as they 
relate to habit formation and the dopamine system. However, the reproduction of 
characteristic behaviors of interest solely through manipulation of the parameter changes 
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made to the model suggests that these mechanisms are directly relevant to the physiology 
responsible for these substances’ core behavioral effects. 
Each figure in this chapter follows the same experimental paradigm: a two-option 
forced choice task in which one response is rewarded during the initial trial block, 
followed by a second trial block in which only the opposite choice is rewarded, then a 
third trial block in which the initially rewarded contingency is reinstated (i.e., the rule 
determining reward is identical to that of the first trial block). This sequence of initial 
acquisition, reversal, and reacquisition is intended to mirror the behavioral effects 
produced by drug-related physiological changes on the initial acquisition, extinction, and 
relapse of a habitual reward-seeking behavior. 
Figure 20 shows the performance of the model under baseline conditions, without 
the application of any drug effects. Throughout this chapter, the performance of the 
model under drug effects will be compared against this example by presenting the 
learning trajectories as a dashed line and the points of transition to habitual control as 
vertical dashed lines, indicated by a white triangle. The baseline performance of the 
model shows the characteristics expected from the presentation of Chapter 2, namely a 
savings effect on repeated reversal as well as a faster transition to habitual control. 
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Figure 20. Baseline performance under a repeated reversals paradigm. This protocol 
consists of six trial blocks, each 500 trials long, alternating between two rewarded 
responses. The figure above shows each of the acquisition periods for the second 
response, i.e. trial blocks 2, 4, and 6. A blue tinted line indicates the secondary 
compartment (deliberative) is in control of behavior, whereas a red tint indicates primary 
compartment (habitual) control. The last transition point from secondary to primary 
control of each trial block is indicated with a dotted vertical line, with a triangle above 
the line indicating the transition point for each individual trial block.  
A summary of the various drug effects explored in this chapter, along with the 
parameter changes used to simulate these effects in the model, is given in Table 4 and 
Table 5. 
 
Table 4. Learning-related parameter values. Each simulation presented in this chapter 
follows an identical experimental paradigm, with slight alterations to the underlying 
parameters as tabulated here. Where applicable, a percentage change with respect to the 
baseline value is presented, with green text indicating an increase, and red a decrease, in 
parameter value respectively with respect to baseline. This table shows the four 
parameters that directly affect the switching curve, i.e., learning rate and maximum 
synaptic weight across two compartments. (continued on next page) 
Reversal # 
 
1st 
 
 
 
 
2nd 
 
 
 
 
3rd 
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Table 4. Learning-related parameter values. (cont.) 
Parameter 
symbol 
λsecondary λprimary Γsecondary Γprimary ν 
Corresponding 
physiology  
DMS learning 
rate 
DLS learning 
rate 
DMS synaptic 
weight limit 
DLS synaptic 
weight limit 
D2:D1 weight 
change ratio 
Baseline 
parameters 
0.45 0.36 0.5 1 0.8 
Cocaine  0.79 (+75%)  0.45 (+25%) 0.5 1 0.8 
Low-dose 
amphetamine 
0.54 (+75%) 0.40 (+10%) 0.6 (+75%) 1.1 (+10%) 0.8 
High-dose 
amphetamine 
0.675 (+150%) 0.54 (+50%) 0.75 (+150%) 1.5 (+50%) 0.8 
Ethanol 0.45 0.36 0.5 1 0.8 
Ethanol (Wilcox 
et al. correction) 
0.45 0.36 0.5 1 0.8 
Nicotine  0.54 (+20%) 0.40 (+10%) 0.5 1 0.8 
Nicotine 
withdrawal 
0.45 0.36 0.5 1 1.2 (+50%) 
Nicotine 
withdrawal with 
bupropion 
0.45 0.36 0.5 1 1.2 (+50%) 
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Table 5. Learning-independent parameter values. Each simulation presented in this 
chapter follows an identical experimental paradigm, with slight alterations to the 
underlying parameters as tabulated here. Where applicable, a percentage change with 
respect to the baseline value is presented, with green text indicating an increase, and red a 
decrease, in parameter value respectively with respect to baseline. This table shows 
parameters not introduced in Chapter 2, and which do not directly affect the switching 
curve via effects on the learning signal, but rather through other changes to neural 
activation in the system.  
Parameter symbol αsecondary αprimary βsecondary  βprimary 
Corresponding 
physiology  
DMS striatal 
auto-inhibition 
DLS striatal 
auto-inhibition 
VMS tonic 
dopamine  
DLS tonic 
dopamine 
Baseline parameters 0.05 0.05 1 1 
Cocaine  0.05 0.05 1 1 
Low-dose 
Amphetamine 
0.05 0.05 1 1 
High-dose 
amphetamine 
0.05 0.05 1 1 
Ethanol 0.04 (-20%) 0.06 (+20%) 1 1 
Ethanol (Wilcox et al. 
correction) 
0.06 (+20%) 0.04 (-20%) 1 1 
Nicotine  0.05 0.05 0.95 (-5%) 0.9 (-10%) 
Nicotine withdrawal 0.05 0.05 0.95 (-5%) 0.9 (-10%) 
Nicotine withdrawal 
with bupropion 
0.05 0.05 1.1 (+10%) 1.05 (+5%) 
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Enhancement of learning rate and weight asymptote 
The two core parameters of the model - learning rate, λ, and weight asymptote Γ - 
are the two parameters most clearly involved in the strategy switching phenomenon the 
model is designed to enable. These two parameters directly correspond to physiological 
parameters - in the case learning rate, DAT density and dopamine release event 
magnitude, and in the case of weight asymptote the cortico-striatal synaptic spine density 
- that are impacted by many drugs of abuse, including cocaine and amphetamine. A core 
feature differentiating the physiological effects of these drugs is the degree to which the 
impact on dopamine dynamics and synaptic spine density is symmetrical - that is, of a 
commensurate magnitude in both the dorsomedial and dorsolateral segments of striatum. 
Developing an understanding of the behavioral effects resulting from compartnmet-
specific alterations of these parameters may therefore help to inform an understanding of 
the functional impacts of pertinent drugs on the decision making system as a whole.  
Cocaine is a long-studied drug with behavior-reinforcing (Di Ciano & Everitt 
2004) and habit-forming effects. Although cocaine acts on several areas of the brain 
including neocortex (Ikemoto & Wise, 2004) and has an effect on multiple 
catecholamines (Scheel-Krüger, 1972), a primary mechanism of action is the effect of 
cocaine on dopamine release and reuptake in the striatum. Cocaine acts as a DA reuptake 
inhibitor (Giros et al. 1996; Izenwasser et al. 1990), as well as stimulating DA release 
directly (Venton 2006; Phillips et al., 2003) and increasing striatal synaptic spine growth 
(Robinson & Kolb, 1999).  
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Notably, the impact of cocaine differs across the different sub-regions of striatum 
(Veeneman et al., 2012), having a greater dosage effect on the ventromedial striatum than 
on the dorsolateral segment, with low doses of cocaine having no measurable impact on 
the latter (Carboni et al., 1989). The differential role of the dorsomedial and dorsolateral 
regions of striatum in cocaine-seeking behavior following either extinction or abstinence, 
respectively, suggests that a transfer of behavioral control between the two regions is 
relevant in cocaine-seeking behavior (Takahashi et al. 2008; Takahashi et al. (2009); 
Fuchs, Branham & See, 2006).  
Given its subregion-dependent effectiveness as a DA-enhancing drug, the effects 
of cocaine were simulated as a variation of the parameters controlling the learning rate in 
both the secondary and primary compartment. Figure 21 depicts the simulated effect of a 
large (i.e., sufficient to elicit a change in physiological performance in both 
compartments) dose of cocaine, resulting in enhanced habit formation, with a more rapid 
acquisition, extinction and reacquisition of a habituated response.  
The effect of cocaine, a DAT inhibitor (Budygin et al. 2002, Budygin 2007), is 
simulated by an elevation of learning rates in both the primary and secondary 
compartments. Given the presence of higher DAT levels in the dorsolateral striatum, the 
learning rate elevation is enhanced more in the primary compartment (75% increase) than 
in the secondary compartment (25% increase). The resultant shift in the balance of 
learning rates between the two compartments leads to earlier and stronger engagement of 
the primary compartment, corresponding to a shift into habitual behavior. 
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Figure 21. Simulated chronic cocaine exposure. When compared against the baseline 
performance of the model (white triangle), a cocaine-like asymmetric enhancement of 
learning rate parameters consistently results in faster transition to habit across repeated 
reversals. See Table 4 and Table 5 for details on parameter differences relative to 
baseline conditions. 
 
Amphetamine (AMPH), a habit-forming stimulant drug with both medicinal and 
recreational uses, impacts the functionality of dopamine in the striatum through a variety 
of mechanisms. Exposure to AMPH causes an immediate reversal in the behavior of Na
+
-
mediated dopamine transport, enhancing DA function at the synapse (Sulzer et al., 1995); 
additionally, the expression of DAT is reduced at the synapse, causing longer-lasting 
enhancement of DA function (Saunders et al., 2000). As with cocaine, amphetamine 
elicits a stronger effect in ventromedial regions of striatum (Adams et al., 2001); unlike 
cocaine, however, AMPH enhances DA effectiveness in dorsolateral striatum even at low 
doses (Carboni et al. 1988; di Chiara et al. 1993) Exposure to AMPH also causes long-
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term increases in synaptic spine density, particularly in more ventromedial regions of 
striatum (Li et al., 2003). Exposure to AMPH stimulates c-fos expression throughout the 
striatum (Graybiel et al., 1990).  
The core features of the simulated AMPH effect are similar to the simulated 
effects of cocaine – region-specific increases in learning rate parameter, accompanied by 
changes in learning asymptote. Compared to the parameter variations introduced in the 
cocaine simulations, the DAT-dependent changes in learning rate have a stronger 
difference between compartments, i.e., the proportional change in primary compartment 
learning rate has a greater difference from the proportional change in secondary 
compartment learning rate. Similarly, the effects of simulated AMPH on learning 
asymptote parameters differ substantially between the primary and secondary 
compartments; while both compartments experience an elevated upper asymptote on 
synaptic weight, the secondary compartment is subject to a much stronger proportional 
increase. 
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Figure 22. Simulated chronic low-dose amphetamine. A comparatively large 
enhancement of the secondary compartment when compared to the primary compartment 
results in a delayed transition to habit when compared to baseline behavior (indicated by 
white triangle). See Table 4 and Table 5 for details on parameter differences relative to 
baseline conditions. 
Figure 22 shows the result of applying a simulated low dose of AMPH to the 
model. The parameter changes are depicted in Table 4 and Table 5. Compared with the 
baseline performance of the model (Figure 20), there is an observed reduction in habit 
formation, both following a reversal and re-acquisition, with the number of trials 
necessary before a transition to habitual control being roughly consistent in all three trial 
blocks. This is consistent with the medicinal uses of AMPH which, at low doses, is used 
to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, a condition characterized by rapid 
switching between alternative behaviors. As with the nominal conditions depicted in 
Figure 20 there is both a more rapid reacquisition of accuracy and transition to habit on a 
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reversal than on the initial acquisition; however, the simulated low-dose AMPH delays 
the transition to habitual control on each reversal relative to baseline. This tendency to 
prolong the period of secondary control -  and, by correspondence of the model to 
physiology, a deliberative strategy - following a change of contingency may be relevant 
to the effectiveness of low-dose AMPH in the treatment of attention deficit disorder 
which, when unmedicated, is characterized by rapid shifts of attention and a paucity of 
deliberation. 
 
Figure 23. Simulated chronic high-dose amphetamine. Unlike the low dose depicted 
in Figure 4, the high dose condition shows a faster transition to habit in all trial blocks in 
comparison to the baseline condition (indicated by white triangle). See Table 4 and Table 
5 for details on parameter differences relative to baseline conditions. 
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Symmetrical enhancement of learning rate and weight asymptote 
Unlike the low dose condition, the high-dose AMPH conditions used in the 
simulation shown in Figure 23 enhance the learning rate and asymptote parameters of the 
primary compartment to a degree more comparable to the secondary compartment, 
though the effect on learning rates remains stronger, proportionally, in the secondary 
compartment than in the primary compartment. The resulting behavioral performance is 
similar to the low dose during the initial acquisition; however, during reversal and 
reacquisition, the transition to habitual control is dramatically more rapid than in both the 
control and low dose scenarios.  This is consistent with the clinical observation that 
AMPH is habit forming at high doses, in addition to being detrimental to learning in 
ADHD patients at higher doses (Sprague & Sleator, 1977). 
 
Region-dependent activity decay as a parallel influence on competition between 
compartments 
Although the majority of parameters included in the strategy switching model 
capture the systematic impact of the neurotransmitter dopamine, it would be 
simplistically reductive to portray dopamine as the sole chemical arbiter of behavioral 
change within the context of the model. Another neurotransmitter critical to striatal 
decision making is gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), the principal neurotransmitter 
responsible for both auto- and lateral inhibition via interneurons. In this section, changes 
in the activation decay rate across both compartments are investigated as a proxy for the 
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impact of changes in inhibitory tone within the striatum, putatively mediated in the 
biological systems not by dopamine, but by other neurotransmitters such as GABA. 
Ethanol has a long history of recreational and ritual use, dating back to at least the 
6
th
 millennium BCE (McGovern et al, 2004), and has an established potential for abuse 
and habit formation. Like cocaine and amphetamine, consumption of ethanol can result in 
an increased release of dopamine in both ventral and dorsal striatum (Bradberry 2002; 
Boileau et al. 2003), with low doses preferentially increasing dopamine release in ventral 
regions (di Chiara & Imperato, 1986), an observation at odds with the observed dose 
effects of cocaine and AMPH. Repeated ethanol administration leads to 
hypersensitization of electrically-stimulated dopamine release in both ventral and dorsal 
striatum (Nestby et al. 1999, Di Chiara et al. 2004, Budygin et al. 2011), as well as an 
increase in DA reuptake in both regions, with stronger reuptake effects observed in 
ventral striatum (Budygin et al. 2007). Chronic exposure to ethanol does not appear to 
affect striatal synaptic spine density (Wilcox et al. 2014). 
Ethanol affects several other neurochemical signaling pathways, including 
endocannabinoid, serotonin, glutamate, and opioid receptors, affecting the action of a 
variety of neurotransmitters (Glass, 1997; Lovinger & Alvarez, 2017). Ethanol also 
appears to affect striatal glial cells (Adermark & Bowers, 2016). Because the range of 
neurochemical effects brought about by ethanol exposure is so broad, and requires the 
inclusion of detailed models of neurotransmitter systems not accounted for by this model, 
the following simulations will focus on one effect in particular; namely, the action of 
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ethanol on inhibitory tone through a combination of glutamatergic and GABAergic 
effects. 
Unlike several substances discussed previously, ethanol has a strong suppressive 
effect on the release of inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA, an effect mediated by 
ethanol's effects on delta-opioid receptors expressed both by striatal MSNs and by 
GABA-releasing interneurons (Patton et al. 2016). Because the inhibitory effect of 
ethanol on delta-opioid receptors affects both the GABA-releasing interneurons and their 
MSN targets (thus, simultaneously inhibiting and dis-inhibiting these MSNs), the effect 
of ethanol on the net activity of the system is complex and depends on the relative 
densities of these receptors on each type of cell. The net effect of ethanol on overall 
inhibitory tone appears to be opposite between the ventromedial vs. the dorsolateral 
striatum; whereas inhibitory tone is enhanced by acute exposure to ethanol in the medial 
striatum, it is reduced in the lateral striatum (Wilcox et al. 2014), though both regions 
show a significant reduction in GABA-mediated inhibition as a result of chronic binge 
drinking. The acute effect of ethanol on GABA transmission differs between alcohol-
tolerant rats and those susceptible to addiction (Piepponen et al. 2002), suggesting a 
potential link between GABA interactions with ethanol and the potential for habit 
formation.  
To investigate the computational consequences of the GABA-mediated effects of 
acute ethanol exposure on the striatum, the rate of activation decay in striatal GO/NOGO 
neurons is manipulated asymmetrically between the secondary and primary compartment, 
mimicking the observed opposite effects of acute ethanol exposure on inhibitory tone in 
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the biological system. As accurately reproducing the full effect of ethanol on striatum 
would require the incorporation of a variety of neurotransmitter systems outside the scope 
of this model, these results should be interpreted with the understanding that they 
reproduce only a small fraction of ethanol’s effects on striatal physiology and should not 
be taken as a clinically-applicable simulation of the behavioral impacts of ethanol 
exposure. Rather, these simulations seek to elucidate the computational role for the 
specific, subregion-dependent effects of ethanol on inhibitory tone in isolation from the 
wider neurochemical effects of ethanol, including its additional effects on DA both 
chronically and acutely. 
 
Figure 24. Simulated chronic ethanol exposure. The adjustment of striatal decay rate 
favoring DLS in the competition for behavioral control produces a consistently faster 
transition to habitual control across multiple reversals, with the third trial block showing 
a complete lack of reversion to deliberative control following failure to obtain reward. 
See Table 4 and Table 5 for details on parameter differences relative to baseline 
conditions. 
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A further caveat is that the baseline parameterization of the model depicted in 
Figure 24 assumes that decay rate – and by proxy, the GABA-mediated inhibitory tone – 
is equal between the two compartments under normal conditions. Such equalization 
between the two compartments under baseline conditions runs counter to the recent 
finding of Wilcox et al. (2014) that inhibitory tone is significantly stronger under naïve, 
baseline conditions in the DLS, and equalized between DMS and DLS by the application 
of ethanol, rather than displaced from a naïve state of equilibrium. In order to verify that 
this somewhat counterintuitive observation does not invalidate the predictions of Figure 
24, a set of simulations were performed to generate Figure 25 with the opposite 
parameter changes from baseline – that is, a bias in favor of DLS – in order to parallel the 
situation observed by Wilcox et al. (2014). Given that the change in habit-forming 
behavior observed from this “corrected” simulation relative to the baseline simulation is 
qualitatively similar to the change observed from baseline to VMS-biased 
parameterization, it is reasonable to conclude that the simulated effect of ethanol on the 
model is identical under either choice of initial parameters.  
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Figure 25. Simulated chronic ethanol exposure with baseline corrected for Wilcox et 
al. 2014. As Figure 20, but comparing against a modified baseline that incorporates the 
findings by Wilcox et al. 2014 (i.e. that ethanol may serve to equalize an otherwise 
asymmetrical decay rate) by changing the baseline activity decay rate parameters to be 
asymmetrical in favor of the secondary compartment, with the effect of ethanol simulated 
as an equalization between the two compartments. 
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Enhancement of learning rate concurrent with decreased neural activation 
Learning rate, one of the most behaviorally-important factors within the context 
of the model, is directly correspondent to the presence of dopamine at the striatal 
synapse, both from changes in phasic release amplitude and the rate of clearance from the 
synapse by DAT. However, not all dopamine release in the striatum has a phasic, 
learning-related release profile; the tonic release of dopamine in striatum also contributes 
to the effectiveness of striatal signaling, and contributes to the "vigor" effect of 
dopamine, acting to directly alter the strength and speed of behaviors in addition to the 
rate at which they are learned. The parameter changes investigated in this section involve 
manipulation of both the phasic-DA-modulated learning rate and tonic-DA-modulated 
net activation in order to include the behavior-facilitating effects of tonic dopamine. 
Nicotine, the primary addictive ingredient in tobacco, has a broad set of effects on 
the dopamine system. In addition to increasing the phasic dopamine levels following 
reward-related DA burst release events (Grenhoff et al. 1986; Rice & Cragg 2004), which 
have a perceptible impact on reward-seeking behavior following an initial exposure to 
nicotine (Barr et al. 2008), chronic exposure to nicotine also results in an overall decrease 
in tonic dopamine levels. These changes to both phasic and tonic DA levels are 
asymmetrical between the ventral and dorsal extents of striatum, with the ventral striatum 
showing preferentially increased phasic DA release in comparison to dorsal striatum 
(Zhang et al., 2009), and the dorsal striatum showing a more significant decrease in tonic 
dopamine levels (Zhang et al., 2009b). The effects of nicotine on tonic and phasic 
dopamine release are mediated through distinct, hierarchical receptor pathways (Mameli-
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Engvall et al., 2006; Zhang & Sulzer, 2004), suggesting that the asymmetrical differences 
of each effect may be due to anatomical differences in these receptor pathways between 
the ventral and dorsal striatum.  
The parametric changes to the model made to simulate initial exposure to nicotine 
include asymmetrical changes in both the learning rate parameter (corresponding to 
enhancement of phasic dopamine release, preferentially increased in the ventral striatum) 
as well as changes to the β parameter, which in this context represents the diminished 
tonic dopamine release accompanying repeated nicotine exposure, preferentially reduced 
in the dorsal striatum. A summary of changes is given in Table 4 and Table 5, alongside 
the changes in parametrization accompanying simulated administration of bupropion. 
Figure 8 shows the effect of a reduced tonic DA signal on the model’s behavior 
while phasic DA is elevated, analogous to a subject with chronic exposure to nicotine 
subjected to continued nicotine reward. Although the faster transition to habit over 
multiple reversals is less stable than in the case of increasing learning rate alone (for 
example, the second reversal actually shows a longer transfer time than the initial 
reversal, though this trend reverses for the third reversal), the change in tonic DA is not 
sufficient to change the overall habit forming effect as long as phasic DA elevation is 
continually supplied. 
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Figure 26. Simulated chronic nicotine exposure. This figure shows the behavior of the 
model under a set of parametric changes corresponding to chronic nicotine exposure, 
increasing the phasic dopamine component (per-trial learning signal) while decreasing 
the tonic dopamine component (net activation β parameter). See Table 4 and Table 5 for 
details on parameter differences relative to baseline conditions. 
 
Addiction to nicotine is characterized by severe cravings during withdrawal. 
Specifically, withdrawal symptoms following chronic nicotine use implicate striatal D2 
receptors within the indirect pathway (Grieder et al. 2012), as well as specifically 
implicating changes in tonic DA (but not phasic DA) levels in this effect (Grieder et al. 
2010). D2 receptors are also implicated in withdrawal symptoms associated with opiates 
(Lawford et al. 2000; Noble, 2000; Noble et al., 1993), and have been observed to have 
selective subregion-dependent responses to pharmacological manipulation (Wilmot & 
Szczepanik, 1989). However, the numerosity and binding affinity of D2 receptors in 
striatum does not appear to be modulated by nicotine exposure or withdrawal (Kirch et al. 
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1992), suggesting a simulation in the context of this model that does not change the 
learning asymptote parameters relating to the D2 (NOGO) pathway. Given the 
implication of the D2R in nicotine withdrawal symptoms, combined with the apparent 
constancy of receptor expression, a parameter was introduced to bias the efficacy of 
learning signals on the NOGO pathway relative to the GO pathway. The physiological 
correlate for this parameter is the relative amplitude of the phasic DA component to the 
tonic DA component: with a reduction in tonic DA, the phasic “dips” in DA release 
which primarily drive NOGO pathway learning have a larger proportional effect than the 
bursts driving GO pathway learning. The lowered tonic DA level is, in this case, 
considered as a renormalization of the phasic DA signal.  
To capture the effects of nicotine withdrawal, a simulation was performed in 
which the tonic DA reduction consequent to chronic addiction (i.e., changes to the β 
parameter) was retained, but the elevated phasic DA (learning signal) component 
consequent to a nicotine reward was set to baseline. Additionally, a 20% learning bias 
was applied favoring negative-reinforcement driven learning in the NOGO pathway over 
positive-reinforcement driven learning in the GO pathway. The overall effect is a partial 
remediation of the habit forming behavior of nicotine, though by the third reversal there 
is still a slight acceleration of habit formation relative to baseline. 
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Figure 27. Simulated nicotine withdrawal. This figure shows the behavior of the model 
under a set of parametric changes corresponding to withdrawal of nicotine immediately 
following chronic exposure, resulting in a decrease to phasic release of dopamine while 
preserving the prior increase to tonic dopamine.  
 
In addition to a reduction in tonic DA levels, withdrawal from chronic nicotine 
exposure is characterized by upregulation of dopamine transporter (DAT) levels 
(Hadjiconstantinouet al., 2011), a finding consistent with the hypothesis that bupropion, 
an antidepressant and smoking cessation aid, may ease withdrawal symptoms by acting 
as a weakly-binding DAT antagonist (Meyer et al., 2002). The precise mechanism of 
action of bupropion responsible for its effect on smoking cessation is unknown, though it 
appears to differently affect positive and negative reinforcement (Rauhut et al., 2008). 
Despite its evident action as a DAT binder (Learned-Coughlin et al. 2003; Meyer et al. 
2002), bupropion is not effective in managing addictions to other drugs of abuse that 
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preferentially impact DAT, such as cocaine (Margolin et al., 1995), while there is some 
evidence that bupropion is effective in the management of addictions which do not 
primarily target DAT, such as addiction to video games (Han et al., 2011) and 
methamphetamine (Reichel et al. 2009). Complicating the picture of bupropion as an 
addiction management aid is the apparent facilitation of classical reinforcement to a 
neutral cue, comparable to the facilitative effects of nicotine (Palmatier et al. 2009). 
Paradoxically, bupropion can enhance the initial addiction to nicotine (Shoaib et al. 
2003), an effect that appears to be dose-dependent (Rauhut et al., 2003). Taken together, 
these phenomena suggest that the effectiveness of bupropion with respect to smoking 
cessation may depend on a mechanism independent of the phasic release and reuptake of 
dopamine during learning.  
Genetic polymorphisms affecting the D2 receptor may also affect the response to 
bupropion as a smoking cessation aid (Lerman et al. 2006; Jacobsen et al. 2006), 
suggesting the indirect pathway as a common mechanism in nicotine withdrawal and the 
therapeutic action of bupropion. In addition to weakly binding DAT, bupropion directly 
binds to acetylcholine receptors; within the reward circuitry of the basal ganglia 
simulated by this model, the effects of bupropion on acetylcholine receptors present on 
dopaminergic neurons of the VTA result in an overall facilitation of tonic dopamine 
release.  Much as nicotine has a hierarchical effect on distinct nicotinic receptor 
pathways, bupropion has a selective affinity for acetylcholine receptor binding sites 
(Arias et al., 2014; Fu et al. 2000). This hierarchy of bupropion binding may help to 
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explain its dose-dependent effects on reinforcement and initial addiction (Cryan et al. 
2003; Rauhut et al. 2003; Bruijnzeel & Markou 2003).  
In Figure 28, the tonic DA component of nicotine withdrawal is reversed, such 
that tonic DA is increased relative to baseline, while the NOGO-favoring bias seen in the 
previous simulation is retained. Given the variety of potential impacts for bupropion on 
striatal systems through its multiple actions on DAT and ACh, the correspondency of the 
parameter changes simulated to bupropion is not intended as a strongly representative 
simulation of its action. However, subregion-dependent ACh receptor distribution has 
been demonstrated to be an important component of the dopaminergic effects of ethanol 
(Ericson et al., 2008), suggesting a structural difference between these regions that may 
also be relevant to the action of bupropion. Given the relationship between bupropion’s 
effects and ACh activity to DAT and the subregion-specific distributions of ACh 
receptors, it is plausible that subregion-specific changes in DAT effected by bupropion 
lead in turn to changes in tonic DA levels by changing the amount of time DA molecules 
remain in the synapse.  
Further experimental evidence will be necessary to make a definitive claim about 
this scenario as it relates to bupropion; however, the simulation results provided in Figure 
28 suggest this may be a fruitful avenue of inquiry. Inversion of the β parameter changes 
results in a striking change to habit formation: an initially-faster transition to habit is 
followed by a strongly delayed transition; in fact, following the first reversal, transition to 
habit is delayed compared to baseline. If the results of this simulation do correspond to 
the mechanism of action for bupropion on habit formation, this may help to explain the 
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paradoxical effect observed by Shoaib et al. (2013) of enhanced initial addiction.
 
Figure 28. Simulated nicotine withdrawal with bupropion. This figure shows the 
behavior of the model under a set of parametric changes corresponding to withdrawal 
from nicotine supplemented with the application of bupropion immediately following 
chronic nicotine exposure, decreasing phasic dopamine release while increasing tonic 
dopamine release. The inclusion of bupropion is modeled as an enhancement of the D2-
type neurons corresponding to the indirect (NOGO) pathway. See Table 4 and Table 5 for 
details on parameter differences relative to baseline conditions. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. DISCUSSION 
 
Future Extensions 
Ventromedial striatum as a third model compartment 
Throughout the design description of the strategy switching model, the two 
compartments – secondary and primary – are presented as analogues for the dorsomedial 
and dorsolateral striatum, respectively. The striatum is, of course, not limited to merely 
these two populations of cells, nor is the separation between the dorsomedial and 
dorsolateral striatum as conveniently discrete as may be inferred from the model 
architecture. In particular, a third segment of striatum – the ventromedial striatum or 
VMS – has been extensively studied in the context of strategy switching and 
reinforcement learning. This sub-region of striatum also exhibits the region-dependent 
DAT and spine density gradient attributed to the DMS and DLS, and would occupy a 
more extreme position on that gradient than the DMS, with even lower DAT and greater 
asymptotic spine density. Compared with the DMS, the VMS is preferentially involved in 
Pavlovian or stimulus-to-stimulus conditioning, a significantly different form of 
reinforcement learning from the instrumental or stimulus-to-response conditioning 
exhibit by DMS and DLS, complicating the potential relationship between the VMS and 
the present two-compartment model.  
Regardless of the computational difficulties arising from this difference, the VMS 
is an essential component of striatal control over decision making, and any theoretical 
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model purporting to explain the full extent of the basal ganglia’s involvement in behavior 
should be expected to include the action of the VMS. Expanding the model to include a 
third, “tertiary” compartment analogous to the VMS is the natural first step toward 
expanding the present model to produce a more complete representation of striatal 
involvement in decision making.  
Not only would the inclusion of a third compartment allow for more rigorous 
examination of the mathematical behavior to be expected of the behavioral switching 
curve –e.g., with additional intersection points between weight curves allowing for the 
exploration of issues arising from the possibility for local extrema – the inclusion of a 
computational analogue of VMS also forces confrontation with the radically different 
cortical representations competing for control between the VMS and DLS; that is, the 
issue of how the stimulus-stimulus associations formed in VMS compete against 
stimulus-response associations further downstream. In the current model, behavior is 
controlled directly by the cortical cells innervated through the primary and secondary 
pathways, with each cell representing a stimulus/response pair. This architecture would 
need to be revisited to accommodate Pavlovian representations of the kind associated 
with VMS. 
Temporal dynamics and prediction 
A critical component of biological reinforcement learning is the reward prediction 
error (RPE), whereby the dopamine release pursuant to a rewarded outcome is 
diminished as that reward becomes predictable over many repetitions. The learning 
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system of the model presented earlier does incorporate a reward prediction system, 
storing a per-trial history of reward over many trials and adjusting the magnitude of 
learning signal accordingly. However, there is a component of RPE estimation that is not 
included in this model; namely, the temporal precision with which a reward is obtained. 
In the biological system, temporally unpredictable rewards retain some of their reward 
value even after many repetitions, whereas precisely-timed rewards may actually cease to 
elicit a dopamine release event altogether. A time-dependent RPE has potentially 
profound implications for the behavior of a multi-compartment system like the one 
proposed here, since more dorsolaterally-situated sub-regions of striatum have briefer DA 
release events than their ventromedially-located counterparts, owing to the differential 
concentrations of DAT. As a compromise, the RPE curves used to adjust reward 
magnitude in both compartments reached asymptotic lower values well above zero, 
ensuring that a complete desensitization to reward could never occur regardless of the 
amount of overtraining – in effect, replicating the effect of reward administration always 
containing a nonzero amount of temporal randomness. However, as the model and 
experimental paradigms used to generate the present results did not incorporate per-trial 
variability in the timing of reward administration, the possible impact of temporal 
precision of reward on these results remains unexplored. 
Role of the hyper-direct pathway as a cortical interruption of control transfer 
The model of cortical-striatal interactions presented in this document incorporates 
two of the major signal pathways through the basal ganglia, the so-called “direct” and 
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“indirect” pathways which exert antagonistic effects on one another in the competition 
for behavioral control, herein as the GO and NOGO pathways. However, a third pathway 
exists through the basal ganglia, the “hyperdirect” pathway, which bypasses striatum 
entirely via the subthalamic nucleus. This pathway is often thought of as a behavioral 
“veto” though which cortical processes may intervene to strongly suppress a behavior 
that would be otherwise enabled through the striatum, particularly in situations involving 
unexpected, late-arriving stimuli contraindicating the prepotent response.  
In the experimental paradigms used for the simulations presented earlier, the 
hyperdirect pathway would not be expected to be critically involved. However, given the 
importance of timing in this model for the purpose of determining which compartment 
controls behavior, it is likely that involvement of the hyperdirect pathway,may have 
significant functional consequences on the model’s behavior. This would be of particular 
importance when simulating paradigms normally used to probe issues of multi-stimulus 
synthesis and late-arriving contradictory stimuli, in which the STN is implicated 
(Coulthard et al. 2012). In the context of drug effects and systematic biases toward or 
away from habit, explored earlier as a variation of model parameters, the inclusion of a 
hyperdirect pathway may be relevant to discussions of cortical control over habits under 
paradigms involving relatively brief reinforcement learning. For example, the 
computational impact of, e.g., cognitive therapy and other interventions that focus on 
short-term, mindful correction of maladaptive habitual behaviors, rather than the 
extinction of these habits through repeated devaluation, may require a hyperdirect 
pathway. 
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The computational impact of including a hyperdirect pathway in this model is 
clearer in the context of speed-accuracy tradeoffs and the arbitration of behavioral control 
within a single trial rather than over long periods of experience, as would be involved in 
investigating its impact on long-term habit formation. In particular, a late-arriving “stop” 
signal mediated by the hyperdirect pathway has the potential to facilitate much more 
rapid transfers of control if, for instance, a prepotent habitual response mediated by the 
dorsolateral striatum is shut down via the hyperdirect pathway long enough for a slower-
computed strategy mediated by dorsomedial striatum to assume control over behavior.  
A specific question about the hyperdirect pathway arising as a result of the 
computational model presented here is whether the cortical-striatal decision making loop 
is more or less sensitive to late intervention via the hyperdirect pathway when the system 
is close to the saturation limits or to the point of intersection on the switching curve; that 
is, does the extent to which a compartment of striatum is in undisputed control over 
behavior affect its sensitivity to interruption via the hyperdirect pathway? Furthermore, 
does the effectiveness of the hyperdirect pathway change as an animal transitions from 
deliberation to habit, and if so, is this mediated through changes in cortical or subcortical 
activity? Although these questions are beyond the scope of the present study, they present 
fundamental questions about timing and the arbitration of behavior that are directly 
pertinent to its conclusions. Moving forward, it will be critical to understand the degree to 
which the hyperdirect pathway distinguishes between separate striatal compartments in 
order to determine the extent to which this method of arbitration by veto via the 
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hyperdirect pathway affects the computational claims made by the model about the 
speed-accuracy tradeoff. 
Navigation 
As strategy switches resulting from overtraining were initially discovered in the 
context of navigation through a plus maze, it would be a natural extension of this model 
to apply it to a navigation task. Simulations performed with an early predecessor to the 
current model demonstrated the viability of a two-compartment model of strategy 
switching in a maze navigation paradigm; later, the decision was made to substitute the 
simpler, abstract stimulus/response options to streamline development. A number of 
outstanding questions and promising investigatory threads remain to be explored in the 
context of maze navigation and, more generally, in behavioral paradigms which involve a 
sufficiently detailed sensory environment. 
The question of cortical representation and the depth of additional information 
available to the secondary compartment is significantly more pressing in the case of maze 
navigation (and in the case of any stimulus representative of a concrete environment.) In 
the model presented here, there is no qualitative difference in the information encoded by 
secondary stimuli as opposed to primary stimuli aside from the brute fact that secondary 
stimuli are only active for the secondary compartment; in contrast, if secondary stimuli 
are to be expected to inform a qualitatively different navigation strategy in a maze 
paradigm, they must contain qualitatively different information about the environment or 
the subject's place within it. A candidate for such a qualitative difference is the encoding 
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of place as "ego-centric" - that is, defined in relation to the subject - versus defined as 
"allocentric" - that is, in relation to the environment and external cues - based on 
experimental data suggesting representational differences along these lines between the 
cortical regions innervated by DLS and DMS respectively. However, many other 
possibilities exist for qualitative differences in sensory representations between these 
cortical regions, such as encoding of place based on the expended effort required to move 
between locations, an encoding scheme that some experimental studies suggest may be 
employed by cortical regions further down the DL-VM axis. Computational modeling 
provides a fast, humane method of exploring the behavioral effects of these alternative, 
competing representations on navigational strategy as a function of reinforcement 
learning. 
Significance 
Model-derived suggestions for animal experiments 
A central benefit of computational neural modeling is the potential to suggest 
behavioral experiments to experimentalists in an attempt to produce a result that is to be 
expected based on model results, but not on a priori intuition. To that end, the 
computational model of behavioral transfer presented earlier suggests a number of novel 
experiments with the potential to clarify the precise relationship between reinforcement 
learning and habit formation. In particular, the model suggests that a previously under-
explored period of learning – that is, the period surrounding the transition from 
deliberation to habit, during which the synaptic weights are expected to cross over the 
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“switching point” at the intersection of the learning curves active within each 
compartment – may be a fruitful point of focus for future experimental work. 
Reinforcement learning is often studied in an experimental context that involves 
overtraining - that is, exhaustive training on a reward contingency until the experimental 
subject reaches a behavioral plateau. The switching-curve model suggests that subjects 
trained in such a fashion would be likely to enact habitual control mediated by the 
dorsolateral striatum, and furthermore suggests that there may be qualitatively different 
behaviors, produced by engaging more ventrally-situated sections of striatum, observable 
early in training. Many experimental studies do compare the behaviors of moderately- or 
lightly-trained subjects to those subjected to overtraining; however, few of these studies 
frame the differences in behavior between these populations in terms of the dorsomedial-
dorsolateral division between segments of striatum.  
Typically, differences in behavior between under- and over-trained subjects are 
explained as either a differential engagement of cortical resources or as a difference in the 
degree of gradual reinforcement learning within the same sub-cortical circuit. The 
switching-curve model unifies both of these explanations and provides a novel hypothesis 
for a causative link from reinforcement training to changes in cortical activity as a result 
of the long-term sub-cortical action of dopamine. This hypothesis can be tested by 
comparing striatal DAT and DAR expression along the ventromedial-dorsolateral axis 
against changes in cortical activation and behavior during different stages of 
reinforcement training. Testing of this hypothesis may have the potential to be pertinent 
to investigations regarding (for example) the cognitive effects of habit-forming 
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medications, which may induce changes in cortical activation through both direct action 
at the cortex and via engagement of the dopamine switching curve within striatum. 
Distinguishing the subcortical impacts on cortical activation via the dopamine switching 
curve from those effected solely via pharmacological action within the neocortex has the 
potential not only to improve the understanding of how these substances work to alleviate 
symptoms, but also to inform assessment of the optimal effective dosage. 
One unanswered pharmacological question that takes on additional significance in 
the context of this model is the extent to which drugs of abuse affect the switch from 
deliberative to habitual strategy; that is, whether substances which have a known habit-
forming effect also affect the dynamics of the neural system when its relevant synaptic 
weights are close to the point of intersection between the deliberative and habitual 
systems’ weight trajectories. As an example, a behavioral phenomenon that may 
correspond to changes in neural dynamics near the crossing point is the rigidity with 
which a transfer to habit takes place – once a transfer to habitual control has taken place, 
how resilient is that transfer to subsequent devaluation? Certain habit-forming substances 
appear to exhibit more rigid transfers of control than others, particularly drugs of abuse; 
investigation of the cellular expression of DAT and synaptic spine formation around the 
point of behavioral transfer of control may help to illuminate the underlying cause for 
these differences.  
A related, but distinct, research question that may benefit from investigation in the 
context of the switching curve model is the rapidity of transfer of behavioral control; that 
is, at the crossing switching point between deliberative and habitual behavioral strategies, 
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how much reinforcement is sufficient to accomplish a full crossing-over from one 
strategy type to the other, in which a total transfer has occurred with no mixing of 
response types? The rapidity of transfer between strategy types may be related to the 
addictive potential of a substance of interest, and pinpointing the pharmacological 
mechanism for variation in this addictive potential may serve to focus future research into 
therapies for drug-specific addictions. 
The scientific relevance of the rigidity and rapidity of behavioral transfer are not 
limited to investigation within the context of drug addiction. The extent to which 
naturally-occurring differences in these characteristics between individuals occur is 
poorly characterized, and each has the potential for profound impact on individual 
differences in personality and learning. Certain genetic variations impacting the 
expression of DAT, dopamine receptors, and the formation of synaptic spines have been 
observed to be relevant in both drug addiction and psychiatric disorders such as attention 
deficit / hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), both 
of which are characterized by habits that are less or more rigid, respectively, than those 
observed in the neurotypical population (Gillan et al. 2011; Johansen et al. 2002). 
Although behavioral disorders like ADHD and OCD are, patently, more etiologically and 
behaviorally complex than the transfers of control investigated in the context of the 
model presented here, whether or not individuals with these disorders lie within the 
bounds of normal individual variation of the parameters affecting the synaptic switching 
curve, or whether they exhibit physiological variations outside the observed bounds of 
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the neurotypical population, has the potential to shed light on the neural mechanisms 
underlying these conditions. 
Speculative applications 
The theoretical results presented earlier represent a careful exploration of 
concrete, testable computational possibilities resulting from a collection of observed 
physiological differences between subregions of striatum. However, these results are, in 
themselves, devoid of clear and immediate applicability outside of the strictly academic 
pursuit of refining a theoretical model. In this section, a number of speculative 
applications for the findings discussed earlier are suggested for real-world problems - 
none of which are within immediate reach of the model presented here, but all of which 
have tantalizing relevance to the computational principles it addresses. 
The clinical assessment of addiction generally occurs well after a habit has been 
formed, in the context of breaking harmful habitual behaviors. However, the strategy 
switching model developed here suggests that susceptibility to, and severity of, habit 
formation may be assessed in the context of strategy switches and the rigidity of 
strategies to devaluation. Rigidity under devaluation has long been a standard 
quantification for the strength of a habit; the novel contribution to be made by this model 
is by focusing the search on a sharp change in the learning rate associated with a 
devalued response, suggesting a transition of control from the DLS to DMS and, 
correspondingly, a change in the underlying efficacy of dopamine at the striatal synapse 
following a reinforcement event. If the abrupt changes in learning rate predicted by the 
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model as a consequence of a transfer of control are accurate, then we should expect 
similarly abrupt changes in response vigor or response rate under devaluation to 
correspond to a shift in control - and, in correspondence with the results seen in Chapter 
3, the number of reinforcement events necessary to cause such a shift may be indicative 
of the potential for addiction. As an example, one can imagine a clinical assay in which 
an individual is trained into a habitual behavior and subsequently subjected to an 
extinction protocol. An individual more susceptible to addiction might be expected to 
exhibit faster transitions to habitual control as indicated by an early transition to a slower 
learning rate; similarly, later transitions to a fast learning rate during extinction may 
indicate susceptibility to addiction. While the development and verification of such an 
assay is outside the scope of the current work, the controlled assessment of behavioral 
strategy switching at an individual level appears a potentially promising avenue for 
clinical addiction research.  
Genes responsible for DAT production and maintenance have already been 
examined as potential risk factors for addiction; however, the systematic relationship 
between these genes and others controlling synaptic spine density and DA receptor 
densities, predicted by the model to be functionally important in the context of the 
switching curve, is not typically incorporated into risk assessments. The model predicts, 
for example, that mutations preferentially affecting DAT expression – and therefore 
learning rate - in one sub-region of striatum may be either mitigated or exacerbated by 
unrelated mutations affecting the weight asymptote in a competing sub-region. 
Examination of this relationship has the potential to lead to insights into the genetics of 
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addiction and habit formation, and may help to reveal genes having an otherwise hidden 
protective effect. 
A central motivating issue for the development of this model has been the speed-
accuracy tradeoff, whereby animals adapt to make decisions as fast as possible while 
remaining sufficiently accurate to obtain a favorable outcome. Framed another way, the 
speed-accuracy tradeoff is an optimization problem related to computational resources – 
specifically, processing time – that is broadly applicable outside the domain of biology. 
Modern computing systems must regularly and efficiently allocate their limited local 
resources and, where possible, are often capable of outsourcing low-priority computing 
burdens to an external “cloud” computing system. While a machine solution to the speed-
accuracy tradeoff need not resemble its biological counterpart, it is tempting to envision a 
solution based on the proposed model which might make use of machine learning to 
efficiently allocate computing power according to observed changes in demand while still 
maintaining a throughput that is acceptable to a user. The domain of digital computing is 
sufficiently different from the neural computations explored in the current model that the 
development of such a system would require extensive effort, but the dynamic allocation 
of computing resources is a common problem to both domains lacking an obvious 
solution, making the exploration of a switching curve model in a digital context a natural 
target for exploration. 
A less-direct application of the model to the digital domain is its potential for 
employment as a mimicry of biological learning. Human-computer interactions in the 
modern era are more complex than ever before, with several of the world’s leading tech 
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companies marketing digital assistants (e.g. Alexa, Siri) to provide a natural, intuitive 
interaction with their online services. Additionally, the employment of naturalistic 
artificial intelligence is a core component of the video gaming industry, in which 
computer-controlled “bots” are often presented in opposition to the player and with the 
realism of their decision-making often touted as a selling point. Whereas the previous 
suggested application of the switching curve model to the digital domain was framed as a 
method of enhancing efficiency, in this case its application is instead to make artificial 
intelligence systems less efficient, but in more biologically-realistic ways. An AI using a 
two-compartment model to make its decisions could become overconfident after a string 
of victories, switching to less-effective habitual strategies and creating an opening for an 
astute human opponent to take advantage of their opponent’s “lazy” behavior. 
Alternatively, a digital assistant might use a two-compartment system to broaden the 
scope of its suggestions, or take greater “risks” when suggesting products to a user, after 
executing a series of well-received, but very precise, replies. Given the contemporary 
high demand for human-like interactions with machines, biologically-inspired solutions 
to decision making have the potential to significantly improve the perceived “humanity” 
of artificial intelligence. 
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APPENDIX A. MODEL AND METHODS 
The model used to generate the preceding results consists of two structurally-
similar compartments, operating in parallel, each of which represents a cortical-basal 
ganglia loop. Each compartment contains four distinct populations – a stimulus 
representation population, which activates in the presence of an external stimulus; an 
input/output population representing the cortical component of the cortical-basal ganglia 
loop, a GO pathway, and a NOGO pathway. The GO and NOGO pathways correspond to 
“direct” and “indirect” anatomical pathways through the basal ganglia; the direct pathway 
promotes responses, while the indirect pathway inhibits responses. Each pathway has 
cells of origin in the striatum, distinguished by their DA receptor expression. The direct 
(GO) pathway cells of origin are D1-MSPNs (Dopamine receptor type-1 medium spiny 
projection neurons), whereas the indirect (NOGO) pathway cells of origin are D2-
MSPNs (Dopamine receptor type-2 medium spiny projection neurons.) The difference in 
function between DA receptors expressed in the these opposing pathway forms the 
empirical basis for learning rules that produce opponent weight adjustments while still 
using a shared learning signal (ie., burst and dips of dopamine release).  
The representation of the cortical, thalamic, and basal ganglia circuits used for 
this simulation is a “lumped” representation: it omits several anatomical populations and 
connections that would normally be necessary relays through the system, and that have 
been included in some prior models (e.g., Brown et al., 2004; Civier et al., 2013). All of 
the omitted elements would be needed to model some physiological results not modeled 
here. For example, signal processing in the (omitted) pallidal and thalamic stages implies 
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that basal ganglia control of thalamic activation of cortical plan representations works 
through disinhibition of thalamo-cortical loops (Brown et al., 2004) rather than by direct 
excitation. Also, the two layers of cortical neurons in Brown et al. (2004), replaced here 
by a single layer, would be needed to model tasks in which choices precede actual 
behavioral performance commitments by significant intervals, as well as some SAT 
effects and physiological observations, such as those recently reported by Thura & Cisek 
(2017), as they noted.  Relatedly, reinforcement-guided weight adjustment, restricted in 
the current model to cortico-striatal synapses, was distributed among cortico-cortico and 
cortico-striatal synapses in the model of Brown et al. (2004).  In summary, the present 
model uses an action-selection model with minimally-complicated interactions, in order 
to accentuate the essential simplicity with which dopaminergic and striatal asymmetries 
(completely absent from Brown et al., 2004) may facilitate control switches that are 
important for habit formation and SAT.  The simplifications have the advantage of 
allowing much clearer attributions of the effects we do model to particular 
mechanisms/parameters.   
Each neural population used in this simulation is organized as a matrix with two 
dimensions: first, along the set of sensory stimuli available to the population; and second, 
along the set of possible behaviors. There are a total of four unique sensory stimuli 
available and three unique behavioral outputs. From these two sets, a population is 
generated with one cell which accounts for each combination of stimulus and action: 
Stimulus 1/Action 1; Stimulus 1/Action 2; and so on. This segregates each possible 
stimulus / action pair into its own channel through the cortical-basal ganglia loop, 
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allowing individual synaptic weights to affect the potency of one and only one action / 
outcome pairing. 
The model makes use of two distinct compartments, the "primary" and 
"secondary" compartment. The secondary compartment is identical in structure to the 
primary compartment, with one important difference: it has two extra rows of cells along 
the sensory-stimuli axis that can be stimulated. These extra rows are activated by stimuli 
3 and 4, which by experimental design are only co-presented along with one of the two 
primary stimuli (stimulus 1 or 2). These so-called conjugate cells are intended to 
represent a richer variety of cortical processing available to cortices that innervate the 
ventromedially-located regions of the basal ganglia when compared to those that 
innervate the dorsolateral zone. 
Table 6. Representational organization of primary compartment cell populations. 
Stimulus 1 / Action 1 Stimulus 1 / Action 2 Stimulus 1/ Action 3 
Stimulus 2 / Action 1 Stimulus 2 / Action 2 Stimulus 2/ Action 3 
 
Table 7. Representational organization of secondary compartment populations. 
Stimulus 1 / Action 1 Stimulus 1 / Action 2 Stimulus 1/ Action 3 
Stimulus 2 / Action 1 Stimulus 2 / Action 2 Stimulus 2/ Action 3 
Stimulus 3/ Action 1 Stimulus 3 / Action 2 Stimulus 3/ Action 3 
Stimulus 4/ Action 1 Stimulus 4 / Action 2 Stimulus 4 / Action 3 
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With the span of stimuli and actions for a given population, there are three layers 
that share the same number of elements and interact with one another within the 
population: the cortical (CTX), D1-type-striatal (GO), and D2-type-striatal (NOGO) 
layers. The CTX layer receives excitation as a direct result of sensory input and, when 
sufficiently activated, produces a motor output corresponding to the action represented by 
the maximally-activated CTX node. The GO layer provides direct positive feedback to 
the CTX population through a pair of excitatory weights, one of which (the CTX to GO 
weight) can be adjusted during learning; similarly, the NOGO layer provides net 
inhibitory feedback through one excitatory adjustable CTX-to-NOGO weight and one 
fixed inhibitory NOGO-to-CTX weight.  Equations 1-3 (below) govern cell activations in 
these three layers. 
Table 8. Experimental paradigms used in results section. This table shows the 
stimulus-response contingencies pertaining to each Results figure, along with the number 
of trials presented of each. This table is intended as a companion to the text 
accompanying each figure, which explains each paradigm in more detail. 
Figure number Stimulus / Response contingency 
leading to reward; trials active 
Figure 9 Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 100 
No stimulus / response (extinction); 100 
Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 100 
Figure 10 Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
No stimulus / response (extinction); 400 
Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 100 
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Figure 11 Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 500 
Figure 12 Stimulus 3 / Response 1, Stimulus 4 / 
Response 2; 50 
Stimulus 3 + Stimulus 1/ Response 1; 
100 
Stimulus 4 + Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 50 
Stimulus 3 / Response 1, Stimulus 4 / 
Response 2; 50 
Stimulus 3 + Stimulus 1/ Response 1; 
1000 
Stimulus 4 + Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 50 
Stimulus 3 / Response 1, Stimulus 4 / 
Response 2; 50 
Stimulus 3 + Stimulus 1/ Response 1; 
2000 
Stimulus 4 + Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 50 
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Figure 13 Stimulus 1 or 2 / Response 1; 1500 
Stimulus 3 or 4 / Response 2; 1500 
Figure 14 Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
Figure 15 Stimulus 3 / Response 3 XOR Stimulus 1 
/ Response 1 OR Stimulus 2 / Response 2 
(10%); 1000 
Figure 17 throughFigure 28  Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 1; 500 
Stimulus 1 / Response 2; 500 
 
In order to introduce a realistic degree of randomness into the simulated behavior 
of the model, a stochastic component was incorporated at the cortical stage. This 
stochastic element consists of the addition of a noise input that was newly generated and 
applied at each time step to all CTX cells. These noise signals, randomly drawn from a 
Gaussian distribution, sufficed to cause noticeable variability in the responses generated, 
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especially prior to conditioning, but also, to a reduced degree, after the adjustments to 
CTX-GO/NOGO weights that resulted from conditioning trials. 
 
                  
  
                        
                
        
Equation 1. CTX layer neuron activation. 
Equation 1 is the cortical (CTX) activation equation. Constants, passive decay 
term a=0.01, upper bound term b=1, and number of unique stimulus representations n = 2 
for the primary compartment and n = 4 for the secondary compartment. Indices s = 1..n 
refer to stimulus 1, stimulus 2, etc. while indices r = 1..3 correspond to response 1, 
response 2, and response 3. Ss represents the input activation caused by the external 
stimulus and takes a value of either 0 or 1 for each s=1..n.    is a Gaussian random 
variable with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.1, generated de novo at each timestep for 
each s. Ysr and Zsr represent the activations of the GO and NOGO populations 
respectively, weighted by the identical weight terms W
YX
 and W
ZX
 ie., the weights from 
Y to X (GO to CTX) and Z to X (NOGO to CTX) respectively. These weights from the 
GO and NOGO pathway onto the CTX are fixed at a value of 0.5 in all simulations. 
                 
  
                       
       
Equation 2. GO layer neuron activation. 
Equation 2 is the striatal GO neuron activation equation. Constants a=0.01, b=1, n 
= 2 (primary compartment) or n = 4 (secondary compartment). These equations share the 
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basic form of Equation 1, with identical constants. The weight terms    
   represent the 
adaptive weights from Xsr to Ysr (CTX to GO), which may take on different weight 
values between 0 and 1 for each individual s,r pair. These weights are each initialized 
with a value of 0.25. Parameter β had a value of 0 in both compartments in most 
simulations; the exceptions are the simulations examining the vigor effect of dopamine in 
Chapter 2 and those used to explore nicotine effects in Chapter 3. 
                 
  
                      
        
Equation 3. NOGO layer neuron activation. 
Equation 3 is the striatal NOGO neuron activation equation. Constants a=0.01, 
b=1, n = 2 (primary compartment) or n = 4 (secondary compartment). The GO and 
NOGO pathways have distinct weight values    
   and    
  respectively, and are 
adjusted according to opposite learning rules;    
  , the GO or D1-MSPN synaptic 
weight, is always adjusted opposite to   
  , the NOGO or D2-type synaptic weight. The 
parameter β had a value of 0 in both compartments for most simulations; however, in the 
simulations producing Figures 13 and 14, β had a value of 0.2 in the secondary 
compartment, and β had a value of 0.1 in the primary compartment only during the 
simulations summarized in Figure 14.  
At the beginning of each trial, activities in all neural populations are reset to 
initial conditions, though the matrix of weights retains any alteration that occurred due to 
learning in prior trials. Neural activities are set to a baseline of 25% maximum activation 
(0.25). A stimulus is then provided to the CTX layer of both compartments according to 
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the currently active experimental paradigm, for up to 300 time steps, at which point the 
trial ends with no action performed unless one of the CTX neurons in either compartment 
has become sufficiently active to elicit behavior. Behaviors are produced when a neuron 
in the CTX layer exceeds a globally defined activation threshold, with this value being 
set to 75% maximum activation (0.75). 
If any CTX neuron exceeds the threshold to produce a behavior at any time step, 
the trial is immediately ended, interrupting any further accumulation of activation. Once 
this threshold crossing occurs, the behavior corresponding to the most-active CTX neuron 
(according to the scheme shown in Table 6 and Table 7) is produced and a reward value 
is determined based on the currently-active contingency. In the event of a tie, a winner is 
chosen at random from among the tied options. The random tiebreaker is typically only 
used once per learning regimen to destabilize neurons activated in lockstep due to (rare) 
identical weight initializations.  Initial weights are set to 20% of maximum (0.2) plus or 
minus an initial offset between the GO and NOGO weights (0.1 in secondary 
compartment, 0.02 in primary compartment) so that the initial weights for the secondary 
compartment are 0.1 (NOGO) and 0.3 (GO) in the secondary compartment; and 0.18 
(NOGO) and 0.22 (GO) in the primary compartment. These initial weights are perturbed 
by a small amount of noise (±0.02) in order to reduce the number of "tiebreaker" trials 
and produce a more uniform initial acquisition curve. Table A4 presents an example 
matrix of initial GO weights, and Table A5 presents an example of how that matrix might 
have changed due to learning trials with a contingency that rewarded response 1 in the 
context of stimulus one. 
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Table 9. Example primary compartment CTX-to-GO weight matrix    
   initial 
conditions, before training. All weight values are within the bound [0.45 0.55]. 
                      
                     
                                            
    
 
Table 10. Example primary compartment CTX-to-GO weight matrix   
   values 
after training. Weights shown are for demonstration purposes and were not generated 
through simulation. The weight values shown illustrate the adjustments made during a 
training period in which the contingency Stimulus 1 → Response 1 is rewarded and other 
outcomes are devalued. In this scenario, assuming the NOGO pathway remains fixed, 
weights will be decremented in order of value until the weight corresponding to the 
rewarded contingency is highest, at which point reward can be consistently achieved until 
the weight limit is reached (for the primary compartment, Γ=0.9). Weights below the 
initial value of the rewarded contingency (e.g., S2/R3 above = 0.42) are not adjusted. 
                     
                      
                                            
   
 
Weights in the model are adjusted according to a piecewise linear learning rule, 
specified below in Equation 7. However, across two different compartments (each of 
which is competing for control of behavior using a separate set of CTX, GO, and NOGO 
cells) two parameters of this equation differ: the learning rate λ and threshold limit Γ. 
Variation between these terms leads to crossing points in learned weight trajectories 
between populations, causing the control of behavior to be exchanged without 
destructively overwriting existing weights.  
The difference in how reward affects the GO and NOGO synapses in the 
secondary versus primary compartments creates a functional transition point for behavior 
in some cases of extended training. Given sufficient rewarded trials, control of behavior 
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transitions from the secondary compartment - having a high learning rate λ but low 
saturation point Γ - to the primary compartment, which continues to increment its weights 
(and thus reduce the amount of time needed to exceed activation threshold) during late 
learning trials as a result of its high saturation point Γ. Figure 3 depicts the weight cross-
over that mediates such a transition.  
Assuming the primary compartment is able to reliably achieve a rewarded 
outcome, it will maintain control of behavior after the behavioral switching point is 
crossed. If, however, the information available to the primary compartment is often 
insufficient for it to choose a response that earns reward, then control of behavior will 
quickly transition back to the secondary compartment. In such cases,  the weights in the 
two compartments can maintain an equilibrium across multiple trials and remain at or 
near the crossing point. 
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Figure 29. Reinforcement system diagram. This figure illustrates the set of factors that 
contribute to the final value of the reinforcement learning signal that is used to guide 
synaptic weight changes in the model. The prediction signal, P, which differs between 
compartments (Pprimary and Psecondary) is used to determine RPE values, which are then 
used to compute signals R.  The reward value, V, depends on the behavioral output of the 
model, the contingency, and the pathway (GO or NOGO). These signals combine to  
adjust the weights between the CTX and GO/NOGO layers according to the rule given by 
Equation 7. At the end of each trial, reinforcement is applied to the synaptic weights 
connecting CTX to GO cells as well as the weights connecting CTX to NOGO cells. 
Reinforcement is applied only once per trial, and the effect at the synapse can be either 
facilitative or depressive. Weight adjustments in the GO and NOGO pathways are always 
opponent, with a facilitative effect on the CTX-GO synapse being paired to a depressive 
effect on the CTX-NOGO synapse. Rewarded responses produce reinforcement that 
strengthens the GO pathway while weakening the NOGO pathway, with the 
accompanying change in the balance of excitation and inhibition implying their CTX 
target will accumulate activation more rapidly on the next trial following positive 
reinforcement. (continued on next page) 
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Figure 29. Reinforcement system diagram (cont.)  Likewise, unrewarded responses 
weaken the GO pathway but strengthen the NOGO pathway, causing CTX to accumulate 
activation more slowly on following trials. While these changes are always opposite in 
sign, the magnitudes are not equal, with the NOGO pathway having a larger change in 
weight (150%) relative to the GO pathway. Negative reinforcement – which occurs if an 
incorrect decision is made – has twice the impact on weight adjustment as positive 
reinforcement. Anatomical and physiological data corroborate such asymmetries between 
aversive and appetitive conditioning in the two pathways (Lammel et al. (2011), Hikida 
et al. (2010)]. This relationship between the valence of reinforcement and its relative 
effects on the GO and NOGO pathway is depicted in  Table 11.  
 
Table 11. Reinforcement as a function of reward and pathway. In the biological 
reinforcement system, dopamine-releasing cells burst following the acquisition of reward 
and pause following omission of reward. The action of dopamine at the cortical-striatal 
synapse differs based on the receptor type expressed by their striatal targets: D1-type 
cells strengthen their synapse in response to a dopamine burst, while D2-type cells 
strengthen the synapse in response to a pause. This 2-factor relationship between 
reinforcement and synaptic weight change is captured in the table above: the GO pathway 
strengthens its synapses following a reward, while the NOGO pathway weakens them, 
with the opposite being true following an unrewarded trial. The relationships between 
these parameters are not equal in magnitude: the NOGO pathway is adjusted by 400% 
more than the GO pathway in both the rewarded and unrewarded case. Differences in the 
relative effectiveness of reinforcement enables learning-related changes in behavior to 
persist over multiple acquisition/extinction sequences. 
Value of 
Reinforcement, V 
GO pathway NOGO pathway 
Rewarded trial V = 1 V = -5 
Unrewarded trial V = -1 V = 5 
 
Schultz et al. (1998) summarized data showing that as learning proceeds, 
dopamine neurons adjust their reward-related firing in such a way that their bursts are 
well characterized as a signal that scales with reward prediction error (RPE).  If cues and 
responses reliably predict reward, this can be learned and the result is that the RPE signal 
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– the reward-related release of dopamine -- is greatly diminished as trials accumulate. 
This trend is coarsely approximated by computations specified by Equations 4-6. First, 
equation 4 computes a sum, P, of 50 numbers as an index of the predictability of positive 
or negative outcomes of the latest 50 trials. The current reward outcome, V(t), is 
compared to with prior outcomes via a function               , which evaluates as 1 
if the current reward is identical to the reward obtained δ trials ago, and 0 otherwise. For 
example, a sum of 50 results if the last 50 outcomes are all identical to the current one, 
but a sum of 25 results if V alternated between positive reward (V=1) and negative 
reward (V=-1) across those 50 trials. Higher values of P cause greater reductions in RPE 
signals, according to Equations 5 and 6.  
The calculation of the reward prediction error signals differ depending on the 
associated compartment. Based on the observations that ventral striatum responses to 
reward and RPE adjustments are more dramatic than those in DLS (Apicela et al. 1991; 
Schultz et al. 1992; Parker et al. 2016), the RPE curve applied to the secondary 
compartment, RPEsecondary has a steeper dropoff than that of the primary compartment, 
RPEprimary. Both equations 5 and 6 capture a power-law relationship between the 
prediction signal P and the ratio of unexpected rewards to expected rewards, but with 
powers chosen to ensure that the model’s RPE signal for the secondary compartment has 
a steeper dropoff with P than that for the primary compartment. Beyond making the 
model respect biologically observed differences in RPE behavior, this use of separate 
RPE curves for the secondary and primary compartments enhances the ability of over-
training to cause transitions of control by the primary compartment, relative to what 
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would be obtained with equivalent RPE signals. As with equation 4, these equations are 
intended as coarse approximations of biological reward prediction phenomena. 
                  
  
   
 
                                                             
        
          
                                                                   
                             
Equation 4. Outcome predictability, P. The value of P is determined by the history of 
reward value V obtained according to Table 3. For each of the prior 50 trials, the current 
trial’s reward value is checked against the reward value obtained in each of the previous 
trials. P is the sum total of matching reward values across the last 50 trials.  
                  
     
      
 
 
                   
  
Equation 5. Secondary compartment reward prediction error signal RPEsecondary. The 
reward prediction error signal is calculated parametrically from the outcome 
predictability value P. This reduces the RPE, and thus the impact of a reward on learning, 
more with each matching reward value, to a minimum of about 5% of its nominal value 
at 50 matches. 
                                                           
     
      
 
 
  
                                                                   
Equation 6. Primary compartment reward prediction error signal RPEprimary. The reward 
prediction error signal is calculated parametrically from the reward prediction value, P. 
This reduces the RPE, and thus the impact of a reward on learning, more with each 
matching reward value, to a minimum of about 50% of its nominal value at 50 matches. 
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Figure 30. Reward prediction error signals RPEsecondary and RPEprimary (Eqns. 5 and 
6) as a function of reward prediction P. The above graph depicts the RPE signals 
obtained following a trial ending in reward.  In the case of a reward obtained following a 
secondary controlled response, both compartments receive an RPE signal determined by 
the secondary prediction signal RPEsecondary (dotted blue line); the primary RPE (dotted 
red line) is a copy of the secondary RPE, scaled by a factor of F (F=0.95 in this graph for 
visual clarity; however in all simulations shown in the Results section, F=1, meaning 
both RPEprimary and RPEsecondary take the same value). In the case of a reward following a 
primary controlled trial, the secondary compartment receives no RPE signal (solid blue 
line) and therefore no weight adjustment, while the primary compartment receives an 
RPE signal  (solid red line) that is larger at any value of P than the comparable RPE 
signal used in the case of a secondary-controlled trial, reflecting the reduced prediction 
effects observed in experimental DLS dopamine release events following the acquisition 
of a predictable reward. After 50 identical reward outcomes, predictability index P 
reaches a maximum value of 50, and both RPE curves reach their minimum value. Thus 
the model’s approximation for computing RPEs only accounts for the past 50 trials.  
 
After each trial, a reinforcement signal  occurs in both the primary and secondary 
compartments. Depending on which compartment gained control of behavior, however, 
the relative magnitudes of these reinforcements differ, in such a way that the 
compartment that was in control receives a larger reinforcement value than the inactive 
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compartment. The basis for this spreading of reinforcement between the two 
compartments is the anatomical observation of collaterals from dopaminergic neurons to 
the cortical-striatal synapses of nearby sub-regions. Haber (2000) noted that these 
projections preferentially project in a “spiral” along the VM-DL axis, leading to our 
choice of parameterization for a much stronger secondary-to-primary spreading of 
reinforcement than vice versa. A feed-forward scaling factor, F = 1, is applied to rewards 
obtained under  secondary compartment control when applied to reward impact on the 
primary compartment; however, there is no reciprocal application of reward obtained 
under primary control to the secondary compartment (see Table 12). Based on the 
observation that dopamine release events in VMS may be of comparatively lower 
magnitude than those in DLS (Cragg & Rice 2004; Calipari 2012), values of F lower than 
1 are biologically plausible; lower values of F correspond to an extended number of 
secondary controlled trials before the transition to primary control occurs. 
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Table 12. Asymmetrical projection of reinforcement signals to the two 
compartments. Although only one compartment can determine behavior on each 
trial, a reward obtained as a result of the correct response can lead to a 
reinforcement signal that is distributed to both compartments. Based on the values 
of their respective RPE signals, values of R for the secondary and primary 
compartment are obtained. This final scaled version of R is the value used for weight 
adjustment according to Equation 7. 
Asymmetrical projection to determine 
total reinforcement, R 
Reinforcement in secondary and 
primary compartments 
Secondary-controlled trial Rsecondary = RPEsecondary 
Rprimary = F * RPEsecondary 
Primary-controlled trial Rsecondary = 0 
Rprimary = RPEprimary 
 
Reinforcement signals consequent to behavior controlled by the secondary 
compartment reached both it and the primary compartment (F = 1), but not the reverse. 
This reflects neuroanatomical data showing that dopaminergic axons collateralize in the 
VM to DL direction but not the reverse (Haber, 2000), as well the functional hypothesis 
that the input signals needed to excite DA neurons that project to the secondary 
compartment (DMS) are absent when signals that might otherwise activate its loop are 
curtailed as soon as a (by its nature, faster) choice is made by the primary compartment. 
The effects of reinforcement on the synaptic weights of CTX with both the GO 
and NOGO pathways differ between the primary and secondary compartment. These 
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differences arise from two parameters, λ and γ, which correspond, respectively, to the 
learning rate and upper weight limit represented graphically by Figure 3. Thus the primary 
compartment has a relatively higher weight limit γ when compared to the secondary 
compartment γ, but the primary compartment’s learning rate λ is lower than the λ of the 
secondary compartment. Both compartments have a lower weight limit of 0. The 
piecewise linear learning rule, and its incorporation of these two parameters, is given in 
Equation 7.  
        
                                           
                                  
                                           
  
Equation 7. Learning equation.  This piecewise linear learning equation produces 
adjustments to synaptic weights in both the secondary and primary compartments, based 
on the reinforcement values Rsecondary and Rprimary obtained according to Table 11 and 
Table 12 after each trial ends. The parameter λ represents the overall rate of learning, 
while parameter γ sets the upper asymptotic limit of weight value. λ and γ are parameters 
that vary inversely between the two compartments - the deliberative compartment has 
high λ and low γ, and vice versa for the habitual compartment. Within the primary 
compartment, λ = 0.0036 and γ = 1; in the secondary compartment, λ = 0.0045 and γ = 
0.35. R is a variable that takes on the value of Rprimary in the primary compartment and 
Rsecondary in the secondary compartment. GO pathway weights are adjusted oppositely to 
those in the NOGO pathway, according to the value of   , which takes values 1 or -1 in 
GO pathways and 5 or -5 in NOGO pathways, depending on the outcome (reward or not). 
 
Because the primary compartment has access to less complete stimulus 
information, it is unlikely that it would be sufficient to produce a rewarded action if the 
secondary compartment had already failed to do so with its relatively superior 
information about the environment. Coupling its learning to that of the secondary 
compartment allows the primary compartment to produce the same action that the 
secondary compartment has been previously responsible for producing, but with a 
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reduction in production time due to the higher cortical-basal ganglia weight threshold and 
simpler stimulus input in the secondary compartment. As long as a stimulus in the 
environment that is accessible to the primary compartment remains sufficiently predictive 
of reward, the primary compartment will retain control with a reduced production time; 
however, if the complex stimulus processing accessible to the secondary compartment is 
necessary to predict the rewarded outcome, repeated failures by the primary compartment 
to produce reward will cause control to revert to the secondary compartment. 
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APPENDIX B. MATLAB MODEL SCRIPT 
function [] = LearningSys4_13_2018Script(varargin) 
%% Script used to generate thesis data. Works in conjunction with 
LearningSysPlotScript.m to generate figures. 
  
%% Initialization 
addpath('F:\\Dropbox\\Science\\2017 paper\\') 
close all 
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',24);  
saveBGdata = 1; 
loadBGdata = 0; 
rng(137) 
  
%% Set up options 
  
  
  
       
  
% First argument determines which experiments to run 
if (nargin() >= 1) 
    plotToggle = varargin{1}; 
else 
      plotToggle =  [0 0 0 0 0  ... 
                 0 0 0 0 0 ... 
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                 0 0 0 0 0 ... 
                 0 0 0 1]; 
end 
  
if (nargin() >= 2) 
    fpath = varargin{2}; 
else 
    fpath = 'F:\\Dropbox\\Science\\Figures\\'; 
end 
  
if (nargin() >= 3) 
    numSubjects = varargin{3}; 
else 
    numSubjects=1; 
end 
  
  
%% Set trial-invariant parameters  
fixSecondary = 1; %Increase secondary weights to begin under secondary 
control 
VIschedule = 0; %Is this experiment subject to Woods & Bouton VI 
schedule? 
padamount = 19; % How long are windows used to determine per-subject 
averages? 
  
blockLengthA= 500;         %Trial block lengths 
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blockLengthB= 50; 
blockLengthC= 100; 
blockLengthD= 50; 
blockLengthE= 20; 
blockLengthF= 40; 
blockLengthG= 20; 
blockLengthH= 1000; 
blockLengthI = 2000; 
blockLengthLong = 1500; 
  
% Parameters used for Woods & Bouton experiments 
WBsegment = 40; 
WBtrainingBlock = 1000; 
WBextBlock = WBsegment*8; 
WBreacBlock = WBsegment*2; 
prfChance = 0.035; %How likely is a random reinforcement under partial 
schedule? 
VIscale = 0.75; % How much does VI schedule reduce learning? 
VIchance = 1; % How rare is reinforcement per trial on VI schedule 
(unused) 
  
% Parameters used for savings effect experiments 
SVtrainingBlock = 25*4; 
SVextBlock = 25*4; 
SVreacBlock = 25*4; 
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stimPeriod = 4; %Time steps per trial before secondary stimuli are 
processed 
stimSize = 2; %Number of unique stimuli 
respSize = 3; %Number of unique responses 
contextCells = 2*stimSize; %How many stimuli are accessible to 
secondary only 
aInit = 0.25; %Initial activation (all neurons) 
DtInit = 0.025; %Timestep 
S = 200; %Steps per trial before a decision must be made 
activityInitialNoise = 0.1; %Std dev of noise at beginning of each 
trial 
activityNoise = 0.1; %Std dev. of noise at each time step 
sVal = 1; %Strength of stimulus input to CTX  
uVal = 0.0; %Strength of broad urgency signal in CTX 
predictionLength = 50; 
history = zeros(1,predictionLength); 
historyLong = zeros(1,3*predictionLength); 
interrupt = 0; 
  
% Weight adjustment parameters 
cocaineBias = 1; %Multiplies positive and divides negative rewards  
wOffset = 0.2; %Baseline weight value in primary 
wDblOffset = 0.2; %As above but for the secondary weights 
wPriSpread = 0.02; %Difference between primary GO and NOGO weight init 
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wSecSpread = 0.1; %As above, but for secondary 
wMaxHi = 0.9; %Maximum weight value (High compartment) 
wMaxLo = 0.5; %Max weight value (Lo compartment) 
wCtxBaseline = 1; %" weights onto cortex 
weightsInitialNoiseDev = 0.01; %Stdev of initial noise in weights 
weightsInitialNoise = 
weightsInitialNoiseDev*randn(respSize,contextCells); %initial noise in 
all weights 
wDecayRate = 0.000; %Rate that weights return to baseline 
rDeltaHi = 0.0045; %Learning rate in the secondary cpt 
rDeltaLo = 0.0036; %Learning rate in the primary cpt 
ForwardCouplingTerm = 1; %How much reinforcement passes from secondary 
to primary 
BackwardCouplingTerm = 0.0; %As above, but from primary to secondary 
NGSprimary = 5.0; %Learning rate scaling factor for the primary cpt 
NOGO pathway 
NGSsecondary = 5.0; %Learning rate scaling factor for the 2ndary cpt 
NOGO pathway 
NGPunishmentAdded = 0; %Amount added to negative reinforcement for the 
NOGO pathway 
punishmentVal = 0.8; %Is negative reward valued differently from 
positive? 
SecondaryPunishmentScale = 1.0; % Multiply punishmentVal by this, but 
only for the Secondary compartment. Unused. 
nonresponseR = 0; %Reinforcement applied if the model doesn't produce a 
response due to timeout 
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% Parameters for drug effect simulation variation 
%Is there an input bias affecting cortical input?  
secondaryStimBias = 1; 
primaryStimBias = 1; 
  
%Beta parameter affecting DA efficacy 
DAbetaSecondary = 0.0; 
DAbetaPrimary = 0.0; 
%Auto-inhibition (decay rate) parameters 
secondaryGABAbias = 0.05; 
primaryGABAbias = 0.05; 
%Steepness of RPE parametric curve 
RPEPrimaryExponent = 1/2; 
RPESecondaryExponent = 3/2; 
  
  
% snapshotTrials = [1 88 280 741 959 1248 1373 1766 1876]; %Which 
trials to save ALL data for 
snapshotTrials =[]; 
SATparadigm = 0; %Toggle used in SAT simulations 
  
  
%% Save the workspace so parameters are kept 
paramPath = sprintf('%s%sWorkspace.mat',fpath,date); 
save(paramPath); 
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%% Iterate the entire script for each figure to be generated 
numFigs = sum(plotToggle); 
  
for figInd = 1:numFigs  % For each experiment 
  
clearvars -except figInd subjInd numFigs paramPath plotToggle  
load(paramPath,'-regexp','^(?!plotToggle)\w') 
rng(1337*figInd); %Experiment-dependent RNG seed 
plotDraw = [0 0 0 0 0 ... 
            0 0 0 0 0 ... 
            0 0 0 0 0 ... 
            0 0 0]; 
  
  
%% Learning parameters 
% Defaults used for key parameters. May be varied per-experiment. 
  
L = wMaxLo; 
H = wMaxHi; 
HR = rDeltaHi; 
LR = rDeltaLo; 
dTh = 0.75; 
  
% Params: [thGamma Secondary, thGamma Primary, rDelta Primary, rDelta 
Secondary,  
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%           decision Threshold] 
Params = [H L LR HR dTh 0.75 1;... %Expected best performance 
    ]; 
  
%% Reversal figure 
if (plotToggle(1) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,1;... 
                 blockLengthA,2;... 
                 blockLengthA,1;... 
                  blockLengthA,2;...                  
                  blockLengthA,1;...           
                  blockLengthA,2;...         
                ];       
             
            chanceMatrix = ruleMatrix; 
             
plotToggle(1) = 0; 
plotDraw (1) = 1; 
end 
  
%% Matching / probabilistic  
if (plotToggle(2) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,10;... 
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                 blockLengthA,10;... 
                 blockLengthA,10;... 
                 blockLengthA,10;... 
                ];            
  
chanceMatrix = [0.5 0.75;... 
    0.7 0.75;... 
    0.9 0.75;... 
    1 0.75;... 
    ]; 
plotToggle(2) = 0; 
plotDraw (2) = 1; 
  
end 
  
%% Speed-accuracy tradeoff probe 
if (plotToggle(3) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
     
ruleMatrix = [... 
                 2000,12;... 
%                  500,12;... 
                 ]; 
              
chanceMatrix = [0.5 0.5;  
                0.5 0.5];            
Params = [ H L LR HR dTh 0.5]; 
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plotToggle(3) = 0; 
plotDraw (3) = 1; 
SATparadigm = 1; 
end 
  
%% Plus-maze imitation 
if (plotToggle(4) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0)   
  
% Duration, Contingency  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthB,3;... 
                 blockLengthC,4;... 
                 blockLengthD,5;... 
                 blockLengthB,3;... 
                 blockLengthH,4;... 
                 blockLengthD,5;...                
                 blockLengthB,3;... 
                 blockLengthI,4;... 
                 blockLengthD,5;...    
                ]; 
chanceMatrix = ruleMatrix; 
plotToggle(4) = 0; 
plotDraw (4) = 1; 
end 
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%% Extended acquisition 
if (plotToggle(5) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthLong,14;... 
                 blockLengthLong,13;... 
                ];       
chanceMatrix = [1 0.5;... 
0.75 0.5;... 
];           
plotToggle(5) = 0; 
plotDraw (5) = 1; 
end 
  
  
%% Extinction 
if (plotToggle(6) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthE,1;... 
                 blockLengthF,0;... 
                 blockLengthG,1;...         
                ];       
chanceMatrix = [1 0.5;... 
0.75 0.5;... 
0.5 0.5;... 
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];           
plotToggle(6) = 0; 
plotDraw (6) = 1; 
end 
  
%% Cocaine effect figure 
if (plotToggle(7) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0)   
  
Params = [H*1.2 L*1.5 LR*1.5 HR*1.2 dTh 0];      
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,1;...  
                 blockLengthA,2;... 
                 blockLengthA,1;... 
                 blockLengthA,2;...  
                 blockLengthA,1;... 
                 blockLengthA,2;... 
                ]; 
             
chanceMatrix = ruleMatrix; 
  
plotToggle(7) = 0; 
plotDraw(7) = 1; 
end 
  
  
%% Ethanol effect figure 
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if (plotToggle(8) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0)   
  
Params = [... 
          H L LR HR dTh 0;... 
         ]; 
      
secondaryStimBias = 1; 
primaryStimBias = 1; 
  
secondaryGABAbias = 0.05; 
primaryGABAbias = 0.05; 
  
ruleMatrix =    [500,1;...  
                 500,2;... 
                 500,1;... 
                 500,2;...  
                 500,1;... 
                 500,2;... 
                ]; 
             
chanceMatrix = ruleMatrix; 
  
plotToggle(8) = 0; 
plotDraw(8) = 1; 
end 
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%% Amphetamine effect figure 
fignum = 9; 
if (plotToggle(fignum) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0)   
  
Params = [... 
          H*1.75 L*1.1 LR*1.75 HR*1.5 dTh 0;... 
         ]; 
      
secondaryStimBias = 1; 
primaryStimBias = 1; 
  
secondaryGABAbias = 0.05; 
primaryGABAbias = 0.05; 
  
  
ruleMatrix =    [500,1;...  
                 500,2;... 
                 500,1;... 
                 500,2;...  
                 500,1;... 
                 500,2;... 
                ]; 
chanceMatrix = [500,1;...  
                 500,2;... 
                 500,1;... 
                 500,2;...  
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                 500,1;... 
                 500,2;... 
                ]; 
  
plotToggle(fignum) = 0; 
plotDraw(fignum) = 1; 
end 
  
  
%% Nicotine effect figure 
fignum = 10; 
if (plotToggle(fignum) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0)   
  
% Elevated phasic relase preferentially in ventral     
Params = [... 
          H*1.0 L*1.0 LR*1.1 HR*1.2 dTh 0;... 
         ]; 
      
  
%Reduced tonic DA preferentially in dorsal 
DAbetaSecondary = -0.05; 
DAbetaPrimary = -0.1; 
  
  
predictability = 1; 
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chanceMatrix = [predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                ]; 
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,1;... 
                 blockLengthA,2;... 
                 blockLengthA,1;... 
                  blockLengthA,2;...                  
                  blockLengthA,1;...           
                   blockLengthA,2;...   
                ]; 
plotToggle(fignum) = 0; 
plotDraw(fignum) = 1; 
end 
  
%% Nicotene withdrawal effect figure 
fignum = 11; 
if (plotToggle(fignum) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0)   
  
loadBGdata = 0; 
saveBGdata = 1; 
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Params = [... 
          H*1.0 L*1.0 LR*1 HR*1 dTh 0;... 
         ]; 
      
%Reduced tonic DA preferentially in NAcc 
DAbetaSecondary = -0.05; 
DAbetaPrimary = -0.1; 
  
  
predictability = 1; 
chanceMatrix = [predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                ]; 
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,1;... 
                 blockLengthA,2;... 
                 blockLengthA,1;... 
                  blockLengthA,2;...                  
                  blockLengthA,1;...           
                   blockLengthA,2;...   
                ]; 
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plotToggle(fignum) = 0; 
plotDraw(fignum) = 1; 
end 
  
%% Bupropion + nicotene withdrawal effect figure 
fignum = 12; 
if (plotToggle(fignum) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0)   
  
loadBGdata = 0; 
saveBGdata = 1; 
  
%Elevated learning rate, both cpts, preferentially ventral 
Params = [... 
          H*1.0 L*1.0 LR*1.0 HR*1.0 dTh 0;... 
         ]; 
      
%Reduced tonic DA  
DAbetaSecondary = +0.1; 
DAbetaPrimary = +0.05; 
  
%Preferential increase in D2 (NOGO) 
punishmentVal = 1.2; 
  
% Increase feedforward 
ForwardCouplingTerm = 1; 
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predictability = 1; 
chanceMatrix = [predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                ]; 
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,1;... 
                 blockLengthA,2;... 
                 blockLengthA,1;... 
                  blockLengthA,2;...                  
                  blockLengthA,1;...           
                   blockLengthA,2;...   
                ]; 
             
plotToggle(fignum) = 0; 
plotDraw(fignum) = 1; 
end 
  
%P.E. of dopamine figure - vary only predictability 
fignum = 13; 
if (plotToggle(fignum) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
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ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,15;... 
                 blockLengthA,16;... 
                 blockLengthA,15;... 
                  blockLengthA,16;...                  
                  blockLengthA,15;...           
                   blockLengthA,16;...    
                ];       
      
predictability = 0.75; 
chanceMatrix = [predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                ]; 
plotToggle(fignum) = 0; 
plotDraw (fignum) = 1; 
  
DAbetaSecondary = 0.0; 
DAbetaPrimary = 0.0; 
end 
  
%Performance effect of dopamine figure - vary predictability and beta 
fignum = 14; 
if (plotToggle(fignum) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
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% Duration, Contingency  
  
ruleMatrix =    [blockLengthA,15;... 
                 blockLengthA,16;... 
                 blockLengthA,15;... 
                  blockLengthA,16;...                  
                  blockLengthA,15;...           
                   blockLengthA,16;...    
                ];       
             
predictability = 1; 
chanceMatrix = [predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                predictability predictability; ... 
                ]; 
plotToggle(fignum) = 0; 
plotDraw (fignum) = 1; 
  
DAbetaSecondary = 0.0; 
DAbetaPrimary = 0.0; 
end 
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%% Woods Bouton Figure - Prf2 
if (plotToggle(15) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
  
ruleMatrix =    [WBtrainingBlock,19;... 
                 WBextBlock,15;... 
                 WBreacBlock,18;...      
                ];       
chanceMatrix = [1 1;... 
prfChance 1;... 
VIchance 1;... 
];           
plotToggle(15) = 0; 
plotDraw (15) = 1; 
woodsBoutonFig = 1; 
end 
  
%% Woods Bouton Figure - Prf8 
if (plotToggle(16) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
      
VIschedule = 8; 
ruleMatrix =    [WBtrainingBlock,19;... 
                 WBextBlock,15;... 
                 WBreacBlock,18;...      
                ];     
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chanceMatrix = [1 1;... 
prfChance 1;... 
VIchance 1;... 
];           
plotToggle(16) = 0; 
plotDraw (16) = 1; 
woodsBoutonFig = 1; 
end 
  
%% Woods Bouton Figure - Ext2 
if (plotToggle(17) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
  
ruleMatrix =    [WBtrainingBlock,19;... 
                 WBextBlock,15;... 
                 WBreacBlock,18;...      
                ];      
chanceMatrix = [... 
1 1;... 
0 1;... 
VIchance 1;... 
];           
plotToggle(17) = 0; 
plotDraw (17) = 1; 
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woodsBoutonFig = 1; 
end 
  
  
%% Woods Bouton Figure - Ext8 
if (plotToggle(18) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
  
VIschedule = 8; 
ruleMatrix =    [WBtrainingBlock,19;... 
                 WBextBlock,15;... 
                 WBreacBlock,18;...      
                ];        
             
chanceMatrix = [1 1;... 
0 1;... 
VIchance 1;... 
];           
  
plotToggle(18) = 0; 
plotDraw (18) = 1; 
  
woodsBoutonFig = 1; 
end 
  
%% Savings figure 
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if (plotToggle(19) ~= 0 && sum(plotDraw) == 0) 
% Duration, Contingency  
  
ruleMatrix =    [SVtrainingBlock,18;... 
                 SVextBlock,17;... 
                 SVreacBlock,18;...      
                ];        
             
chanceMatrix = [1 1;... 
1 1;... 
1 1;... 
];           
  
plotToggle(19) = 0; 
plotDraw (19) = 1; 
savingsFig = 1; 
end 
  
% Iterate over the number of subjects for this experiment 
for subjInd = 1:numSubjects 
     
%Iterate over parameter sets per subject 
[Psets, ~] = size(Params); 
for pSweep = 1:Psets     
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%% Generate stimuli 
T = sum(ruleMatrix(:,1)); %Number of trials 
stimVector = zeros(stimSize,T); 
contextVector = zeros(stimSize,T); 
[Len, ~] = size(ruleMatrix); 
for block = 1:Len 
    [sV, cV] = stimulusByRule( ruleMatrix(block,2), 
ruleMatrix(block,1), chanceMatrix(block,2)); 
     
    if (block == 1) 
        startInd = 1; 
    else 
        startInd = 1+sum(ruleMatrix(1:block-1,1)); 
    end 
    endInd = startInd + ruleMatrix(block,1)-1; 
     
    stimVector(:,startInd : endInd)... 
        = sV; 
    contextVector(:,startInd : endInd)... 
        = cV; 
end 
clear block 
  
% Initialize compartment structures 
if(loadBGdata == 0) 
SINGLE_BG = struct(... 
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    'GO',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
    'NOGO',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
    'MC',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
    'S_IN',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
    'W_GO',wOffset + wPriSpread + weightsInitialNoise,... 
    'W_NOGO',wOffset -wPriSpread + weightsInitialNoise,... 
    'W_CTX',wCtxBaseline + weightsInitialNoise,... 
    'thGamma',0,... 
    'rDelta',0,... 
    'dt',DtInit,... 
    'STOP',aInit,... 
    'noise',activityNoise,... 
    'stimulusStrength',sVal,... 
    'urgencyStrength',uVal,... 
    'NOGOscale',NGSprimary,... 
    'NOGOAddedPunishment',NGPunishmentAdded,... 
    'weightDecay',wDecayRate,... 
    'weightInit',wOffset,... 
    'decayParameter',primaryGABAbias,... 
    'DA_beta',DAbetaPrimary... 
); 
  
DOUBLE_BG = struct(... 
    'GO',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
    'NOGO',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
    'MC',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
    'S_IN',aInit*ones(respSize,contextCells),... 
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    'W_GO',wDblOffset +wSecSpread + weightsInitialNoise,... 
    'W_NOGO',wDblOffset -wSecSpread +weightsInitialNoise,... 
    'W_CTX',wCtxBaseline + weightsInitialNoise,... 
    'thGamma',0,... 
    'rDelta',0,... 
    'dt',DtInit,... 
    'STOP',aInit,... 
    'noise',activityNoise,... 
    'stimulusStrength',sVal,...  
    'urgencyStrength',uVal,... 
    'NOGOscale',NGSsecondary,... 
    'NOGOAddedPunishment',NGPunishmentAdded,... 
    'weightDecay',wDecayRate,... 
    'weightInit',wOffset,... 
    'decayParameter',secondaryGABAbias,... 
    'DA_beta',DAbetaSecondary... 
); 
else 
    load BGdata.mat 
end 
  
%Storage variables 
rVector = zeros(T,5); 
wVector = zeros(T,6,respSize,contextCells,length(Params)); 
tVector = zeros(T,1); 
MCvector = zeros(T,S,2,respSize,contextCells); 
GOVector = zeros(T,S,2,respSize,contextCells); 
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NOGOVector = zeros(T,S,2,respSize,contextCells); 
  
% Reset system to begin each experiment 
ruleCount = 0; 
counter = 1; 
SINGLE_BG = 
resetWeights(SINGLE_BG,weightsInitialNoiseDev,wOffset,wPriSpread); 
DOUBLE_BG = 
resetWeights(DOUBLE_BG,weightsInitialNoiseDev,wDblOffset,wSecSpread); 
  
% Fix secondary compartment to begin in control, if desired 
if(fixSecondary == 1)  
DOUBLE_BG.W_GO = 1.5*DOUBLE_BG.W_GO; 
DOUBLE_BG.W_NOGO = 1.5*DOUBLE_BG.W_NOGO;  
else 
    if(fixSecondary == 2) 
    SINGLE_BG.W_GO = 0.5 * (SINGLE_BG.W_GO); 
    SINGLE_BG.W_NOGO = 1.5 * (SINGLE_BG.W_NOGO); 
    DOUBLE_BG.W_GO = 1.5.*(DOUBLE_BG.W_GO); 
    DOUBLE_BG.W_NOGO = 0.5.*DOUBLE_BG.W_NOGO;  
    end 
end 
  
%% Trials 
    for t = 1:T % Iterate over each trial 
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     %Reset values for new trial 
     SINGLE_BG = resetActivity(SINGLE_BG,aInit,activityInitialNoise); 
     DOUBLE_BG = resetActivity(DOUBLE_BG,aInit,activityInitialNoise);      
     SINGLE_BG.thGamma = Params(pSweep,1); 
     DOUBLE_BG.thGamma = Params(pSweep,2); 
     SINGLE_BG.rDelta = Params(pSweep,3); 
     DOUBLE_BG.rDelta = Params(pSweep,4); 
     decisionTh = Params(pSweep,5); 
  
     stimulus = [stimVector(:,t) stimVector(:,t) stimVector(:,t)]'; 
     trackWinner = 0.5; 
     trackDecision = 0; 
       
     % Use the trial/rule matrix to choose the correct one for this 
trial 
     if(ruleCount >= ruleMatrix(counter,1)) 
         ruleCount = 0; 
         counter = counter + 1; 
         rule = ruleMatrix(counter,2); 
     else 
         rule = ruleMatrix(counter,2); 
     end 
     ruleCount = ruleCount + 1; 
         
     % If VI schedule is in effect, adjust learning rate 
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     if(t > sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)) && VIschedule == 8) 
         SINGLE_BG.rDelta = VIscale*Params(pSweep,3); 
         DOUBLE_BG.rDelta = VIscale*Params(pSweep,4); 
     else 
         SINGLE_BG.rDelta = Params(pSweep,3); 
         DOUBLE_BG.rDelta = Params(pSweep,4); 
     end 
  
    % Determine contingencies to be rewarded 
    rAct = 
contingencyByRule(rule,stimVector(:,t),contextVector(:,t),chanceMatrix(
counter,1),punishmentVal); 
           
%% Stimulus loop         
    for step = 1:S % A trial has begun 
  
        %Adjust reward contingencies with timeouts 
%         if (plotDraw(3) == 1) %During SAT figure generation 
%             if (t >= windowOn)                     
%                 win = shutoff; %Time after which reward cannot be 
obtained 
%             else 
%                 win = S; 
%             end 
%             if(step > win) 
%             rAct = [-1 -1 -1]; 
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%            end 
%         end 
                     
        SINGLE_BG.S_IN = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
        SINGLE_BG.S_IN(:,1:2) = primaryStimBias*stimulus(:,1:2); 
        DOUBLE_BG.S_IN = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
             
        if (step >= stimPeriod)             
            DOUBLE_BG.S_IN = secondaryStimBias*[stimulus(:,1:stimSize), 
contextVector(1,t)*ones(respSize,1),contextVector(2,t)*ones(respSize,1)
]; 
        else     
            DOUBLE_BG.S_IN = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
        end 
         
            SINGLE_BG = ModelBG(SINGLE_BG); 
            DOUBLE_BG = ModelBG(DOUBLE_BG); 
            [single_vals , ~]= max(SINGLE_BG.MC); 
            [double_vals , ~] = max(DOUBLE_BG.MC); 
            single_winner = [0 0 0]; 
            double_winner = [0 0 0]; 
            single_val = 0; 
            double_val = 0; 
  
  
if (SATparadigm == 1) 
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    finalStep = 40+ randi(20,1); 
    if (step >= finalStep) 
        interrupt = 1; 
    end 
end 
        %End loop if either: 
        % a) Time is up (S) 
        % b1) One compartment has an activity value greater than the 
other 
        % compartment and the decision threshold, and 
        % b2) The winning compartment has settled on one winner (the 
        % winning value is unique) 
        if (step == S ... 
                || (max(single_vals) > decisionTh  && ... 
                   max(single_vals) > max(double_vals) && ... 
                    
~isequal(single_vals(1),single_vals(2),single_vals(3)))... 
                || (max(double_vals) > decisionTh && ... 
                   max(double_vals) > max(single_vals) && ... 
                   
~isequal(double_vals(1),double_vals(2),double_vals(3)))... 
                || (interrupt == 1)... 
                ) 
             
            %Last step - pick a winner     
            [single_vals, single_winner]= max(SINGLE_BG.MC); 
            [double_vals, double_winner] = max(DOUBLE_BG.MC); 
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            [single_val, single_ind] = max(single_vals); 
            [double_val, double_ind] = max(double_vals); 
            break 
             
        end 
  
  
    end 
  
tVector(t) = step; %Indicates how long it took to make a decision 
  
%% Check result, apply learning and update weights 
R1 = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
R2 = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
  
%% Calculate reward 
        if ((~isequal(single_vals(1),single_vals(2),single_vals(3)) ||  
~isequal(double_vals(1),double_vals(2),double_vals(3))) && step < S) 
            % The primary compartment won the competition 
            if (single_val > double_val &&  
~isequal(single_vals(1),single_vals(2),single_vals(3))) 
                 
                R1 = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
                R2 = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
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                if (single_val >= 0) 
                R_raw = rewardCalc(single_winner(single_ind),rAct); 
                R = 
R_raw*computeRPE(R_raw,history)^(RPESecondaryExponent); 
                R_primary = 
R_raw*computeRPE(R_raw,history)^(RPEPrimaryExponent); 
                 
  
                if (R<0) 
                    R1(single_winner(single_ind),single_ind) = 
R_primary/cocaineBias; 
                    R2(single_winner(single_ind),single_ind) = 
BackwardCouplingTerm*R/cocaineBias;  
                else 
                    R1(single_winner(single_ind),single_ind) = 
R_primary*cocaineBias; 
                    R2(single_winner(single_ind),single_ind) = 
BackwardCouplingTerm*R*cocaineBias;  
                end 
                trackWinner = 1; 
                trackDecision = single_winner(single_ind); 
                else 
                R_raw = 0;  
                R1(single_winner(single_ind),single_ind) = 0; 
                R2(single_winner(single_ind),single_ind) = 0; 
                trackWinner = -1; 
                trackDecision = single_winner(single_ind); 
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                end 
  
  
            else  
                %The secondary compartment won the competition 
                if (double_val >= single_val &&  
~isequal(double_vals(1),double_vals(2),double_vals(3))) 
  
                    R1 = zeros(respSize,contextCells); 
                    R2 = zeros(respSize,contextCells);  
  
                    if (double_val >= 0) 
                    R_raw = rewardCalc(double_winner(double_ind),rAct);  
                    R = 
R_raw*computeRPE(R_raw,history)^(RPESecondaryExponent); 
                    R_primary = 
R_raw*computeRPE(R_raw,history)^(RPEPrimaryExponent); 
                     
                    if (R < 0) 
                        R1(double_winner(double_ind),:) = 
ForwardCouplingTerm*R_primary/cocaineBias; %Asymmetrical "spiral" 
learning 
                        R2(double_winner(double_ind),double_ind) = 
SecondaryPunishmentScale*R/cocaineBias; 
                    else 
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                        R1(double_winner(double_ind),:) = 
ForwardCouplingTerm*R_primary*cocaineBias; %Asymmetrical "spiral" 
learning 
                        R2(double_winner(double_ind),double_ind) = 
R*cocaineBias; 
                    end 
                    trackDecision = double_winner(double_ind); 
                    trackWinner = 0; 
                    else 
                    R_raw = 0;  
                    R1(double_winner(double_ind),double_ind) = 0; 
                    R2(double_winner(double_ind),double_ind) = 0; 
                    trackWinner = -1; 
                    trackDecision = double_winner(double_ind); 
                    end 
                end 
            end   
        else 
            %Timeout - neither won 
            R_raw = 0;  
            R1 = nonresponseR*ones(respSize,contextCells); 
            R2 = nonresponseR*ones(respSize,contextCells); 
            trackWinner = -1; 
            trackDecision = 0; 
        end 
         
        %Update RPE history 
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        history = [R_raw history(1:predictionLength-1)]; 
        historyLong = [R_raw historyLong(1:predictionLength-1)]; 
         
%% Update weights 
        SINGLE_BG = LearnBG(SINGLE_BG,R1); 
        DOUBLE_BG = LearnBG(DOUBLE_BG,R2); 
         
%% Record for plotting         
      %  Save weights,stimuli, and outcomes 
        for WrInd = 1:respSize     
            for WsInd = 1:contextCells 
            wVector(t,1,WrInd,WsInd,pSweep) = 
SINGLE_BG.W_GO(WrInd,WsInd); 
            wVector(t,2,WrInd,WsInd,pSweep) = 
SINGLE_BG.W_NOGO(WrInd,WsInd); 
            wVector(t,3,WrInd,WsInd,pSweep) = 
DOUBLE_BG.W_GO(WrInd,WsInd); 
            wVector(t,4,WrInd,WsInd,pSweep) = 
DOUBLE_BG.W_NOGO(WrInd,WsInd);    
            end 
        end 
             
        if (trackDecision ~= 0) 
         rVector(t,1) = rAct(trackDecision); 
        else 
            rVector(t,1) = 0; 
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        end 
        rVector(t,2) = single_winner(1); 
        rVector(t,3) = double_winner(1); 
        rVector(t,4) = trackWinner; 
        rVector(t,5) = trackDecision; 
         
      % Take a snapshot on certain trials and save it  
      if (ismember(t,snapshotTrials)) 
          fileString = sprintf('Snapshot_trial%d',t); 
          save(fileString); 
      end 
    end 
     
%% Generate percentage data 
  
pctPrimaryDecision = zeros(1,T); 
pctSuccesses = zeros(1,T); 
avgTimes = zeros(1,T); 
  
  
pad = ones(padamount,1); 
  
  
     
pastResponses = zeros(3,T); 
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%Iterate over entire experiment's set of trial blocks 
    for k = 1:length(ruleMatrix)   
  
  
        if k > 1 
            interval = sum(ruleMatrix(1:k-
1,1))+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:k,1)); 
            paddedVector = [paddedVector(end-padamount+1:end); 
(rVector(interval, 4))];  
            % RVector is formatted as 2 for secondary, 1 for primary, -
1 for abstention 
            % Want format of -1 for abstention, 1 for primary, 0 for 
secondary 
            paddedVector(paddedVector == 2) = 0; 
            paddedSuccessVector = [paddedSuccessVector(end-
padamount+1:end); (rVector(interval, 1) > 0)]; 
            paddedTimeVector = [paddedTimeVector(end-padamount+1:end); 
(tVector(interval))]; 
            paddedActionVector = [paddedActionVector(end-
padamount+1:end); rVector(interval,5)]; 
          else 
            interval = 1:ruleMatrix(1,1); 
            paddedVector = [0*pad; (rVector(interval, 4))];  
            paddedVector(paddedVector == 2) = 0; 
            paddedSuccessVector = [0*pad; (rVector(interval, 1) > 0)]; 
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            paddedTimeVector = [tVector(1)*pad; (tVector(interval))]; 
            paddedActionVector = [0*pad; rVector(interval,5)]; 
        end        
  
        %Per-block statistics 
        for j = interval  
             
            pastKdecisions =  paddedVector(j-interval(1)+1:j+padamount-
interval(1)); 
            pctPrimaryDecision(j) = mean(pastKdecisions);  
            pastKsuccesses = paddedSuccessVector(j-
interval(1)+1:j+padamount-interval(1)); 
            pastKresponses = paddedActionVector(j-
interval(1)+1:j+padamount-interval(1)); 
            pctSuccesses(j) = mean(pastKsuccesses); 
            avgTimes(j) = mean(paddedTimeVector(j-
interval(1)+1:j+padamount-interval(1))); 
             
            for respInd = 1:3 
             pastResponses(respInd,j) = sum((pastKresponses == 
respInd))/(padamount); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    %Used only for probabilistic reversal figure - shows "ideal" (P=1) 
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    %performance 
    if(length(ruleMatrix) == 6) 
         
        leftWindow = 0; 
        rightWindow = 500; 
        if (ruleMatrix(1,1) > leftWindow) 
        indicesBlock1 = ruleMatrix(1,1)-
leftWindow:ruleMatrix(1,1)+rightWindow; 
        else 
        indicesBlock1 = 1:ruleMatrix(1,1)+rightWindow+1; 
        end 
        indicesBlock2 = sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))-
leftWindow:sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))+rightWindow; 
        indicesBlock3 = sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))-
leftWindow:sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))+rightWindow; 
    %     indicesBlock4 = sum(ruleMatrix(1:7))-
leftWindow:sum(ruleMatrix(1:7))+rightWindow; 
  
        desiredResponses = [pastResponses(1,1:ruleMatrix(1,1))... 
            pastResponses(2,ruleMatrix(1,1)+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:2))) ... 
             
pastResponses(1,sum(ruleMatrix(1:2))+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))) ... 
          pastResponses(2,sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:4))) 
...    
          pastResponses(1,sum(ruleMatrix(1:4))+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))) 
... 
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pastResponses(2,sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:6)))... 
         ]; 
    end 
     
%% Find crossing points between compartments 
    crossing = zeros(1,6); 
    for blockInd = 1:length(ruleMatrix) 
     
        if (blockInd == 1) 
            relevantIndices = 1:ruleMatrix(1); 
        else 
            relevantIndices = sum(ruleMatrix(1:blockInd-
1)):sum(ruleMatrix(1:blockInd)); 
        end 
         
        criterion = 0.5; 
        [above, aboveInds] = find(pctPrimaryDecision(relevantIndices) 
>= criterion + 0.05);     
        [below, belowInds] = find(pctPrimaryDecision(relevantIndices) 
<= criterion - 0.05); 
  
        if (~isempty(belowInds)) 
            [nextAbove, nextInd] = find(aboveInds > 
belowInds(end),1,'first'); 
        else 
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            crossing(blockInd) = NaN; 
            continue 
        end 
         
        if (~isempty(nextInd)) 
            crossing(blockInd) = aboveInds(nextInd) + 
relevantIndices(1); 
        else 
            crossing(blockInd) = NaN; 
        end 
  
        
    end 
     
  
    % This is the file used later by LearningSysPlotScript 
    if (saveBGdata == 1) 
        exptext = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment%dSubject%d.mat',fpath,date,figInd,subjInd); 
        save(exptext); 
    end 
  
     
  
end %End of param loop 
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end %End of subject loop 
end %End figure generating loop 
  
end %End script 
  
%% Model differential equations 
function [state] = ModelBG(state) 
A = state.decayParameter; %Decay rate 
B = 1; %Upper activity bound 
Sval = state.stimulusStrength; %Impact of stimulus on activity 
noiseInput = state.noise*randn(size(state.MC)); 
urgencySignal = state.urgencyStrength; %Cortical input bias, if any 
  
state.GO = state.GO + state.dt.*(-A.*state.GO + (B - 
state.GO).*state.W_GO.*state.MC*(1+state.DA_beta)); % GO pathway 
state.NOGO = state.NOGO + state.dt.*(-A.*state.NOGO + (B - 
state.NOGO).*state.W_NOGO.*state.MC*(1-state.DA_beta)); % NOGO pathway 
state.MC = state.MC + state.dt.*(noiseInput -A.*state.MC + ... 
                                (B - state.MC).*(urgencySignal + 
Sval.*state.S_IN + state.W_CTX.*state.GO) ... 
                                 - state.MC.*state.W_CTX.*state.NOGO); 
% "Motor cortex" 
  
end 
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%% Adjust weights based on reward 
function [state] = LearnBG(state,R) 
     
    %Linear learning rule       
    state.W_GO = state.W_GO + (state.rDelta.*R); 
    state.W_NOGO = state.W_NOGO + (-state.NOGOscale*state.rDelta.*R.*( 
ones(size(R)) + (R<0).*(state.NOGOAddedPunishment))); 
  
     
     % Weight decay to equilibrium 
     state.W_GO = state.W_GO - state.weightDecay*(state.W_GO-
state.weightInit); 
     state.W_NOGO = state.W_NOGO - state.weightDecay*(state.W_NOGO-
state.weightInit); 
  
    % Thresholding 
    state.W_GO = state.thGamma .* (state.W_GO >= state.thGamma) + 
state.W_GO .* (state.W_GO < state.thGamma); 
    state.W_NOGO = state.thGamma .* (state.W_NOGO >= state.thGamma) + 
state.W_NOGO .* (state.W_NOGO < state.thGamma); 
    state.W_GO = 0 .* (state.W_GO <= 0) + state.W_GO .* (state.W_GO > 
0); 
    state.W_NOGO = 0 .* (state.W_NOGO <= 0) + state.W_NOGO .* 
(state.W_NOGO>0); 
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end 
  
%% Determine whether the contingency was followed 
function[R_out] = rewardCalc(winner,rAct) 
%Based on contingency between stimulus and rewarded outcome, determine 
%reward 
R_out = 0; 
    if (winner(1) ~= 0) 
        R_out = rAct(winner(1)); 
    end 
end 
  
%% Reset activities for a new trial 
function [COMP] = resetActivity(COMP,aInit,aNoise) 
COMP.MC = aInit*ones(size(COMP.MC))+aNoise*randn(size(COMP.MC)); 
COMP.GO = aInit*ones(size(COMP.GO)); 
COMP.NOGO = aInit*ones(size(COMP.NOGO)); 
COMP.STOP = aInit; 
end 
  
%% Reset weights between parameters 
function [COMP] = resetWeights(COMP,weightsInitialNoise,offset,spread) 
  
COMP.W_GO = offset + spread + 
weightsInitialNoise*randn(size(COMP.W_GO)); 
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COMP.W_NOGO = offset -spread + 
weightsInitialNoise*randn(size(COMP.W_NOGO)); 
end 
  
function [stimVector,contextVector] = stimulusByRule(rule,trials,param) 
  
stimVector = zeros(2,trials); 
contextVector = zeros(2,trials); 
    switch rule 
        case {0 1 2 7 14 15 16 17 18 19 20} %Present S1 only 
            stimVector = [ones(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [zeros(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)];         
        case 3 %Present mixture of S3 and S4 
            randVec = rand(1,trials); 
            stimVector = [zeros(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [randVec>0.5; randVec<=0.5]; 
        case 4 %Present S1+S3 
            stimVector = [ones(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [ones(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
        case 5 %Present S1+S4 
            stimVector = [ones(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [zeros(1,trials); ones(1,trials)]; 
        case 6 %Present either S1 OR S2, plus random S3. 
            stimAlt = randi(2,1,trials)-1; 
             stimVector = [stimAlt; (stimAlt == 0)]; 
            contextVector = [randi(2,1,trials)-1; zeros(1,trials)]; 
        case 8 %Present S1, S1+S3, or S3 
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            randVec = rand(1,trials); 
            stimVector = [randVec<0.33; zeros(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [randVec<0.66; zeros(1,trials)]; 
        case 9 %Present S1 with param chance of co-presenting S2 
            randVec = rand(1,trials); 
            stimVector = [ones(1,trials); randVec<param]; 
            contextVector = [zeros(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
  
        case 10 %Present S1 with param chance of co-presenting S3 
            randVec = rand(1,trials); 
            stimVector = [ones(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [randVec<param; zeros(1,trials)]; 
  
        case 11 %Present S3 or S4 and S2 
            randVec = rand(1,trials); 
            randVec2 = rand(1,trials); 
            stimVector = [zeros(1,trials); ones(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [randVec2 >= 0.5; randVec2 < 0.5]; 
  
        case 12  
            randVec = rand(1,trials); 
            randVec2 = rand(1,trials); 
            stimVector = [randVec >= 0.7; randVec < 0.3]; 
            contextVector = [randVec2 >= 0.5; randVec2 < 0.5]; 
  
        case 13 %S3 only 
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            stimVector = [zeros(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
            contextVector = [ones(1,trials); zeros(1,trials)]; 
  
    end 
  
end 
  
% Compute a reward-prediction error signal given reward history 
function [RPE] = computeRPE(reward,rewardHistory) 
  
predictionLength = length(rewardHistory); 
matches = sum(rewardHistory == reward); 
mismatches = sum(rewardHistory ~= reward); 
RPE = 
0.25*((mismatches+predictionLength)/(matches+predictionLength))^2; 
  
end    
  
%%Determine stimulus-response pairings given integer rule and stimulus 
function [rAct] = 
contingencyByRule(rule,stimVector,contextVector,chance,omission) 
    rVal = omission; 
    rAct = [-rVal -rVal -rVal]; 
    RandomVar = rand(); %Random number between 0 and 1 for 
probabilistic reward 
            switch rule 
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                case 0 %Extinction 
                    rAct = [-1 -1 -1]; 
  
                case 1 %Response 1 
  
                        switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
                                case 1 
                                    rAct(1) = 1; 
                                case 0 
                                    rAct(1) = 1; 
                            end 
                        case 0 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
                                case 1 
                                case 0 
                                    rAct = [0 0 0]; 
                            end 
                        end 
                         
                case 2 %Response 2 only 
  
                        switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
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                                case 1 
                                    rAct(2) = 1; 
                                case 0 
                                    rAct(2) = 1; 
                            end 
                        case 0 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
                                case 1 
                                    rAct(2) = 0; 
                                case 0 
                                    rAct = [0 0 0]; 
                            end 
                        end 
                         
  
                case 3 %Plus maze initialization: S3->R1, S4->R2 
  
                    switch contextVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                            rAct(1)=1; 
                        case 0 
                    end       
                    switch contextVector(2) 
                        case 1 
                            rAct(2)=1; 
                        case 0 
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                    end                             
                          
                 case 4 %Plus maze training block: S1+S3->R1 
                    switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                           switch contextVector(1) 
                                case 1 
                                    rAct(1) = 1; 
                            end            
                    end 
             case 5 %Plus maze testing block: S1+S4->R2 
                    switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                            switch contextVector(2) 
                                case 1 
                                    rAct(2) = 1; 
                            end 
                                               
                    end 
                        
  
                case 6 
                    switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
                                case 1           
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                                case 0 
                                     
                                    switch contextVector(1) 
                                        case 1 
                                            if (RandomVar<chance) 
                                            else 
                                            end 
                                                  rAct(3) = 1; 
                                        case 0 
                                             
                                            if (RandomVar<chance) 
                                            else 
                                            end 
                                           rAct(1) = 1; 
                                    end                          
                            end 
                        case 0 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
                                case 1 
                                    switch contextVector(1) 
                                        case 1 
                                            if (RandomVar<chance) 
                                            else 
                                            end 
                                                  rAct(2) = 1; 
                                        case 0 
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                                            if (RandomVar<chance) 
                                            else 
                                            end 
                                           rAct(2) = 1; 
                                    end       
                                     
                                    switch contextVector(2) 
                                        case 1 
                                            if(RandomVar<3)                                                  
                                                
                                            else 
                                              
                                            end 
                                        case 0 
                                            if (RandomVar<chance) 
                                            else 
                                               
                                            end 
                                    end 
                           
                                case 0 
                                    rAct = [0 0 0]; 
                            end 
                    end 
                     
               case 7 %Response 2 only 
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                        switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
                                case 1 
                                    rAct(3) = 1; 
                                case 0 
                                    rAct(3) = 1; 
                            end 
                        case 0 
                            switch stimVector(2) 
                                case 1 
                                    rAct(3) = 1; 
                                case 0 
                                    rAct = [0 0 0]; 
                            end 
                        end 
                         
                case 8 %Match, random if conjunction 
                     
                    switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 1 
                            switch contextVector(1) 
                                case 1 
                                    if (rand() < chance) 
                                        rAct(3) = 1; 
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                                    else 
                                        rAct(1) = 1; 
                                    end 
                                case 0 
                                    rAct(1)=1; 
                            end                          
                        case 0 
                            switch contextVector(1) 
                                case 1 
                                    rAct(3) = 1; 
                            end 
                            
                    end 
                 
             case 9 %S1->R1, chance of R2 if S2 
                    
                    switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 0 
                        case 1 
                            switch stimVector(2)     
                                case 1 
                                    if (rand()<chance) 
                                        rAct(2) = 1; 
                                    else 
                                        rAct(1) = 1; 
                                    end 
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                                case 0 
                                    rAct(1)=1; 
                            end 
                    end 
               case 10 %S1->R1 or chance of R3 if S3 
                    
                    switch stimVector(1) 
                        case 0  
                        case 1 
                               switch contextVector(1) 
                                    case 1 
                                        if (rand()<chance) 
                                            rAct(3) = 1; 
                                        else 
                                            rAct(1) = 1; 
                                        end 
                                    case 0 
                                        rAct(1) = 1; 
                               end     
                    end                   
                      
               case 11  
                    
  
                    if(contextVector(1) == 1) 
                         rAct(1) = 1; 
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                    else 
                        rAct(2) = 1; 
                    end 
  
                
                case 12  
                    
                     
                    if(contextVector(1) == 1) 
                        rAct(3) = 1; 
                    else 
                        rAct(1) = 1; 
                    end 
                     
                    if(stimVector(1) == 1) 
                        if (rand() < 0.9) 
                             
                             
                             
                        else 
                            rAct(2) = 1; 
                        end 
                    else 
                        if (rand() < 0.9) 
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                        else 
                            rAct(2) = 1; 
                        end 
                    end 
                     
                case 13 
                   rAct(1)=1; 
                    
                case 14  
                   rAct(2)=1; 
                    
                case 15 %Extinction in WB 
                    
                    rAct = [-1 0 -1];  
                     
                    if rand() < chance 
                            rAct(1) = 1; 
                    end 
  
  
                         
                case 16 
                    if (stimVector(1) == 1 && rand() < chance) 
                        rAct(2)=1; 
                    else 
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                        rAct(2)=0; 
                    end 
                     
                case 17 %Resp 1 extinction in savings paradigm 
                    rAct = -1*[1 1 0];  
                     
                    if (rand() < chance) 
                    rAct(1) = -1; 
                    end 
                     
                case 18 %Stim 1 reacquisition 
                    rAct = -1*[1 1 1];  
                     
                    if(rand() < chance) 
                    rAct(1) = 1; 
                    end                    
                     
                case 19 %Stim 1 initial acquisition 
                    rAct = [1 0.0 0] + 0.0*[0 rand() rand()]; 
%                     rAct(1) = 1; 
                     
                case 20 %Stim 1 training 
                    rAct = [1 0.1 0.1]; 
            end 
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end    
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APPENDIX C. MATLAB PLOTTING SCRIPT 
function [] = LearningSysPlotScript(varargin) 
%Script used to generate figures for thesis. Works using the data 
generated 
%by LearningSysScript. 
  
addpath('F:\\Dropbox\\Science\\2017 paper\\') 
num = 1; 
subjects = 20; 
  
  
%Set file path 
if (nargin > 0) 
    fpath = varargin{1}; 
else 
    fpath = 'F:\\Dropbox\\Science\\Figures\\'; 
end 
  
%Set number of experiments 
if (nargin > 1) 
    num = varargin{2}; 
end 
  
%Set number of subjects 
if (nargin > 2) 
    subjects = varargin{3}; 
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end 
  
%Check for figure-specific toggle flags 
if(exist('savingsFig','var') == 0) 
    savingsFig = 0; 
end 
  
if(exist('reversalPlot','var') == 0) 
    reversalPlot = 0; 
end 
  
if(exist('woodsBoutonFig','var') == 0) 
    woodsBoutonFig = 0; 
end 
  
plotWeights = 0; 
plotPercentages = 0; 
plotTimes = 0; 
  
% Load data 
destpath = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment%dSubject%d.mat',fpath,date,num,subjects); 
load(destpath,'-regexp','^(?!fpath$|varargin$|num$|subjects$).') 
  
%Generate sample statistics 
if(subjects > 1) 
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 if(exist('crossing','var') == 0) 
    crossing = zeros(6,length(rVector(:,4))); 
 end 
          
    for expInd = 1:num 
  
         
        sampleAvgPath = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment%d.mat',fpath,date,expInd); 
        sampleAvgResponses = zeros(size(pastResponses)); 
         sampleAvgWeightsPGO = zeros(size(wVector(:,1,1,1,pSweep))); 
         sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO = zeros(size(wVector(:,1,1,1,pSweep))); 
         sampleAvgWeightsSGO = zeros(size(wVector(:,1,1,1,pSweep))); 
         sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO = zeros(size(wVector(:,1,1,1,pSweep))); 
          
         sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt = zeros(size(wVector(:,1,2,1,pSweep))); 
         sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt = 
zeros(size(wVector(:,1,2,1,pSweep))); 
         sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt = zeros(size(wVector(:,1,2,1,pSweep))); 
         sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt = 
zeros(size(wVector(:,1,2,1,pSweep))); 
          
  
         sampleAvgCrossing = zeros(1,6); 
         sampleAvgCpt = zeros(size(rVector(:,4))); 
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         eligibleSubjs = zeros(1,6); 
            for subjInd = 1:subjects 
                 
                subjpath = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment%dSubject%d.mat',fpath,date,expInd,subjInd); 
                load(subjpath,'-
regexp','^(?!fpath$|varargin$|num$|subjects$).') 
  
  
                 
                cptTemp = rVector(:,4); 
                cptTemp(cptTemp == 2) = 0; 
                 
                sampleAvgResponses = sampleAvgResponses + 
pastResponses; 
                sampleAvgWeightsPGO = sampleAvgWeightsPGO + 
wVector(:,1,1,1,pSweep);  
                sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO = sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO + 
wVector(:,2,1,1,pSweep);  
                sampleAvgWeightsSGO = sampleAvgWeightsSGO + 
wVector(:,3,1,1,pSweep);  
                sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO = sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO + 
wVector(:,4,1,1,pSweep);  
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                sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt + 
wVector(:,1,2,1,pSweep);  
                sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt + 
wVector(:,2,2,1,pSweep);  
                sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt + 
wVector(:,3,2,1,pSweep);  
                sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt + 
wVector(:,4,2,1,pSweep);  
                 
                for blockInd = 1:6 
                    if (~isnan(crossing(blockInd))) 
                     sampleAvgCrossing(blockInd) = 
sampleAvgCrossing(blockInd) + crossing(blockInd); 
                     eligibleSubjs(blockInd) = 
eligibleSubjs(blockInd)+1; 
                    end 
                end 
                sampleAvgCpt = sampleAvgCpt + cptTemp; 
            end 
        sampleAvgResponses = sampleAvgResponses ./ subjects; 
        sampleAvgWeightsPGO = sampleAvgWeightsPGO ./ subjects; 
        sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO = sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO ./ subjects; 
        sampleAvgWeightsSGO = sampleAvgWeightsSGO ./ subjects; 
        sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO = sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO ./ subjects; 
         
        sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt ./ subjects; 
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        sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt ./ 
subjects; 
        sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt ./ subjects; 
        sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt = sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt ./ 
subjects; 
         
        sampleAvgCrossing = floor(sampleAvgCrossing ./ eligibleSubjs); 
        sampleAvgCpt = sampleAvgCpt ./ subjects; 
        save(sampleAvgPath) 
    end 
  
end 
  
M = padamount+1; 
successCriterion = 0.9; 
transferCriterion = 0.9; 
  
  
%% Plot weight trajectories 
if (plotWeights ~= 0) 
                     %Draw markers on the weight that was in control of 
                     %beheavior 
                     primaryControlledCorrectTrials = 
find((rVector(:,4) == 1) ... 
                         & rVector(:,2) == rVector(:,5) & (rVector(:,1) 
> 0)); 
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                     primaryControlledIncorrectTrials = 
find((rVector(:,4) == 1) ... 
                         & rVector(:,2) == rVector(:,5) & (rVector(:,1) 
<= 0)); 
                     secondaryControlledCorrectTrials = 
find((rVector(:,4) == 2)... 
                         & (rVector(:,3) == rVector(:,5)) & 
(rVector(:,1) > 0)); 
                     secondaryControlledIncorrectTrials = 
find((rVector(:,4) == 2) ... 
                         & (rVector(:,3) == rVector(:,5)) & 
(rVector(:,1) <= 0)); 
                      
                    pCCT = 
EveryNthElement(primaryControlledCorrectTrials,M,2); 
                    pCIT = 
EveryNthElement(primaryControlledIncorrectTrials,M,2); 
                    sCCT = 
EveryNthElement(secondaryControlledCorrectTrials,M,2); 
                    sCIT = 
EveryNthElement(secondaryControlledIncorrectTrials,M,2); 
                     
                    mSize = 8; 
%                     minDeflection = 0.0;                         
                    h = zeros(1,4);       
    respInds = [1 2];                 
    stimInds = [1 2 3 4]; 
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    for respInd = respInds 
        for stimInd = stimInds 
            figure(); 
            hold on 
            imageH = image(ones(T,T,3)); 
            yMaxVal = wMaxHi+0.2; 
            set(imageH,'xdata',[1 T],'ydata',[-0.2 yMaxVal]); 
            set(gca,'xlim',[1 T],'ylim',[-0.2 yMaxVal]); 
            setBackground(imageH,ruleMatrix); 
  
            for weightLineInd = 1:4 
                      activePCCT = pCCT(rVector(pCCT,2) == respInd); 
                      activePCIT = pCIT((rVector(pCIT,2) == respInd)); 
                      activeSCCT = sCCT((rVector(sCCT,3) == respInd)); 
                      activeSCIT = sCIT((rVector(sCIT,3) == respInd)); 
                      mString = 
strcat('k',markerStringByResponse(respInd)); 
                      switch weightLineInd 
                        case 1 %Primary compartment active GO weights 
                             
                            hold on 
                            h(weightLineInd) = 
plot(1:T,wVector(1:T,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep),'k-
','LineWidth',3);%Weight trajectories 
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'Color','r'); 
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'LineStyle','-'); 
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plot(activePCCT,wVector(activePCCT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
; 
                            
plot(activePCIT,wVector(activePCIT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
; 
                        case 2 %Primary compartment active NOGO weights 
                             
                            hold on 
                            h(weightLineInd) = 
plot(1:T,wVector(1:T,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep),'k-
','LineWidth',3);%Weight trajectories 
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'Color','r'); 
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'LineStyle','-.');        
                            
plot(activePCCT,wVector(activePCCT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
; 
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plot(activePCIT,wVector(activePCIT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
; 
                        case 3 %Secondary compartment active GO weights    
                             
                            hold on 
                        
                            h(weightLineInd) = 
plot(1:T,wVector(1:T,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep),'k-
','LineWidth',3);%Weight trajectories 
                            
plot(activeSCCT,wVector(activeSCCT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
; 
                            
plot(activeSCIT,wVector(activeSCIT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
;      
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'Color','b'); 
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'LineStyle','-'); 
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                        case 4 %Secondary compartment active NOGO 
weights 
                             
                            hold on 
                        
                            h(weightLineInd) = 
plot(1:T,wVector(1:T,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep),'k-
','LineWidth',3);%Weight trajectories 
                            
plot(activeSCCT,wVector(activeSCCT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
; 
                            
plot(activeSCIT,wVector(activeSCIT,weightLineInd,respInd,stimInd,pSweep
),... 
                            
mString,'MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerSize',mSize)
;           
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'Color','b'); 
                            set(h(weightLineInd),'LineStyle','-.');  
                      end 
                      
            end 
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            titleTxt = sprintf('Weight trajectories: Response %d 
Stimulus %d',respInd,stimInd); 
            title(titleTxt) 
            ylabel('Weight value'); 
            xlabel('Trials'); 
             
            % Make marker legend entries 
            m(1) = plot(-10,-10); 
            set(m(1),'Marker','o');  
            set(m(1),'MarkerFaceColor','green'); 
            set(m(1),'MarkerEdgeColor','black'); 
            m(2) = plot(-10,-10); 
            set(m(2),'Marker','o');  
            set(m(2),'MarkerEdgeColor','black'); 
            set(m(2),'MarkerFaceColor','red');            
  
            legend([h m],'Go, Primary','NOGO, Primary','GO, 
Secondary','NOGO, Secondary','Controlled rewarded decision','Controlled 
un-rewarded decision','Location','SouthOutside','FontSize',16); 
             
            [rmL , ~] = size(ruleMatrix); 
            p = zeros(rmL,1); 
            t = 1; 
            for j = 1:rmL 
                p(j) = ruleMatrix(j,1); 
            tAdj = t+0.1*p(j); 
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            descTxt = 
descTextByRule(ruleMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,1)); 
            text('units','data','position',[tAdj 
yMaxVal],'FontSize',16,'FontWeight','bold','VerticalAlignment','top','s
tring',descTxt); 
  
            t=t+p(j); 
            end 
                ax= gca; 
            ax.YTick = [0, wOffset, wMaxLo, wMaxHi]; 
            ax.YTickLabel = {'0',sprintf('Initial weight: 
%0.2f',wDblOffset),sprintf('Secondary weight limit: 
%0.1f',wMaxLo),sprintf('Primary weight limit: %0.1f',wMaxHi)}; 
            % Print to file 
            ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sWeightsResponseStim%dResp%dparam%d.png',fpath,date,stimInd
,respInd,pSweep); 
            set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
            print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
            hold off 
            close 
        end 
    end 
  
  
end 
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 if(plotPercentages == 1)    
    colorSpan = 0:0.1:1; 
    blacks = [zeros(size(colorSpan)); zeros(size(colorSpan)); 
colorSpan]'; 
    colors = [colorSpan; zeros(size(colorSpan)); 1-colorSpan]'; 
    cmap = [blacks; colors]; 
%% Percentage of responses produced figure 
    figure() 
    hold on 
    imageH = image(ones(T,T,3)); 
    set(imageH,'xdata',[1 T],'ydata',[-10 110]); 
    set(gca,'xlim',[1 T],'ylim',[-10 110]); 
    setBackground(imageH,ruleMatrix); 
  
    h= 
plot(1:T,100*pastResponses(1,:),1:T,100*pastResponses(2,:),1:T,100*past
Responses(3,:)); 
    legend(h,'Response 1','Response 2','Response 
3','Location','SouthOutside','FontSize',20) 
  
     
    xlabel('Trial') 
    ylabel('Percentage of responses') 
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    title(sprintf('Responses produced (%d-trial moving 
window)',padamount+1)) 
    ax= gca; 
    ax.YTick = [0 25 50 75 100]; 
    set(h,'LineWidth',3); 
    % Print to file 
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sPctResponsesFig_ParamSet%d.png',fpath,date,pSweep); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    close 
     
    %% Color coded compartment figure 
    figure() 
    hold on 
    imageH = image(ones(T,T,3)); 
    set(imageH,'xdata',[1 T],'ydata',[-10 110]); 
    set(gca,'xlim',[1 T],'ylim',[-10 110]); 
    setBackground(imageH,ruleMatrix); 
    
surface([1:length(100*pctPrimaryDecision);1:length(100*pctPrimaryDecisi
on)],[100*pctPrimaryDecision;100*pctPrimaryDecision],[zeros(size(100*pc
tPrimaryDecision));zeros(size(100*pctPrimaryDecision))],[pctPrimaryDeci
sion;pctPrimaryDecision],... 
    'facecol','no',... 
    'edgecol','interp',... 
    'LineWidth',4); 
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    colormap(colors) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
    colorbar('Ticks',[0.1, 0.9],... 
        'TickLabels',{'Secondary','Primary'}); 
    title(sprintf('Transition of control to primary compartment (%d-
trial moving window)',padamount+1)) 
    ylabel('% of trials controlled by primary compartment') 
     
      ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sCptControlColor_ParamSet%d.png',fpath,date,pSweep); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    close 
%% Percentage correct decisions figure 
    figure() 
    hold on 
    imageH = image(ones(T,T,3)); 
    YMaxVal = 125; 
    set(imageH,'xdata',[1 T],'ydata',[-20 YMaxVal]); 
    set(gca,'xlim',[1 T],'ylim',[-20 YMaxVal]); 
    setBackground(imageH,ruleMatrix); 
    % Plot line 
%     plot(100*pctSuccesses,'LineWidth',5);  
    
surface([1:length(100*pctSuccesses);1:length(100*pctSuccesses)],[100*pc
tSuccesses;100*pctSuccesses],[zeros(size(100*pctSuccesses));zeros(size(
100*pctSuccesses))],[pctPrimaryDecision;pctPrimaryDecision],... 
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        'facecol','no',... 
        'edgecol','interp',... 
        'LineWidth',4); 
    colormap(cmap); 
    caxis([-1 1]); 
    h= colorbar('Ticks',[-0.9, 0, 0.5, 0.9],... 
        'TickLabels',{'Indecisive','Secondary-
biased','Unbiased','Primary-biased'}); 
%     set(h,'YDir','reverse'); 
     
    [rmL , ~] = size(ruleMatrix); 
    p = zeros(rmL,1); 
    t = 1; 
    for j = 1:rmL 
       p(j) = ruleMatrix(j,1); 
       tAdj = t+0.1*p(j); 
        belowCriterionIndex = find(pctSuccesses(t:t+p(j)-1) < (1-
successCriterion), 1, 'last'); 
  
        [minVal, minIndex] = min(pctSuccesses(t:t+p(j)-1)); 
            pastCriterionIndex = find(pctSuccesses(t+minIndex:t+p(j)-1) 
> successCriterion,1)+minIndex; 
               critTxt = sprintf('%0.1f%% accuracy \n %d trials after 
rule change',100*successCriterion, pastCriterionIndex); 
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               text('units','data','position',[tAdj -
10],'FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold','string',critTxt); 
  
  
%         end 
         
    txt = 
descTextByRule(ruleMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,1));       
    text('units','data','position',[tAdj 
YMaxVal],'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','VerticalAlignment','top','s
tring',txt);  
        t = t+p(j); 
    end 
    title('Model Performance') 
    ylabel(sprintf('Percentage of past %d trials ending in 
reward',padamount)); 
    xlabel('Trial number') 
    ax= gca; 
    ax.YTick = [0, 25, 50, 75, 100]; 
    % Print to file 
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sPerformanceFig_ParamSet%d.png',fpath,date,pSweep); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    close 
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%% Figure showing compartment % of trials in control 
    figure() 
    set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto');     
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    hold on 
    clear h 
    axis([1 T -1 1]); 
    imageH = image(ones(T,T,3)); 
    set(imageH,'xdata',[1 T],'ydata',[-1.25 1.75]); 
    set(gca,'xlim',[1 T],'ylim',[-1.25 1.75]); 
    setBackground(imageH,ruleMatrix);     
     
    [rmL, ~] = size(ruleMatrix); 
    p = zeros(rmL,1); 
    t=1; 
    for j = 1:rmL 
    p(j) = ruleMatrix(j,1); 
    tAdj = t+0.1*p(j); 
     
    [~, aboveCriterionIndex] = find(pctPrimaryDecision(t:(t+p(j)-1)) > 
transferCriterion , 1,'last'); 
    [~, belowCriterionIndex] = find( pctPrimaryDecision(t:t+p(j)-1) < 
(1-transferCriterion), 1, 'last'); 
    [~, zeroIndex] = find ( abs( pctPrimaryDecision(t:t+p(j)-1)-0.5) < 
0.05 , 1, 'last'); 
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    txt = 
descTextByRule(ruleMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,1));     
    text('units','data','position',[tAdj 
1.5],'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','VerticalAlignment','top','strin
g',txt); 
  
     
     t = t + p(j); 
    end 
     
    plot(pctPrimaryDecision,'LineWidth',5) 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Sliding window average (N=%d) of controller by 
trial',padamount+1); 
    title(titleTxt) 
    ax= gca; 
    ax.YTick = [-1, 0, 0.5, 1]; 
    ax.YTickLabel = {'Indecisive','Secondary-
biased','Unbiased','Primary-biased'}; 
    ylabel('Control of behavior by compartment') 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    hold off 
     
    % Print to file 
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sCompartmentRatioparam%d.png',fpath,date,pSweep); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
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    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
     
    plotResponseAvg = 0; 
     
    if (plotResponseAvg == 1) 
         
            figure() 
            hold on 
            for trialBlock = 1:rmL 
                if (trialBlock == 1) 
                    responses = rVector(1:ruleMatrix(trialBlock,1),5); 
                else 
                    responses = rVector(sum(ruleMatrix(1:trialBlock-
1,1))+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:trialBlock,1)),5); 
                end 
                subplot(1,rmL,trialBlock) 
                h = histogram(responses,'Normalization','probability'); 
                h.NumBins = 3; 
                ax = gca; 
                ax.XTick = 1:3; 
                ax.YLim = [0 1]; 
                xlabel('Response number') 
                titleText = sprintf('Trial block %d',trialBlock); 
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                title(titleText) 
            end 
             
            % Print to file 
            ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sResponseHistogramparam%d.png',fpath,date,pSweep); 
            set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
            print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
            hold off 
            close 
    end 
end 
  
if (plotDraw(6) == 1) 
    figure() 
    acquisition = 100*pctSuccesses(1:ruleMatrix(1,1)); 
    reacquisition = 
100*pctSuccesses((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))); 
    h = plot((1:ruleMatrix(1,1))-1,acquisition,'--
',((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)))-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))-1,reacquisition,'-'); 
    set(h,'LineWidth',3); 
    legend('Initial 
acquisition','Reacquisition','Location','SouthOutside') 
    xlabel('Trials after rule change') 
    ylabel('% conditioned response') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Reacquisition following extinction'); 
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    title(titleTxt);  
    ptext = sprintf('%s%sSavingsComparisonFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
    % Weights 
    figure() 
    acquisitionGO = wVector(1:ruleMatrix(1,1),1,1,1,pSweep); 
    acquisitionNOGO = wVector(1:ruleMatrix(1,1),2,1,1,pSweep); 
    reacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
    reacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
    subplot(211) 
    h = plot((1:ruleMatrix(1,1))-1,acquisitionGO,'--
',((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)))-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))-1,reacquisitionGO,'-'); 
    ylabel('GO Weight') 
    legend('Initial 
acquisition','Reacquisition','Location','EastOutside') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Reacquisition following extinction'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
    set(h,'LineWidth',3); 
    set(gca,'ylim',[0 0.4]); 
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    subplot(212) 
    h2 = plot((1:ruleMatrix(1,1))-1,acquisitionNOGO,'--
',((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)))-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))-1,reacquisitionNOGO,'-'); 
    set(h2,'LineWidth',3); 
    legend('Initial 
acquisition','Reacquisition','Location','EastOutside') 
    xlabel('Trials after rule change') 
    ylabel('NOGO Weight') 
    set(gca,'ylim',[0 0.4]); 
     
    ptext = sprintf('%s%sSavingsComparisonWeightsFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
end 
  
    leftWindow = 0; 
    rightWindow = 500; 
    indicesBlock1 = ruleMatrix(1,1)-
leftWindow:ruleMatrix(1,1)+rightWindow; 
    indicesBlock2 = sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))-
leftWindow:sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))+rightWindow; 
    indicesBlock3 = sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))-
leftWindow:sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))+rightWindow; 
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if (reversalPlot ==1) 
    figure() 
  
     
  
    subplot(311) 
    hold on 
    line([0 0],[0 100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3,'Color','black'); 
    surface([-leftWindow:rightWindow;-leftWindow:rightWindow],... 
        
[100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock1);100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock1)],... 
        
[zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indicesBlock1)));zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indic
esBlock1)))],... 
        
[pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock1);pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock1)],.
.. 
    'facecol','no',... 
    'edgecol','interp',... 
    'LineWidth',4); 
    colormap(colors) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
    ylabel(sprintf('%% of past %d trials ending in reward',M)) 
    title('Reinstatement after repeated reversals') 
     
    subplot(312) 
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    hold on 
    line([0 0],[0 100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3,'Color','black'); 
            surface([-leftWindow:rightWindow;-
leftWindow:rightWindow],... 
            
[100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock2);100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock2)],... 
            
[zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indicesBlock2)));zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indic
esBlock2)))],... 
            
[pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock2);pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock2)],.
.. 
        'facecol','no',... 
        'edgecol','interp',... 
        'LineWidth',4); 
        colormap(colors) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
    ylabel(sprintf('%% of past %d trials ending in reward',M)) 
     
    subplot(313) 
     
    hold on 
    line([0 0],[0 100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3,'Color','black'); 
            surface([-leftWindow:rightWindow;-
leftWindow:rightWindow],... 
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[100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock3);100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock3)],... 
            
[zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indicesBlock3)));zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indic
esBlock3)))],... 
            
[pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock3);pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock3)],.
.. 
        'facecol','no',... 
        'edgecol','interp',... 
        'LineWidth',4); 
        colormap(colors) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel(sprintf('%% of past %d trials ending in reward',M)) 
  
  
    ptext = sprintf('%s%sReversalFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
end 
  
if (reversalPlot >= 2) 
    figure() 
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    subplot(311) 
  
     
    if (reversalPlot == 3) 
        if (subjects > 1) 
            subjpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment1.mat',fpath,date); 
            clear sampleAvg* crossing 
            load(subjpathTemp,'sampleAvg*'); 
            crossing = sampleAvgCrossing; 
            pctSuccesses = sampleAvgResponses(2,:); 
            pctPrimaryDecision = sampleAvgCpt; 
             
        else 
            destpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment1Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            clear pct* crossing 
            load(destpathTemp,'pct*','crossing'); 
        end 
  
            hold on 
    % Plot baseline accuracy 
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         plot(-
leftWindow:rightWindow,100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock1),'k:','LineWidth'
,2)  
  
    % Plot baseline crossings 
        line([crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(1)-
ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 100],'LineStyle','-.','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.75 
0.75 0.75]); 
        line([crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(2)-
ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 100],'LineStyle','-.','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.75 
0.75 0.75]); 
  
        plot(crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1), 
105,'kv','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',10); 
        plot(crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1), 
105,'kv','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',10); 
         
  
    else 
  
    end 
  
    if (subjects > 1) 
    subjpathTemp = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment2.mat',fpath,date); 
    load(subjpathTemp,'sampleAvg*'); 
    crossing = sampleAvgCrossing; 
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    pctSuccesses = sampleAvgResponses(2,:); 
    pctPrimaryDecision = sampleAvgCpt; 
  
    else 
    destpathTemp = sprintf('%s%sExperiment2Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
    clear pct* crossing 
    load(destpathTemp,'pct*','crossing'); 
    end 
         
    h1 = surface([-leftWindow:rightWindow;-leftWindow:rightWindow],... 
        
[100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock1);100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock1)],... 
        
[zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indicesBlock1)));zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indic
esBlock1)))],... 
        
[pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock1)';pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock1)']
,... 
    'facecol','no',... 
    'edgecol','interp',... 
    'LineWidth',4); 
    colormap(colors) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
     
    h3 = plot(crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1), 
105,'kv','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',10); 
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    h4 = plot(crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1), 
105,'kv','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',10); 
  
    title('Reinstatement after repeated reversals') 
    axis([-leftWindow rightWindow 0 105]); 
     
    line([crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color','black'); 
    line([crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color','black'); 
    line([crossing(3)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(3)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(4)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(4)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(5)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(5)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(6)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(6)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
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    subplot(312) 
     
    hold on 
     
        if (reversalPlot == 3) 
             
        if (subjects > 1) 
            subjpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment1.mat',fpath,date); 
            clear sampleAvg* crossing 
            load(subjpathTemp,'sampleAvg*'); 
            crossing = sampleAvgCrossing; 
            pctSuccesses = sampleAvgResponses(2,:); 
            pctPrimaryDecision = sampleAvgCpt; 
        else 
            destpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment1Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            clear pct* crossing 
            load(destpathTemp,'pct*','crossing'); 
        end     
             
             
  
        hold on 
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        plot(-
leftWindow:rightWindow,100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock2),'k:','LineWidth'
,2)  
  
        line([crossing(3)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(3)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 100],'LineStyle','-
.','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.75 0.75 0.75]); 
        line([crossing(4)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(4)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 100],'LineStyle','-
.','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.75 0.75 0.75]); 
  
        plot(crossing(3)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)), 
105,'kv','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',10); 
        plot(crossing(4)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)), 
105,'kv','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',10); 
  
        else 
        h2 = plot(-
leftWindow:rightWindow,100*desiredResponses(indicesBlock1),'k--'); 
        set(h2,'LineWidth',2); 
        end 
     
  
        if (subjects > 1) 
            subjpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment2.mat',fpath,date); 
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            clear sampleAvg* crossing 
            load(subjpathTemp,'sampleAvg*'); 
            crossing = sampleAvgCrossing; 
            pctSuccesses = sampleAvgResponses(2,:); 
            pctPrimaryDecision = sampleAvgCpt; 
        else 
            destpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment2Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            clear pct* crossing 
            load(destpathTemp,'pct*','crossing'); 
        end     
         
            surface([-leftWindow:rightWindow;-
leftWindow:rightWindow],... 
            
[100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock2);100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock2)],... 
            
[zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indicesBlock2)));zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indic
esBlock2)))],... 
            
[pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock2)';pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock2)']
,... 
        'facecol','no',... 
        'edgecol','interp',... 
        'LineWidth',4); 
        colormap(colors) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
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    plot(crossing(3)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)), 
105,'kv','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',10); 
    plot(crossing(4)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)), 
105,'kv','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',10); 
  
    line([crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(3)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(3)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 
0 0]); 
    line([crossing(4)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(4)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 
0 0]); 
    line([crossing(5)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(5)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(6)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(6)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
     
    ylabel(sprintf('%% of past %d trials ending in reward',M)) 
    axis([-leftWindow rightWindow 0 105]); 
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    subplot(313) 
     
    hold on 
    if (reversalPlot == 3) 
             
        if (subjects > 1) 
            subjpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment1.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(subjpathTemp,'sampleAvg*'); 
            crossing = sampleAvgCrossing; 
            pctSuccesses = sampleAvgResponses(2,:); 
            pctPrimaryDecision = sampleAvgCpt; 
        else 
            destpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment1Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            clear pct* crossing 
            load(destpathTemp,'pct*','crossing'); 
        end     
         
        hold on 
         plot(-
leftWindow:rightWindow,100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock3),'k:','LineWidth'
,2)  
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        line([crossing(5)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(5)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 100],'LineStyle','-
.','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.75 0.75 0.75]); 
        line([crossing(6)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(6)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 100],'LineStyle','-
.','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.75 0.75 0.75]); 
  
        plot(crossing(5)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)), 
105,'kv','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',10); 
        plot(crossing(6)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)), 
105,'kv','MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',10); 
         
    end 
  
        if (subjects > 1) 
            subjpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment2.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(subjpathTemp,'sampleAvg*'); 
            crossing = sampleAvgCrossing; 
            pctSuccesses = sampleAvgResponses(2,:); 
            pctPrimaryDecision = sampleAvgCpt; 
        else 
            destpathTemp = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment2Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            clear pct* crossing 
            load(destpathTemp,'pct*','crossing'); 
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        end   
         
    surface([-leftWindow:rightWindow;-leftWindow:rightWindow],... 
            
[100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock3);100*pctSuccesses(indicesBlock3)],... 
            
[zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indicesBlock3)));zeros(size(pctSuccesses(indic
esBlock3)))],... 
            
[pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock3)';pctPrimaryDecision(indicesBlock3)']
,... 
        'facecol','no',... 
        'edgecol','interp',... 
        'LineWidth',4); 
        colormap(colors) 
    caxis([0 1]); 
    xlabel('Trials') 
     
    h3 = plot(crossing(5)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)), 
105,'kv','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',10); 
    h4 = plot(crossing(6)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)), 
105,'kv','MarkerFaceColor','k','MarkerSize',10); 
  
    line([crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(1)-ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
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    line([crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1) crossing(2)-ruleMatrix(1,1)],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(3)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(3)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(4)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:3)) crossing(4)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:3))],[0 
100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
    line([crossing(5)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(5)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 
0 0]); 
    line([crossing(6)-sum(ruleMatrix(1:5)) crossing(6)-
sum(ruleMatrix(1:5))],[0 100],'LineStyle',':','LineWidth',2,'Color',[0 
0 0]); 
     
     
    axis([-leftWindow rightWindow 0 105]); 
  
    ptext = sprintf('%s%sReversalFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
end 
  
if (woodsBoutonFig == 1) 
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        %Savings figure formatted to match Woods & Bouton 2007 
  
        if (subjects > 1) 
             
            clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath    
            sampleAvgPath = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment1.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(sampleAvgPath) 
             
            %Response 1 
            PartialExtinction = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
            PartialReacquisition = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
             
            %Response 2 
            PartialExtinctionAlt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
            PartialReacquisitionAlt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
             
            clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath    
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            sampleAvgPath = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment2.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(sampleAvgPath)             
            PartialExtinction8 = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
            PartialReacquisition8 = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
             
            PartialExtinction8Alt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
            PartialReacquisition8Alt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
     
            clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath    
            sampleAvgPath = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment3.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(sampleAvgPath) 
            FullExtinction = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,ruleMatrix(1,1)+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)) ); 
            FullReacquisition = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
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            FullExtinctionAlt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,ruleMatrix(1,1)+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)) ); 
            FullReacquisitionAlt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
     
            clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath    
            sampleAvgPath = 
sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment4.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(sampleAvgPath) 
            FullExtinction8 = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
            FullReacquisition8 = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
             
            FullExtinction8Alt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
            FullReacquisition8Alt = 
100*sampleAvgResponses(2,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
        else 
             clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath     
            destpath = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment1Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
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            load(destpath) 
  
            PartialExtinction = 
100*pastResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))); 
            PartialReacquisition = 
100*pastResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))); 
  
            clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath     
            destpath = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment2Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(destpath) 
  
            PartialExtinction8 = 
100*pastResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))); 
            PartialReacquisition8 = 
100*pastResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))); 
  
            clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath 
            destpath = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment3Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(destpath) 
  
            FullExtinction = 
100*pastResponses(1,ruleMatrix(1,1)+1:sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)) ); 
            FullReacquisition = 
100*pastResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))); 
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            clear pctSuccesses ruleMatrix pastResponses destpath     
            destpath = 
sprintf('%s%sExperiment4Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
            load(destpath) 
  
            FullExtinction8 = 
100*pastResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))); 
            FullReacquisition8 = 
100*pastResponses(1,(sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))); 
        end 
  
    % First block is initial acquisition 
  
    leftBlock = WBextBlock; 
    rightBlock = WBreacBlock; 
     
    leftBin = floor(leftBlock/8); 
    rightBin = floor(rightBlock/2); 
     
    figure() 
    hold on 
    group = 0; 
    binnedAvg = zeros(4,11); 
    for vec = [FullExtinction8; PartialExtinction8; FullExtinction; 
PartialExtinction]' 
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        group = group + 1; 
        for bin = 1:8 
            binnedAvg(group,bin) = mean(vec((bin-
1)*leftBin+1:bin*leftBin)); 
  
        end 
        binnedAvg(group,11) = vec(1); %"Bin 0" showing end of 
acquisition 
    end 
     
     
     
    group = 0; 
    for vec = [FullReacquisition8; PartialReacquisition8; 
FullReacquisition; PartialReacquisition]' 
        group = group+1; 
        for bin = 1:2 
            binnedAvg(group,bin+8) = mean(vec((bin-
1)*rightBin+1:bin*rightBin)); 
        end 
    end 
     
    L1 = plot(1:10,binnedAvg(1,1:10),'ks-
','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'
LineWidth',3); 
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    L2 = 
plot(1:10,binnedAvg(2,1:10),'ks:','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdge
Color','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',3); 
    L3 = plot(1:10,binnedAvg(3,1:10),'ko-
','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'
LineWidth',3); 
    L4 = 
plot(1:10,binnedAvg(4,1:10),'ko:','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdge
Color','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',3); 
    plot(0:1,[binnedAvg(1,11) binnedAvg(1,1)],'ks-
','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'
LineWidth',3); 
    plot(0:1,[binnedAvg(2,11) 
binnedAvg(2,1)],'ks:','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','blac
k','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',3); 
    plot(0:1,[binnedAvg(3,11) binnedAvg(3,1)],'ko-
','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'
LineWidth',3); 
    plot(0:1,[binnedAvg(4,11) 
binnedAvg(4,1)],'ko:','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','blac
k','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',3); 
  
     
     
    line([8 8],[0 100],'Color','black','LineStyle','--','LineWidth',3); 
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    axis([0 10 0 100]) 
     
     
    legend([L1 L2 L3 
L4],'Ext8','Prf8','Ext2','Prf2','Location','North') 
    xlabel('Trial blocks') 
    ylabel('% conditioned response') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Reacquisition following extinction'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sWoodsBoutonBinnedComparisonFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
     
     
    figure() 
    hold on 
    plot(1:leftBlock,FullExtinction(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'k-','LineWidth',3); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,FullReacquisition(1:rightBlock),'
k-','LineWidth',3);         
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    plot(1:leftBlock,PartialExtinction(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'k:','LineWidth',3); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,PartialReacquisition(1:rightBlock
),'k:','LineWidth',3); 
     
    plot(1:leftBlock,FullExtinction8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'k-','LineWidth',3); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,FullReacquisition8(1:rightBlock),
'k-','LineWidth',3);         
    plot(1:leftBlock,PartialExtinction8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'k:','LineWidth',3); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,PartialReacquisition8(1:rightBloc
k),'k:','LineWidth',3); 
  
    L3 = plot(1:10:leftBlock,FullExtinction(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,FullReacquisition(1:10:rightBl
ock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSiz
e',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    L4 =plot(1:10:leftBlock,PartialExtinction(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
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plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,PartialReacquisition(1:10:righ
tBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Marker
Size',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    L1 = plot(1:10:leftBlock,FullExtinction8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,FullReacquisition8(1:10:rightB
lock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSi
ze',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    L2 = plot(1:10:leftBlock,PartialExtinction8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,PartialReacquisition8(1:10:rig
htBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Marke
rSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    line([leftBlock leftBlock],[0 100],'Color','black','LineStyle','--
','LineWidth',3); 
     
    axis([0 leftBlock+rightBlock 0 100]) 
    legend([L1 L2 L3 
L4],'Ext8','Prf8','Ext2','Prf2','Location','North') 
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    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('% conditioned response') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Reacquisition following extinction'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
    ptext = sprintf('%s%sWoodsBoutonComparisonFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
% 
%    
   
    %Weights comparison 
    figure() 
    % First block is initial acquisition 
  
    if (subjects > 1) 
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        partialExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
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        partialExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        partialReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment2.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
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        partialExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        partialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        partialReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
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        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment3.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        fullExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        fullReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
        secondaryFullExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
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        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment4.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        fullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        fullReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
        secondaryFullExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
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    else 
         
       clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath wVector 
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment1Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        partialExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        partialReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
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        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
  
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath wVector   
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment2Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        partialExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        partialReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
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        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath wVector    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment3Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        fullExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
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        fullReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        secondaryFullExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment4Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
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        fullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        fullReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        secondaryFullExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
    end 
     
    hold on 
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    line([leftBlock leftBlock],[0 
1],'Color','black','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3); 
     
    H1 = plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'g-','LineWidth',3) 
    H2 = plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    H3 = plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'g--','LineWidth',3) 
    H4 = plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
  
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'y-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b--','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'y--','LineWidth',3) 
  
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'y-','LineWidth',3) 
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    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b--','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'y--','LineWidth',3) 
  
     
    plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'g-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'g--','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
     
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO(1:rightBlock)
,'g-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightBloc
k),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO(1:rightBlo
ck),'g--','LineWidth',3)  
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plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightB
lock),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
     
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO(1:ri
ghtBlock),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO(1:
rightBlock),'y-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO(1
:rightBlock),'b--','LineWidth',3)  
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO
(1:rightBlock),'y--','LineWidth',3) 
     
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8(1:r
ightBlock),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8(1
:rightBlock),'y-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8(
1:rightBlock),'b--','LineWidth',3)  
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plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO
8(1:rightBlock),'y--','LineWidth',3) 
     
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8(1:rightBlock
),'g-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:rightBlo
ck),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8(1:rightBl
ock),'g--','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO8(1:right
Block),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
         
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,fullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO(1:10:rig
htBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Marke
rSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,partialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
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plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO(1:10:
rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Ma
rkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    L1 = plot(1:10:leftBlock,fullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:10:ri
ghtBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Mark
erSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    L2 = plot(1:10:leftBlock,partialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO8(1:10
:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','M
arkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    L3 = plot(1:10:leftBlock,fullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO(1:10:rig
htBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Marke
rSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
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    L4 = plot(1:10:leftBlock,partialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO(1:10:
rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Ma
rkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8(1:10:righ
tBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Marker
Size',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8(1:10:r
ightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Mar
kerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
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plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO(1:10:right
Block),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerS
ize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO(1:10:ri
ghtBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','Mark
erSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    % Secondary 
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO
(1:10:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','blac
k','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionN
OGO(1:10:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','b
lack','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
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    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO
8(1:10:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','bla
ck','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    
plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionN
OGO8(1:10:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','
black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO
(1:10:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','blac
k','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
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plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionN
OGO(1:10:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','b
lack','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8(
1:10:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black
','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionG
O8(1:10:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','bl
ack','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO(1
:10:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black'
,'MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
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    plot(1:10:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:10:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEd
geColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:10:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionG
O(1:10:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','bla
ck','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
     
    legend([L1 L2 L3 
L4],'Ext8','Prf8','Ext2','Prf2','Location','North') 
    axis([0 leftBlock+rightBlock 0 1]) 
    set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on') 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('Synaptic weight') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('GO and NOGO weight trajectories'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sWoodsBoutonWeightsComparisonFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
     
        %Weights comparison 
    figure() 
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    % First block is initial acquisition 
     
    if (subjects > 1) 
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        partialExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        partialExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        partialReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
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        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
         
        partialExtinctionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
        partialExtinctionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
        partialReacquisitionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        partialReacquisitionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
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        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
  
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment2.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        partialExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        partialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        partialReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
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        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
         
        partialExtinctionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
        partialExtinctionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
        partialReacquisitionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
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        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment3.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        fullExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        fullReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
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        secondaryFullExtinctionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
         
         
        fullExtinctionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
        fullExtinctionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
        fullReacquisitionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        fullReacquisitionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
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        secondaryFullExtinctionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGOAlt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO sampleAvgWeightsSGO 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%ssampleAvgExperiment4.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        fullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        fullReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
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        fullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
  
        secondaryFullExtinctionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)));    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))
); 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)));    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))
); 
         
        fullExtinctionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
        fullExtinctionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
        fullReacquisitionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsPNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
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        secondaryFullExtinctionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)
));    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,
1))); 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)
));    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8Alt = 
sampleAvgWeightsSNOGOAlt((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,
1))); 
     
    else 
         
       clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath wVector 
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment1Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        partialExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
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        partialReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
  
  
        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath wVector   
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment2Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
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        partialExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        partialReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        partialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
  
        secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
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        clear pctSuccesses pastResponses ruleMatrix destpath wVector    
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment3Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        fullExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        fullReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        secondaryFullExtinctionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
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        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        destpath = sprintf('%s%sExperiment4Subject1.mat',fpath,date); 
        load(destpath) 
  
        fullExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        fullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        fullReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),1,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        fullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),2,1,1,pSweep)
; 
  
        secondaryFullExtinctionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
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        secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:1,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
        secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),3,1,1,pSweep)
;    
        secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8 = 
wVector((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1)),4,1,1,pSweep)
; 
    end 
     
    MFreq = 20; 
    titleTxt = sprintf('GO - NOGO weight trajectories'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
     
    %Ext8 
    subplot(221) 
    title('Ext8') 
    hold on 
    line([leftBlock leftBlock],[-1 
1],'Color','black','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3); 
  
     
    % Ext8 Extinction 
    plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
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        -fullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -fullExtinctionNOGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
    % Ext8 Reacquisition 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8(1:rightBlock
)... 
        -fullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:rightBlock),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8Alt(1:rightBl
ock)... 
        -fullReacquisitionNOGO8Alt(1:rightBlock),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
         
%     Ext8 Secondary 
     plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
         
plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b--','LineWidth',3) 
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plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8(1:r
ightBlock)... 
        -secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:rightBlock),'b-
','LineWidth',3) 
     
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8Alt(
1:rightBlock)... 
        -secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8Alt(1:rightBlock),'b--
','LineWidth',3) 
     
     
    %Ext8 Markers 
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -fullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8(1:MFre
q:rightBlock)... 
%         -
fullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black
','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);  
%    
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
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%         -fullExtinctionNOGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0.8 
0],'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8Alt(1:M
Freq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
fullReacquisitionNOGO8Alt(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor',[0 
0.8 0],'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
%   
%     %Secondary Ext8 Markers 
%     
plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionG
O8(1:MFreq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColo
r','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
  
    axis([0 leftBlock+rightBlock -1 1]) 
    set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',-
1:0.2:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGrid','on') 
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    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('GO-NOGO difference') 
     
    %Prf8 
    subplot(222) 
    hold on 
    line([leftBlock leftBlock],[-1 
1],'Color','black','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3); 
    title('Prf8') 
         
  
    % Prf8 Extinction 
    plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
    -partialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
    -partialExtinctionNOGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
  
     
    %Prf8 Reacquisition  
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8(1:rightBl
ock)... 
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        -partialReacquisitionNOGO8(1:rightBlock),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8Alt(1:righ
tBlock)... 
        -partialReacquisitionNOGO8Alt(1:rightBlock),'r--
','LineWidth',3) 
     
%     Prf8 Secondary 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b--','LineWidth',3) 
     
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8(
1:rightBlock)... 
        -secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8(1:rightBlock),'b-
','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8A
lt(1:rightBlock)... 
        -secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8Alt(1:rightBlock),'b--
','LineWidth',3) 
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        %Prf8 markers 
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -partialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8(1:M
Freq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
partialReacquisitionNOGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','wh
ite','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%  
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -partialExtinctionNOGO8Alt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0.3 
0],'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8Alt(
1:MFreq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
partialReacquisitionNOGO8Alt(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor',
[0 0.3 0],'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%  
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%     L2 = 
plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO8(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisiti
onGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceC
olor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    axis([0 leftBlock+rightBlock -1 1]) 
    set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',-
1:0.2:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGrid','on') 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('GO-NOGO difference') 
     
    %Ext2 
    subplot(223) 
    hold on 
    line([leftBlock leftBlock],[-1 
1],'Color','black','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3); 
    title('Ext2') 
     
    plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
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        -fullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -fullExtinctionNOGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
     
    % Ext2 reacquisition 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO(1:rightBlock)
... 
        -fullReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightBlock),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGOAlt(1:rightBlo
ck)... 
        -fullReacquisitionNOGOAlt(1:rightBlock),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
         
    %Ext2 Secondary 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryFullExtinctionNOGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b--','LineWidth',3) 
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plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO(1:ri
ghtBlock)... 
        -secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightBlock),'b-
','LineWidth',3) 
     
        
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGOAlt(1
:rightBlock)... 
        -secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGOAlt(1:rightBlock),'b--
','LineWidth',3) 
     
        %Ext2 markers 
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -fullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO(1:MFreq
:rightBlock)... 
%         -
fullReacquisitionNOGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black'
,'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);   
%      
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,fullExtinctionGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
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%         -fullExtinctionNOGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0.8 
0],'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGOAlt(1:MF
req:rightBlock)... 
%         -
fullReacquisitionNOGOAlt(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','bla
ck','MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0.8 0],'MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);  
%     % Secondary Ext2 
%     L3 = 
plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,secondaryFullExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -secondaryFullExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionG
O(1:MFreq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor
','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
  
        axis([0 leftBlock+rightBlock -1 1]) 
    set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',-
1:0.2:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGrid','on') 
    xlabel('Trials') 
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    ylabel('GO-NOGO difference') 
     
    %Prf2 
    subplot(224) 
    hold on 
    line([leftBlock leftBlock],[-1 
1],'Color','black','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',3);       
    title('Prf2') 
     
    plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -partialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
        plot(1:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -partialExtinctionNOGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
     
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b-','LineWidth',3) 
    plot(1:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
        -secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'b--','LineWidth',3) 
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    % Prf2 reacquisition 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO(1:rightBlo
ck)... 
        -partialReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightBlock),'r-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGOAlt(1:right
Block)... 
        -partialReacquisitionNOGOAlt(1:rightBlock),'r--','LineWidth',3) 
  
    %Prf2 Secondary 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO(1
:rightBlock)... 
        -secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightBlock),'b-
','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGOAl
t(1:rightBlock)... 
        -secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGOAlt(1:rightBlock),'b--
','LineWidth',3) 
     
    %Prf2 markers 
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
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%         -partialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);     
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO(1:MF
req:rightBlock)... 
%         -
partialReacquisitionNOGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','whi
te','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%    
%     plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,partialExtinctionGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
%         -partialExtinctionNOGOAlt(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor',[0 0.2 
0],'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGOAlt(1
:MFreq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
partialReacquisitionNOGOAlt(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor',[
0 0.2 0],'MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1);         
%   
%      %Secondary Prf2 
%     L4 = 
plot(1:MFreq:leftBlock,secondaryPartialExtinctionGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1))... 
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%         -secondaryPartialExtinctionNOGO(ruleMatrix(2,1)-
leftBlock+1:MFreq:ruleMatrix(2,1)),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','Marke
rEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
%     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisiti
onGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock)... 
%         -
secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceCo
lor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    axis([0 leftBlock+rightBlock -1 1]) 
    set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',-
1:0.2:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGrid','on') 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('GO-NOGO difference') 
  
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sWoodsBoutonWeightsSpreadComparisonFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
end 
  
if (savingsFig == 1) 
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    acqIndices = 1:SVtrainingBlock; 
    extIndices = SVtrainingBlock+1:SVtrainingBlock+SVextBlock; 
    reacqIndices = SVtrainingBlock + SVextBlock+1:SVtrainingBlock + 
SVextBlock+SVreacBlock; 
     
    if (subjects > 1) 
        acquisition = 100*pastResponses(1,acqIndices); 
        extinction = 100*pastResponses(1,extIndices); 
        reacquisition = 100*pastResponses(1,reacqIndices); 
         
        acqPGOweights = wVector(acqIndices,1,1,1,pSweep);    
        acqPNOGOweights = wVector(acqIndices,2,1,1,pSweep); 
        reacqPGOweights = wVector(reacqIndices,1,1,1,pSweep); 
        reacqPNOGOweights =  wVector(reacqIndices,2,1,1,pSweep); 
        acqSGOweights = wVector(acqIndices,3,1,1,pSweep);    
        acqSNOGOweights = wVector(acqIndices,4,1,1,pSweep); 
        reacqSGOweights = wVector(reacqIndices,3,1,1,pSweep); 
        reacqSNOGOweights =  wVector(reacqIndices,4,1,1,pSweep); 
    else 
        acquisition = 100*sampleAvgResponses(1,acqIndices); 
        extinction = 100*sampleAvgResponses(1,extIndices); 
        reacquisition = 100*sampleAvgResponses(1,reacqIndices); 
         
        acqPGOweights = sampleAvgWeightsPGO(acqIndices); 
        acqPNOGOweights = sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO(acqIndices); 
        reacqPGOweights = sampleAvgWeightsPGO(reacqIndices); 
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        reacqPNOGOweights = sampleAvgWeightsPNOGO(reacqIndices); 
        acqSGOweights = sampleAvgWeightsSGO(acqIndices); 
        acqSNOGOweights =  sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO(acqIndices); 
        reacqSGOweights =  sampleAvgWeightsSGO(reacqIndices); 
        reacqSNOGOweights =   sampleAvgWeightsSNOGO(reacqIndices); 
    end 
     
    figure() 
    hold on 
    h1 = plot(acqIndices,acquisition,'k','LineWidth',3); 
    h2 = plot(acqIndices,reacquisition,'r','LineWidth',3); 
     
    legend([h1 
h2],'Acquisition','Reacquisition','Location','SouthEast') 
    axis([1 SVtrainingBlock 0 100]) 
    set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','LineWidth',2,'MinorGridLineStyle','-
','MinorGridColor',[.6 .6 .6]) 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('% CRs') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Exploitation of reinstated contingency is 
faster following extinction'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
    ptext = sprintf('%s%sSavingsFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    set(findall(gcf, '-property', 'FontSize'), 'FontSize', 20); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
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    close 
     
    figure() 
    hold on 
    h1 = plot(acqIndices,acquisition,'k','LineWidth',3); 
    h2 = plot(extIndices,extinction,'k:','LineWidth',3); 
    h3 = plot(reacqIndices,reacquisition,'r','LineWidth',3); 
     
    legend([h1 h2 
h3],'Acquisition','Extinction','Reacquisition','Location','SouthEast') 
    axis([1 SVtrainingBlock+SVextBlock+SVreacBlock 0 100]) 
    set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','LineWidth',2,'MinorGridLineStyle','-
','MinorGridColor',[.6 .6 .6]) 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('% CRs') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Response production tracks reward 
contingency'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
    ptext = sprintf('%s%sSavingsFullFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    set(findall(gcf, '-property', 'FontSize'), 'FontSize', 20); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
     
    f1 = figure() 
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    axis1 = axes(); 
     
    hold on 
    h1 = plot(acqIndices,acqPGOweights,'g','LineWidth',3); 
    h2 = plot(acqIndices,acqPNOGOweights,'r','LineWidth',3); 
    h3 = plot(acqIndices,reacqPGOweights,'g:','LineWidth',3); 
    h4 = plot(acqIndices,reacqPNOGOweights,'r:','LineWidth',3); 
  
  
    axis([1 SVtrainingBlock 0 1]) 
  
%     box on 
    axis2 = copyobj(axis1,f1); 
     
    ylabel('Synaptic weights') 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    titleTxt = sprintf('Savings in GO/NOGO weight difference 
accelerates reacquisition'); 
    title(titleTxt);  
    set(axis1,'YMinorGrid','on','LineWidth',2,'MinorGridLineStyle','-
','MinorGridColor',[.6 .6 .6])  
     
    legendY = 0.775; 
    legendX = 0.2; 
    legendXwidth = 0.3; 
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    legendYwidth = 0.1; 
     
    l1 = legend([h1 h2 h3 h4],{'Acquisition Primary GO','Acquisition 
Primary NOGO',... 
         'Reacquisition Primary GO','Reacquisition Primary NOGO'},... 
         'Position',[legendX legendY legendXwidth 
legendYwidth],'Color','w','EdgeColor','none'); 
     
    
    delete(get(axis2,'Children')); 
    set(axis2,'Color', 'none'); 
    set(axis2,'YAxisLocation','Right'); 
  
     
    h5 = plot(acqIndices,acqSGOweights,'b','LineWidth',3); 
    h6 = plot(acqIndices,acqSNOGOweights,'y','LineWidth',3); 
    h7 = plot(acqIndices,reacqSGOweights,'b:','LineWidth',3); 
    h8 = plot(acqIndices,reacqSNOGOweights,'y:','LineWidth',3); 
    l2 = legend(axis2,[h5 h6 h7 h8],{'Acquisition Secondary 
GO','Acquisition Secondary NOGO',... 
         'Reacquisition Secondary GO','Reacquisition Secondary 
NOGO'},... 
         'Position',[legendX+legendXwidth legendY legendXwidth 
legendYwidth],'Color','w','EdgeColor','none'); 
      
    set(findall(gcf, '-property', 'FontSize'), 'FontSize', 20); 
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    ptext = sprintf('%s%sSavingsWeightFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
%% Reacquisition weight trajectories for Woods/Bouton sims 
    figure() 
  
    subplot(221) %Primary GO 
    hold on 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('Weight') 
    title('Primary GO weights') 
    axis([leftBlock+1,leftBlock+rightBlock,0.65 0.85])   
    
set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',0:0.1:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGri
d','on') 
     
    %Prf2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO(1:rightBlo
ck),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO(1:MF
req:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black'
,'MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Prf8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8(1:rightBl
ock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionGO8(1:M
Freq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','black
','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Ext2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO(1:rightBlock)
,'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO(1:MFreq
:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','M
arkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
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    %Ext8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8(1:rightBlock
),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionGO8(1:MFre
q:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black','
MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
     
    subplot(222) %Primary NOGO 
    hold on 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('Weight') 
    title('Primary NOGO weights') 
    axis([leftBlock+1,leftBlock+rightBlock,0.3 0.9])   
    
set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',0:0.1:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGri
d','on') 
     
    %Prf2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightB
lock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO(1:
MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','blac
k','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Prf8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO8(1:right
Block),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,partialReacquisitionNOGO8(1
:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor','bla
ck','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Ext2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO(1:rightBloc
k),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO(1:MFr
eq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black',
'MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Ext8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:rightBlo
ck),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
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plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,fullReacquisitionNOGO8(1:MF
req:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','black'
,'MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
     
    subplot(223) %Secondary GO 
   hold on 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('Weight') 
    title('Secondary GO weights') 
    axis([leftBlock+1,leftBlock+rightBlock,0.4 0.5])   
    
set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',0:0.1:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGri
d','on') 
  
      %Prf2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO(1
:rightBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
     
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisiti
onGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColor
','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
    %Prf8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionGO8(
1:rightBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3)        
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisiti
onGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdgeColo
r','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Ext2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO(1:ri
ghtBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionG
O(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor','
black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
    
    %Ext8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionGO8(1:r
ightBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionG
O8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor',
'black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
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    subplot(224) %Secondary NOGO 
    hold on 
    xlabel('Trials') 
    ylabel('Weight') 
    title('Secondary NOGO weights') 
    axis([leftBlock+1,leftBlock+rightBlock,0 0.35])   
    
set(gca,'YMinorGrid','on','YTick',0:0.1:1,'MinorGridAlpha',1,'XMinorGri
d','on') 
       
    %Prf2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO
(1:rightBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    
L4=plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquis
itionNOGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdge
Color','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Prf8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquisitionNOGO
8(1:rightBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3)       
    
L2=plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryPartialReacquis
itionNOGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','white','MarkerEdg
eColor','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
    %Ext2 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO(1:
rightBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    L3=  
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionN
OGO(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'o','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor'
,'black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
   
    %Ext8 
    
plot(leftBlock+1:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionNOGO8(1
:rightBlock),'k-','LineWidth',3) 
    L1 = 
plot(leftBlock+1:MFreq:leftBlock+rightBlock,secondaryFullReacquisitionN
OGO8(1:MFreq:rightBlock),'s','MarkerFaceColor','black','MarkerEdgeColor
','black','MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',1); 
  
     
    ax=axes('Units','Normal','Position',[.025 .025 .95 
.95],'Visible','off'); 
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set(get(ax,'Title'),'Visible','on','Units','normalized','Position',[0.5 
0.985]) 
    title('Reacquisition weight trajectories') 
    lh = legend([L1 L2 L3 L4],'Ext8','Prf8','Ext2','Prf2'); 
    set(lh,'Position',[0 0.5 0.1 0.1]) 
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sWoodsBoutonReacqWeightsComparisonFig.png',fpath,date); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
 
end 
  
if (plotTimes == 1) 
     
    colorSpan = 0:0.1:1; 
    blacks = [zeros(size(colorSpan)); zeros(size(colorSpan)); 
colorSpan]'; 
    colors = [colorSpan; zeros(size(colorSpan)); 1-colorSpan]'; 
    cmap = [blacks; colors]; 
            
     
    normalizedTimes = avgTimes / max(avgTimes); 
     
    figure() 
    hold on 
    imageH = image(ones(T,T,3)); 
    set(imageH,'xdata',[1 T],'ydata',[min(normalizedTimes) 
max(normalizedTimes)]); 
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    set(gca,'xlim',[1 T],'ylim',[min(normalizedTimes) 
max(normalizedTimes)]); 
    setBackground(imageH,ruleMatrix); 
    hold on 
  
    surface([1:length(normalizedTimes);1:length(normalizedTimes)],... 
        [normalizedTimes;normalizedTimes],... 
        [zeros(size(normalizedTimes));zeros(size(normalizedTimes))],... 
        [pctPrimaryDecision;pctPrimaryDecision],... 
        'facecol','no',... 
        'edgecol','interp',... 
        'LineWidth',4); 
    colormap(colors); 
    caxis([0 1]); 
    h= colorbar('Ticks',[0.1, 0.9],... 
        'TickLabels',{'Secondary','Primary'}); 
    set(h,'YDir','reverse'); 
    title('Per-trial time elapsed to decision') 
    xlabel('Trial number') 
    ylabel('Time elapsed') 
    [rmL , ~] = size(ruleMatrix); 
    p = zeros(rmL,1); 
    t = 1; 
    for j = 1:rmL 
        p(j) = ruleMatrix(j,1); 
        tAdj = t+0.1*p(j); 
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        txt = 
descTextByRule(ruleMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,2),chanceMatrix(j,1)); 
        text('units','data','position',[tAdj 
1+max(tVector)],'FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold','string',txt); 
        t=t+p(j); 
    end 
  
    % Print to file 
    ptext = 
sprintf('%s%sTimeElapsedFig_param%d.png',fpath,date,pSweep); 
    set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
    print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
    hold off 
    close 
end 
  
  
%% SAT figure 
if(plotDraw(3) == 1) 
primaryTrials = (rVector(:,4) == 1); 
secondaryTrials = (rVector(:,4) == 2); 
  
primaryTimes = tVector(primaryTrials); 
secondaryTimes = tVector(secondaryTrials); 
  
primarySpeeds = 1./primaryTimes; 
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secondarySpeeds = 1./secondaryTimes; 
  
primarySuccesses = rVector(primaryTrials,1).*(rVector(primaryTrials,1) 
> 0); 
secondarySuccesses = 
rVector(secondaryTrials,1).*(rVector(secondaryTrials,1) > 0); 
  
window = 49; 
  
primaryAccuracy = zeros(length(primarySuccesses),1); 
for i = 1:length(primarySuccesses) 
    if (i<=window) 
        primaryAccuracy(i) = mean(primarySuccesses(1:i)); 
    else 
        primaryAccuracy(i) = mean(primarySuccesses(i-window:i)); 
    end 
end 
  
secondaryAccuracy = zeros(length(secondarySuccesses),1); 
for i = 1:length(secondarySuccesses) 
     if (i<=window) 
        secondaryAccuracy(i) = mean(secondarySuccesses(1:i)); 
    else 
        secondaryAccuracy(i) = mean(secondarySuccesses(i-window:i)); 
    end 
end 
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[sortedPrimarySpeeds sortIndices] = sort(primarySpeeds); 
[uniquePrimarySpeeds IA IC] = unique(sortedPrimarySpeeds);  
primaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed = primaryAccuracy(sortIndices); 
primaryAccuracySamples = zeros(1,length(uniquePrimarySpeeds)); 
meanPrimaryAccuracyBySpeed = zeros(1,length(uniquePrimarySpeeds)); 
for i = 1:length(uniquePrimarySpeeds) 
    if (i < length(uniquePrimarySpeeds)) 
    meanPrimaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
mean(primaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
    stdPrimaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
mean(primaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
    primaryAccuracySamples(i) = length(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1); 
    else 
    meanPrimaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
mean(primaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):end)); 
    stdPrimaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
mean(primaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):end)); 
   
    primaryAccuracySamples(i) = length(IA(i):IA(end)); 
    end 
end 
  
[sortedSecondarySpeeds sortSecondaryIndices] = sort(secondarySpeeds); 
[uniqueSecondarySpeeds IA IC] = unique(sortedSecondarySpeeds);  
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secondaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed = 
secondaryAccuracy(sortSecondaryIndices); 
secondaryAccuracySamples = zeros(1,length(uniqueSecondarySpeeds)); 
meanSecondaryAccuracyBySpeed = zeros(1,length(uniqueSecondarySpeeds)); 
for i = 1:length(uniqueSecondarySpeeds) 
    if(i < length(uniqueSecondarySpeeds)) 
        meanSecondaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
mean(secondaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
        stdSecondaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
std(secondaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
        secondaryAccuracySamples(i) = length(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1); 
    else 
        meanSecondaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
mean(secondaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):end)); 
        stdSecondaryAccuracyBySpeed(i) = 
std(secondaryAccuraciesSortedBySpeed(IA(i):end)); 
        secondaryAccuracySamples(i) = length(IA(i):IA(end)); 
    end 
end 
  
  
  
figure() 
h = 
plot(1./uniquePrimarySpeeds,meanPrimaryAccuracyBySpeed,'r',1./uniqueSec
ondarySpeeds,meanSecondaryAccuracyBySpeed,'b'); 
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xlabel('Decision Time') 
ylabel('Accuracy') 
title('Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff') 
legend('Primary','Secondary','Location','SouthOutside'); 
% axis([15 50 0 1]); 
set(h,'LineWidth',3) 
%  axis([1 50 0 1]) 
  
  
figure() 
plot(primarySpeeds,primaryAccuracy,'rx',secondarySpeeds,secondaryAccura
cy,'bx') 
  
aggregateTimes = [primaryTimes; secondaryTimes]; 
aggregateAccuracy = [primaryAccuracy; secondaryAccuracy]; 
  
fastTimes = aggregateTimes(aggregateTimes < median(aggregateTimes)); 
slowTimes = aggregateTimes(aggregateTimes >= median(aggregateTimes)); 
  
fastAccuracy = aggregateAccuracy(aggregateTimes < 
median(aggregateTimes)); 
slowAccuracy = aggregateAccuracy(aggregateTimes >= 
median(aggregateTimes)); 
  
figure(); 
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bar([mean(slowTimes) mean(fastTimes)],[mean(slowAccuracy) 
mean(fastAccuracy)]); 
  
  
[sortedSlowTimes sortSlowTimeIndices] = sort(slowTimes); 
[uniqueSlowTimes IA IC] = unique(sortedSlowTimes);  
slowAccuraciesSortedByTime = slowAccuracy(sortSlowTimeIndices); 
for i = 1:length(uniqueSlowTimes) 
    if(i < length(uniqueSlowTimes)) 
        meanSlowAccuracyByTime(i) = 
mean(slowAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
        steSlowAccuracyByTime(i) = 
std(slowAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):IA(i+1)-
1))/sqrt(length(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
    else 
        meanSlowAccuracyByTime(i) = 
mean(slowAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):end)); 
        steSlowAccuracyByTime(i) = 
std(slowAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):IA(end)))/sqrt(length(IA(i):length
(sortedSlowTimes))); 
    end 
end 
  
  
[sortedFastTimes sortFastTimeIndices] = sort(fastTimes); 
[uniqueFastTimes IA IC] = unique(sortedFastTimes);  
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fastAccuraciesSortedByTime = slowAccuracy(sortFastTimeIndices); 
for i = 1:length(uniqueFastTimes) 
    if(i < length(uniqueFastTimes)) 
        meanFastAccuracyByTime(i) = 
mean(fastAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
        steFastAccuracyByTime(i) = 
std(fastAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):IA(i+1)-
1))/sqrt(length(IA(i):IA(i+1)-1)); 
    else 
        meanFastAccuracyByTime(i) = 
mean(fastAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):end)); 
        steFastAccuracyByTime(i) = 
std(fastAccuraciesSortedByTime(IA(i):end))/sqrt(length(IA(i):length(sor
tedFastTimes))); 
    end 
end 
  
figure() 
bar([uniqueSlowTimes; uniqueFastTimes],[meanSlowAccuracyByTime 
meanFastAccuracyByTime]); 
  
[sortedUniqueTimes I] = sort([uniqueSlowTimes; uniqueFastTimes]); 
meanAccuraciesByTimes = [meanSlowAccuracyByTime 
meanFastAccuracyByTime]; 
steAccuraciesByTimes = [steSlowAccuracyByTime steFastAccuracyByTime]; 
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figure() 
hold on 
h1= plot(sortedUniqueTimes, meanAccuraciesByTimes(I),'k',... 
         sortedUniqueTimes,meanAccuraciesByTimes(I) + 
1.96*steAccuraciesByTimes(I),'k:',... 
         sortedUniqueTimes,meanAccuraciesByTimes(I) - 
1.96*steAccuraciesByTimes(I),'k:',... 
         'LineWidth',3); 
h2 = plot(1./uniquePrimarySpeeds,meanPrimaryAccuracyBySpeed,'r--
',1./uniqueSecondarySpeeds,meanSecondaryAccuracyBySpeed,'b--
','LineWidth',3); 
title('Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff') 
legend([h2(2), h1(1), h2(1)],'Secondary-controlled','Overall 
performance','Primary-controlled','Location','SouthOutside'); 
% 
plot(1./primarySpeeds,primaryAccuracy,'rx',1./secondarySpeeds,secondary
Accuracy,'bx') 
xlabel('Decision time') 
ylabel('Accuracy') 
  
  
ptext = sprintf('%s%sSATCurveFig.png',fpath,date); 
set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
hold off 
close 
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end  
  
if(plotDraw(4) == 1) 
  
testBlockA = ((sum(ruleMatrix(1:2,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:3,1))); 
testBlockB = ((sum(ruleMatrix(1:5,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:6,1))); 
testBlockC = ((sum(ruleMatrix(1:8,1))+1):sum(ruleMatrix(1:9,1))); 
  
hold on 
h1 = plot(0:length(testBlockA)-1,100*pastResponses(1,testBlockA),'b-'); 
h2 = plot(0:length(testBlockB)-1,100*pastResponses(1,testBlockB),'--'); 
set(h2,'Color',[0.5 0 0.5]) 
h3 = plot(0:length(testBlockC)-1,100*pastResponses(1,testBlockC),'r:'); 
set(h1,'LineWidth',3); 
set(h2,'LineWidth',3); 
set(h3,'LineWidth',3); 
xlabel('Trials after rule change') 
ylabel('% incorrect response') 
legend([h1 h2 h3],'Brief training','Extended 
training','Overtraining','Location','SouthOutside'); 
    
% Print to file 
ptext = sprintf('%s%sPlusMazeFigparam%d.png',fpath,date,pSweep); 
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set(gcf,'units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); 
print(gcf,'-dpng',ptext,'-r0'); 
hold off 
close 
end  
  
end 
  
function [clippedVector] = EveryNthElement(fullVector,N,Dim) 
     %Filter down to every N'th element 
    clippedVector = []; 
    for mIndex = 1:N:length(fullVector) 
         clippedVector = cat(Dim,clippedVector,fullVector(mIndex)); 
    end 
end 
  
function [markerString] = markerStringByResponse(response) 
    switch response 
        case 1 
            markerString = 'o'; 
        case 2 
            markerString = 's'; 
        case 3 
            markerString = 'd'; 
        otherwise 
            markerString = ''; 
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    end 
  
end 
  
function [imageH] = setBackground(imageH,ruleMatrix) 
backGcolors = [1 1 1;0.7 0.7 0.7;... 
1 1 1;0.7 0.7 0.7;... 
1 1 1;0.7 0.7 0.7;... 
1 1 1;0.7 0.7 0.7;... 
1 1 1;0.7 0.7 0.7;... 
1 1 1;0.7 0.7 0.7;... 
               ]; 
         
        backg = get(imageH,'cdata'); 
        [rmL, ~] = size(ruleMatrix); 
        p = zeros(rmL,1); 
        t = 1; 
        for j = 1:rmL 
           p(j) = ruleMatrix(j,1); 
           backg(:,t:t+p(j),1) = backGcolors(j,1); 
           backg(:,t:t+p(j),2) = backGcolors(j,2); 
           backg(:,t:t+p(j),3) = backGcolors(j,3); 
           t = t + p(j); 
        end 
        set(imageH,'cdata',backg); 
end 
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%% Give text contingency descriptor as a function of rule - unused 
function [descText] = descTextByRule(rule,param1,param2) 
     descText = 'Function deprecated'; 
end 
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